
I N T R O D U C T I O N

!e Brain— is wider than the Sky— 
For— put them side by side— 
!e one the other will contain
With ease— and you— beside— 

"#$%& '$()$*+,* (ca. -./0)

!e best model of the behavior of the brain is the behavior of the brain.

12334* 5(67%%,(8, Transactions from the Ninth 
Conference on Cybernetics (-9:0)

1.  SATURATION

!e brain beckons, inviting us to become a better, stronger, and faster ver-
sion of ourselves— more productive, more empathetic, more successful, 
healthier, happier, wealthier, more sexy and serene.; For individuals, the 
optimization of and care for the brain have become moral obligations— 

-. Rick Hanson, Hardwiring Happiness: !e New Brain Science of Contentment, Calm, 
and Con"dence (New York: Harmony Books, 0<-=); Richard O’Connor, Rewire: Change 
Your Brain To Break Bad Habits, Overcome Addiction, and Conquer Self- Destructive Behav-
ior (New York: Penguin Books, 0<-:); Emily Nagoski, Come As You Are: !e Surprising New 
Science !at Will Transform Your Sex Life (New York: Simon and Schuster, 0<-:); Mark 
Robert Waldman and Chris Manning, Neurowisdom: !e New Brain Science of Money, 
Happiness, and Success (New York: Diversion Books, 0<->).
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things that we should and must do.B I imagine myself as a brain therefore I am. 
I can change myself and the world around me by changing my brain. PresentC 
manifestations of brain plasticity assume a range of pedagogical impulses, 
from the geriatricD to the explicitly piousE to the popular and pedestrian.F 
In every example, the potential to aGect the neural fundament of cogni-
tion makes possible whatever freedoms may be achieved by the brain and 
the human that is attached to it. Such freedoms, in other words, are eGects 
of brain activity; or, more precisely, they are eGects of the brain in proper 
communication with itself and with the environment.H Neurons Iring. Sig-
nals passed along through axons. Signals received by the dendrites of other 
neurons. Over -<< trillion synapses forming the “basic functional structure 
for information processing between neurons in the central nervous system, 
required for understandingJ.J.J. the functional properties of neural circuits 
and brain functions, and even the consciousness that emerges from them.”K 
A precise mapping of the brain’s neural architecture and patterned routes 
of processing. A faith in general trends, in “how movement toward more 

0. Nikolas Rose and Joelle M. Abi- Rached, Neuro: !e New Brain Sciences and the Man-
agement of Mind (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 0<-=), 0=.

=. On “practices of cerebral self- help” that go back centuries in Anglo- European con-
texts, see Francisco Ortega, “Toward a Genealogy of Neuroascesis,” in Neurocultures: 
Glimpses into an Expanding Universe, ed. Fernando Vidal and Francisco Ortega (Frankfurt: 
Peter Lang, 0<--), =-. Jerzy Konorski coined the term “plasticity” to refer to the changes 
induced by neural excitability; Conditioned Re%exes and Neuron Organization (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, -9L.), .<, ./.

L. Robert M. G. Reinhart and John A. Nguyen, “Working Memory Revived in Older 
Adults by Synchronizing Rhythmic Brain Circuits,” Nature Neuroscience 00 (0<-9): .0<– 0>.

:. Warren S. Brown and Brad D. Strawn, !e Physical Nature of Christian Life: Neuro-
science, Psychology, and the Church (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 0<-0). See 
also Andrew Newberg and Mark Robert Waldman, How God Changes Your Brain: Break-
through Findings from a Leading Neuroscientist (New York: Ballantine Books, 0<-<).

/. Sharon Begley, Train Your Mind, Change Your Brain: How a New Science Reveals Our 
Extraordinary Potential to Transform Ourselves (with a foreword by the Dalai Lama) (New 
York: Ballantine, 0<<>); Dana Wilde, Train Your Brain: How to Build a Million Dollar Busi-
ness in Record Time (Bloomington, IN: Balboa Press, 0<-=); Daniel G. Amen, Feel Better 
Fast and Make It Last: Unlock Your Brain’s Healing Potential to Overcome Negativity, Anxiety, 
Anger, Stress, and Trauma (Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale House Publishers, 0<-.).

>. On theories of synaptogenesis and neurogenesis, see Tom G. Bowlig, “How Does 
Electroconvulsive !erapy Work? !eories on Its Mechanism,” Canadian Journal of Psy-
chiatry :/, no. - (January 0<--): -=– -..

.. Hiroshi Kojima, “Information Processing in Synapses,” in Springer Handbook of Bio- /
Neuroinformatics, ed. Nikola Kasabov (Berlin: Springer Handbooks, 0<-L), :.>– /0L.
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realistic models of biological neurons might advance AI as we currently 
know it.”M

!e brain, in addition to the promises made on its behalf, is an idea whose 
materializations have been severe— not least for those white- collar workers 
whose brains have been fried by the allure of neuroenhancers; not least 
for those at- risk children being managed according to cognitive pedagogies 
or else prescribed Adderall regardless of whether they are symptomatic or 
not.;N !e biological turns in psychology;; and psychiatry,;B for example, have 
been taken up by the military, industry, and biomedical entrepreneurs. Proj-
ects now proliferate on neurogenetic engineering, transcranial magnetic 
stimulation, neuroprosthetics, and deep brain stimulation.;C !e brain has 
fueled all manner of institutional investments that promise a transformation 
of mind, soul, politics, higher education,;D scholarly working conditions, 
and, if you were to grant Igures like Silicon Valley’s Ray Kurzweil even a 

9. Matthew Roos, “Deep Learning Neurons versus Biological Neurons: Floating- 
point, Numbers, Spikes, and Neurotransmitters,” Towards Data Science (March -L, 0<-9), 
https://towardsdatascience.com/deep- learning- versus- biological- neurons- Ooating- point 
- numbers- spikes- and- neurotransmitters- FeebfaCCMNeM.

-<. Alan Schwarz, “Disorder or Not, Pills to Help in School,” New York Times (Octo-
ber 9, 0<-0); Bethany Moreton, “S’More Inequality: !e Neoliberal Marshmallow and the 
Corporate Reform of Education,” Social Text =0, no. = (September 0<-L): 09– L.; Margaret 
Talbot, “Brain Gain: !e Underground World of ‘Neuroenhancing’ Drugs,” New Yorker 
(April 0<, 0<<9).

--. George Mandler, “Origins of the Cognitive (R)evolution,” Journal of History of the 
Behavioral Sciences =.:L (Fall 0<<0): ==9– :=.

-0. Derek Richter, Perspectives in Neuropsychiatry (London: H. K. Lewis, -9:<); W.JR. 
Ashby, “Cybernetics,” in Recent Progress in Psychiatry, ed. G.JW.JT.JH. Fleming, 0nd ed. 
(London: J. and A. Churchill, -9:<), 9L– -<9. See also Anne Harrington, Mind Fixers: Psy-
chiatry’s Troubled Search for the Biology of Mental Illness (New York: W. W. Norton, 0<-9).

-=. Robbin A. Miranda et al., “DARPA-Funded EGorts in the Development of Novel 
Brain-Computer Interface Technologies,” Journal of Neuroscience Methods 0LL (0<-:): :0– 
/>; Ganesh R. Naik and Yina Guo, eds., Emerging !eory and Practice in Neuroprosthetics 
(Hershey, PA: IG Global, 0<-L). See also the neurotechnology company, Neuralink Corpo-
ration, founded by Elon Musk in 0<-/ that seeks to capture the information being processed 
by neurons and to use computers to store the results, analyze them, and to intervene. John 
MarkoG, “Baby Steps to Linking Mind and Machine,” New York Times (July ->, 0<-9): B-, B.. 
See also Adrian Curtin et al., “A Systematic Review of Integrated Functional Near- infrared 
Spectroscopy (fNIRS) and Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) Studies,” Frontiers in 
Neuroscience -= (0<-9), https://doi.org/;N.CCKM/fnins.BN;M.NNNKD.

-L. Josh Burk et al., “Neurodiversity: Creating an Inclusive College Classroom,” Neuro-
diversity Initiative, William and Mary College, https://www.wm.edu/sites/neurodiversity/.
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hint of legitimacy, immortality.;E In addition to institutions, industries, and 
structures of feeling, materializations of the brain include strategies of, and 
new machines for, measuring brain activity. Such materializations, not sur-
prisingly, occur alongside incredible feats of number crunching that have 
imparted a felt sense that the brain— mine and yours, too, dear reader— is 
an information processing device.;F

Look around. Close your eyes. Listen. Cognitive models of neural pro-
cessing have become abundantly present— in politics, business, and the 
academy, in pharmaceutical research and electroconvulsive treatment cen-
ters, in medical imaging suites, on children’s television, in the percolating 
chatter of talk therapy and smartphone notiIcations. !e brain has been 
taken up by preachers and magicians, by scientists, artists, and entrepre-
neurs, by engineers, athletes, and computer programmers, by psychologists 
and the CIA, by politicians, presidents, and policy makers, by criminolo-
gists, drug makers, and charter school administrators. !e grammar of neu-
roscience is present in the TED talks of celebrity scientists and wannabe tech 
moguls, in brain- training apps such as www.lumosity.com, in the mundane 
tasks of swipe- laden socializing, in the kind of self that beams in and out 
of countless coordinated screens and digital devices distributed across the 
globe. !ese screens and these devices operate according to paradigmatic 
theories of neural networks and information processing that remain fun-

-:. Kurzweil is the director of engineering for Google, cofounder and chancellor of 
Singularity University and chief executive oPcer of Kurzweil Technologies, Inc. Having 
long been involved in Silicon Valley projects, Kurzweil embodies both the mythic scope, 
ambition, and absurdity of the cognitive revolution. As a self- styled secular prophet of our 
information age (a group that includes many tech-  and media- savvy futurists like Max 
Tegmark, Elon Musk, and your garden- variety Wired columnist), Kurzweil is, perhaps, 
best known for his predictions (and periodic updates) about when and how humans will 
inevitably transcend their biology and converge with machines. Everyone, according to 
Kurzweil, may soon become, at last, a pure distillation of their neuromatic self, living in a 
virtual world for eternity (or until the degradation of one’s data or the catastrophic failure 
of server farms). See, e.g., !e Singularity Is Near: When Humans Transcend Biology (New 
York: Penguin, 0<<:) and, with Terry Grossman, Transcend: Nine Steps to Living Well For-
ever (New York: Rodale, 0<-<).

-/. Gopala K. Anumanchipalli et al., “Speech Synthesis from Neural Decoding of Spo-
ken Sentences,” Nature :/. (0<-9): L9=– 9.; Haiguang Wen et al., “Neural Encoding and 
Decoding with Deep Learning for Dynamic Natural Vision,” Cerebral Cortex 0., no. -0 
(December 0<-.): L-=/– /<; Tyson AOalo et al., “Decoding Motor Imagery from the Poste-
rior Parietal Cortex of a Tetraplegic Human,” Science =L. (May 00, 0<-:): 9</– -<.
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damental to contemporary models of cognition. !ese screens and these 
devices, in other words, assume the human to be a complex, self- organizing 
system. !is human processes information. !is human is, at the end of 
the day, primarily and paradigmatically, a neuromolecular phenomenon. 
Society, in turn, is nothing more, and nothing less, than an aggregate of 
interactive brains.;H

!e brain, they say, is who we are, who we have always been, and who we 
will soon become. For we are about to assume our proper place in a cosmos 
saturated with self- organizing systems understood to operate according to 
the same transcendental logic as the brain.;K Consequently, they say, the 
brain contains within it truths that are universal.;M For “when each minute 
brain component has been located, its function identiIed and its interac-
tions with each other component made clear— the resulting description will 
contain all there is to know about human nature and experience.”BN

->. Emily Martin, “Talking Back to Neuroreductionism,” in Cultural Bodies: Ethnogra-
phy and !eory, ed. Helen !omas and Jamilah Ahmed (Oxford: Blackwell, 0<<L), -9<– 0-0.

-.. Mohammad Zoqi Sarwani et al., “Personality ClassiIcation through Social Media 
Using Probabilistic Neural Network Algorithms,” International Journal of Arti"cial Intel-
ligence and Robotics (IJAIR) -, no. - (0<-9): 9– -:; Ahmed Sulaiman M. Alharbi and Elise 
de Doncker, “Twitter Sentiment Analysis with a Deep Neural Network: An Enhanced 
Approach Using User Behavioral Information,” Cognitive Systems Research :L (0<-9): :<– /-.

-9. !ere has been a steady increase in books that seek interpretive leverage on the 
seemingly endless decade of the brain in which we now Ind ourselves. Such books range 
from pointillist intellectual histories (Fernando Vidal, !e Sciences of the Soul: !e Early 
Modern Origins of Psychology, trans. Saskia Brown [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
0<</]) and pressing anthropological surveys of the scene (Joseph Dumit, Picturing Per-
sonhood: Brain Scans and Biomedical Identity [Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
0<<=] and Nicolas Langlitz, Neuropsychedelica: !e Revival of Hallucinogenic Research 
Since the Decade of the Brain [Berkeley: University of California Press, 0<-=]) to breezy 
and reactionary accounts (Paolo Legrenzi and Carlo Umilta, Neuromania: On the Limits 
of Brain Science, trans. Frances Anderson [New York: Oxford University, 0<--]). See also 
Davi Johnson !ornton, Brain Culture: Neuroscience and Popular Media (New Brunswick, 
NJ: Rutgers University Press, 0<--); Fernando Vidal and Francisco Ortega, Being Brains: 
Making the Cerebral Subject (New York: Fordham University Press, 0<->); and Melissa M. 
LittleIeld, Instrumental Intimacy: EEG Wearables and Neuroscienti"c Control (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 0<-.).

0<. Rita Carter, Mapping the Mind (Berkeley: University of California Press, -999), ..
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2.  APPROACHING THE NEUROMATIC  
(WITH A SHORT ENGINEERING ASIDE)

When the historian Michel Foucault Oippantly writes that “Modernity 
begins when the human being begins to exist within his organism, inside 
the shell of his head,” he is not to be taken literally.B; He is suggesting, on 
the contrary, that the mind and its neural architecture have long served as 
the basis for a massive biopolitical project.BB Ideas, according to Foucault, 
assume material force in the world— ideas fueling actions fueling concepts 
fueling investigations fueling imaginings fueling ideas fueling actions. And 
so on and so forth.BC No beginning and no end. Which is to say that human 
beings do not, strictly speaking, exist solely inside their skulls. But the fact 
that they increasingly believe, act, and dream that they do adds no small bit 
of ballast to Foucauldian analyses of power and to this book which is, among 

0-. Michel Foucault, !e Order of !ings: An Archeology of the Human Sciences (New 
York: Vintage, -99L), =-..

00. A notorious but representative example being Karl W. Deutsch, !e Nerves of Gov-
ernment: Models of Political Communication and Control (New York: Free Press, -9/=). As 
Deutsch speculates, “If we think of an ethnic or cultural community as a network of com-
munication channels, and of a state or a political system as a network of such channels and 
chains of command, we can measure the ‘integration’ of individuals in a people by their 
ability to receive and transmit information on wide ranges of diGerent topics with relatively 
little delay or loss of relevant detail” (-:<).

0=. I am inspired here by scholars who have attempted to think through issues of recur-
sivity and cultural production. See, for example, Fernando Vidal’s emphasis on the circular 
reinforcement of “brainhood.” An anthropology of brainhood, argues Vidal, “predated reli-
able neuroscientiIc discoveries, and constituted a motivating factor of the research that, 
in turn, legitimized it” (“Brainhood, Anthropological Figure of Modernity,” History of the 
Human Sciences 00, no. - [0<<9]: -L). Similarly, Kélina Gotman writes that the seductive-
ness of the neural metaphor is premised on its convenience and looping capaciousness in 
how it “shapes the biological and sociopolitical models it seeks to describe as much as it is 
shaped in turn by them, in a rhetorical to- and- fro between science and culture, scientiIc 
modeling and philosophical analysis” (“!e Neural Metaphor,” in !e Neuroscienti"c Turn: 
Transdisciplinarity in the Age of the Brain, ed. Melissa M. LittleIeld and Jenell M. Johnson 
[Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 0<-0], >0). Rose and Abi- Rached have written 
of “the reciprocal relationship between concepts and technologies” (Neuro, -:9). For a foun-
dational statement on the “reciprocal production of science, technology, and society,” see 
Andrew Pickering, !e Mangle of Practice: Time, Agency, and Science (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, -99:), -.
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other things, a particular history of the brain as an “especially dense transfer 
point for relations of power” within this so- called secular modernity.BD

For it is my hunch, shared by others, that to think about modernity is 
to think about the brain in terms of ideological density, epistemic reach, 
and the phenomenological swath that it cuts. Building on recent works that 
have noted the deep and abiding cognitive frame of modernity, an ever- 
encroaching neuro- ontology, and deployments of the brain in promiscuous 
projects of description, I want to think through how and why the brain 
has become so widely and intensely orientational. What to make of this 
model of a new kind of human who does not simply have a brain but whose 
very condition of existence is the brain? What to make of breathless copy 
that insists on a “synaptic self ” and looping narratives of “how our brains 
become who we are”?BE What lies behind this making of a brain- centered self 
that is subject to ethereal Oows, a self so porous to the universe as to bleed 
into and, eventually, encompass it?BF

A neuromatic brain has been integral to what one might call the meta-
physics of this modernity.BH DiGerent parts and particles of the brain are 
identiIed and traced as part of a system, diGerent locations are considered 

0L. Michel Foucault, History of Sexuality (New York: Vintage, -99<), -<=.
0:. See, e.g., the front matter of Joseph LeDoux, Synaptic Self: How Our Brains Become 

Who We Are (New York: Viking, 0<<0): “Synapses, the spaces between neurons, are the 
channels through which we think, act, imagine, feel, and remember, and also the means by 
which our most fundamental traits, preferences, and beliefs are encoded.” On the capac-
ity of the brain to detect and repair faulty synapses, see John Wade et al., “Self- repair in a 
Bidirectionally Coupled Astrocyte- neuron (AN) System Based on Retrograde Signaling,” 
Frontiers in Computational Neuroscience /, no. >/ (0<-0): -– -0.

0/. According to Norbert Wiener (perhaps the most visible and self- conscious of cyber-
neticians), the human self was pure Oow and the brain the agent of maintaining the proper 
Ouidity. “!e physical identity of an individual does not consist in the matter of which it is 
made,” wrote Wiener. “We are but whirlpools in a river of ever- Oowing water. We are not 
stuG that abides, but patterns that perpetuate themselves.” Within this dynamic scheme 
agency consisted of nothing more than the maintenance of pattern, a hollow conceit that 
assumed substance only aQer the equations had been solved. Norbert Wiener, !e Human 
Use of Human Beings: Cybernetics and Society (-9:<; New York: Houghton MiRin, -9:L), 
-<-– 0, 9/. For a critique of the racializing politics of cybernetic plasticity, see Fred Moten, 
“!e Touring Machine (Flesh !ought Inside Out),” in Plastic Materialities: Politics, Legality 
and Metamorphosis in the Work of Catherine Malabou, ed. Brenna Bhandar and Jonathan 
Goldberg- Hiller (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 0<-9): 0/:– ./.

0>. Kay and Edwards have both used the notion of “cognitivism” to signify the dis-
cursive power and ontological privilege the brain assumed in the postwar developments 
in neurophysiology, information theory, and computer science. Lily E. Kay, “Cybernetics, 
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in their collective action, as leverage for cultivating the self and explaining 
the wide wide world.BK !e neuromatic, then, signals a particular physiol-
ogy—how we imagine the brain to be in essence and how that particularity 
authorizes who we are seeking to become.

!e neuromatic brain is currently evidenced in such commonsense talk 
of neural network connectivity and synaptic selves. !e grammar, itself, 
is grounded in the aggressive framing of brain function in terms of the 
information- processing properties of its structural makeup. !at framing, 
moreover, has the winning quality of being able to address heretofore under-
appreciated “emergent” feedback circuits and control loops, that is, “network 
eGects of system eGects.”BM Consequently, the neuromatic brain is something 

Information, Life: !e Emergence of Scriptural Representations of Heredity,” Con"gura-
tions :, no. - (-99>): 0=– 9-, and Paul N. Edwards, !e Closed World: Computers and the 
Politics of Discourse in Cold War America (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, -99>), 0.

0.. Egidio D’Angelo, “Toward the Connectomic Era,” Functional Neurology 0>, no. 0 
(0<-0): >>. In claiming to have put theories of localized brain function to rest, the current 
embrace of a more expansive vision of nervous circuits spanning the entire brain and cross-
ing anatomical boundaries is not necessarily new nor as revolutionary as oQen advertised. 
As historian Katja Guenther has argued, connectionism has long been embedded in local-
ization theories, a tension between two paradigms that has played out in the American 
and European scenes of cognitive inquiry; Localization and Its Discontents: A Genealogy 
of Psychoanalysis and the Neuro Disciplines (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 0<-:). 
Which is to say that theories of brain localization have ever been shadowed by theories of 
connectionism. In phrenology, for example, that exemplary strawman of localization, the 
faculties of mind may have been notoriously isolated but, more importantly, it was their 
communication with one another that guaranteed their optimal functioning; “Debate of 
the Faculties,” American Phrenological Journal -= (-.:-): L9– :<, >=– >:. By midcentury, as 
localization theories were being integrated into models that emphasized the “threadlike 
expansions” of neurons and their “mechanism,” the brain became irreducible to one region 
or another or even to the parameters of neural tissue per se. In -9:<, for example, scientists 
were conIdent that they were on the verge of a “comprehensive understanding” of the 
motor cortex as a speciIc location in the brain (where the German phrenologist Franz 
Joseph Gall had once designated the organ of acquisitiveness). !ey were also conIdent 
that this location was part of a “teeming multitude of living units that we must depend 
[on] for sensation, motion, understanding, consciousness”; Wilder PenIeld and !eodore 
Rasmussen, !e Cerebral Cortex of Man: A Clinical Study of the Localization of Function 
(New York: Macmillan, -9:<), -– 0, -=.

09. Patricia S. Churchland, Christof Koch, and Terrence J. Sejnowski, “What Is Compu-
tational Neuroscience?” in Computational Neuroscience, ed. Eric L. Schwartz (Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, -99=), L/. Edwards, Closed World, ->9– .<.
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more than mere Oesh. It is a matter of neural networks processing infor-
mation on a microscopic level, the brain interacting with its environment 
through the transfer of information, ever corresponding with itself and the 
world around— “information [being] the name for the content of what is 
exchanged with the outer world as we adjust to it, and make our adjustments 
felt upon it.”CN

!e neuromatic brain was oPcially codiIed in the integration of infor-
mation theory and theories of neural connectivity at midcentury. !e basic 
paradigm for thinking about the brain soon became utterly persuasive— a 
vast neural network, processing information and communicating with itself 
in order to sustain itself and move the body forward in the world. !ere was 
an eloquence to the integration of the “logical calculus” of neural nets and 
information theory. Both of these intellectual streams were driven by the 
desire to control some aspect of the material world.

Claude E. Shannon’s “Mathematical !eory of Communication” (-9L.) 
was published in the Bell Labs Technical Journal and presented to other 
engineers as an aid in understanding the relationship between inputs and 
outputs in a general communication system. Every communication system 
was comprised of six elements: -) an information source, 0) a transmitter 
that transforms the source pattern into a signal, =) a channel, L) a receiver 
that decodes the signal back into pattern, :) a destination, and /) noise, or 
the inevitable degradation of signal. As part of the group of mathemati-
cians who contributed to quality control at the American Telephone and 
Telegraph Company (AT&T), Shannon’s demarcation was to address uncer-
tainty of transmission head on— accounting for it in order to measure it, 
measuring it in order to predict and control it. Shannon’s research agenda, 
moreover, was motivated by AT&T’s drive to maximize proIt by using its 
existing infrastructure more ePciently.C; !e mathematics were both pris-
tine and practical.

Shannon’s mathematical modeling of communication, Irst and fore-
most, was read for its potential commercial applications. As a general and 
groundbreaking proposition, Shannon proved that perfect communication 
between the source and destination could be achieved when communica-
tion channels were imperfect. In addition to using binary digits, or bits, 

=<. Wiener, Human Use of Human Beings, ->.
=-. C. E. Shannon, “A Mathematical !eory of Communication,” Bell System Technical 

Journal 0> (July -9L.): =>9– L0=, (October -9L.): /0=– :/; Jonathan Sterne, MP+: !e Meaning 
of a Format (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 0<-0), .<.
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to deIne any and all messages, Shannon’s introduction of redundancy was 
revolutionary in that it suggested how a system could achieve error- free 
communication through channels riddled with noise. By way of repeating 
the transmission of any message enough times through a channel whose 
error rate was known, a communication system was able to not only guar-
antee accurate transmission of the message but also detect errors within the 
system as a whole and correct for them in future transmissions.CB

In the decade following the publication of his groundbreaking article, 
Shannon witnessed the rapid uptake of information theory across numerous 
disciplines. As Shannon’s friend at Bell Labs, J. R. Pierce, later commented, 
information theory “came as a bomb, and something of a delayed- action 
bomb.”CC Indeed, as it was read alongside emerging theories of automata 
and neural nets, information theory achieved much of its explosive charge.

In the development of digital computers, for example, information theory 
was essential in securing all but perfect communication between “organs” 
within a computer and between that organ network and its environment. 
Pioneering mathematicians such as John von Neumann relied on Shannon’s 
theory to make real in the world the axiomatic propositions of Alan Turing. 
At the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey, von Neumann 
began building what was essentially a Turing machine: a central processing 

=0. John von Neumann, !e Computer and the Brain, =rd ed., with foreword by Ray 
Kurzweil (-9:.; New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 0<-0), xvi– xvii.

==. Pierce was Shannon’s colleague at Bell Laboratories and best known for his work 
on satellite communication systems. Pierce was also a science Iction writer who published 
short stories under the pseudonym of J. J. Coupling in Astounding Science Fiction, the same 
magazine in which L. Ron Hubbard’s theory of Dianetics Irst appeared in March of -9:<.

S$T734 :. A mathematical theory of communication, as conceived by Claude E. Shannon in 
-9L.. An approximation by Libby Modern.
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organ where numbers were crunched and logical operations were carried 
out; a memory organ where the program and data that were generated were 
stored, a mass storage organ, and input and output channels.CD As he theo-
rized how to arrange those organs within a computer, von Neumann real-
ized that Shannon’s theory had made it possible to secure communication 
between these organs by way of parallel processing of information.

In addition to information theory, von Neumann’s attempt to reverse 
engineer a human brain borrowed from the formal mathematics of neural 
processing worked out in “A Logical Calculus of the Ideas Immanent in Ner-
vous Activity.” In this -9L= article, the psychologist Warren McCulloch and 
mathematical prodigy Walter Pitts had provided a theory and framework 
for calculating the pathways through which neurons received, transmitted, 
and coordinated electrical signals. “A Logical Calculus” had been received 
with little fanfare among biologists and psychologists.CE But it soon gained 
signiIcant traction as it was read in dialogue with Shannon and featured 
prominently in Norbert Wiener’s Cybernetics (-9L.) and in von Neumann’s 
“!e General and Logical !eory of Automata.”CF

For McCulloch and Pitts, the neuron was an ideal type, the truth of 
which was a matter of form rather than substance. According to McCulloch 
and Pitts, a neuron either Ired or it did not and therefore could be repre-
sented as a proposition— on or oG, a - or a <. Each proposition related to 

=L. Von Neumann, !e Computer and the Brain, xx.
=:. Warren S. McCulloch and Walter Pitts, “A Logical Calculus of the Ideas Immanent 

in Nervous Activity,” Bulletin of Mathematical Biophysics :, no. L (-9L=): --:– ==. “A Logical 
Calculus” owes much to the mathematical modeling of biological systems spearheaded by 
Walter Cannon at Harvard Medical School (of whom Wiener had been a colleague). Wilfrid 
Rall, “Some Historical Notes,” in Computational Neuroscience, =.

=/. Such traction was already evident in Walter Pitts and Warren S. McCulloch, “How 
We Know Universals: !e Perception of Auditory and Visual Forms,” Bulletin of Math-
ematical Biophysics 9, no. = (-9L>): -0>– L>. !e cross- fertilization of information theory 
and neural nets was vividly on display in articles collected in Automata Studies, ed. C.JE. 
Shannon and J. McCarthy (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, -9:/). In the Irst 
essay of this volume (published earlier as Rand Research Memorandum ><L [-9:-]), the 
mathematician S. C. Kleene declared that the McCulloch- Pitts assumptions gave a nerve 
net the character of a “digital automaton,” as opposed to an analog mechanism (:). See also 
Mary A.JB. Brazier, “Neural Nets and the Integration of Behavior,” in Derek Richter, Perspec-
tives in Neuropsychiatry (London: H.JK. Lewis, -9:<): =:– L:. !e integration of information 
theory and neural networks was also enshrined in proximate articles in Fortune by Francis 
Bello; see, e.g., his “!e Information !eory,” Fortune (December -9:=): -=/– L<G. and “New 
Light on the Brain,” Fortune (January -9::), -<L– >.
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other propositions. And so on and so forth. Just as Shannon had begun 
thinking about Boolean algebra in relation to the electromechanical relays 
of the DiGerential Analyzer at MIT in the late -9=<s, McCulloch and Pitts 
had applied Boolean logic to the neural network. In Iguring each neuron 
as an on/oG valve for transmitting an electrical pulse,CH McCulloch and Pitts 
were approaching the brain in terms of computational processing. For them, 
the network of neurons was an elegant problem of logic— the brain is made 
up of a network of neurons, each one Iring or not depending on the num-
ber and (perhaps even patterns) of incoming signals across the axons that 
were connected to it. Each neuron “communicated” with the other and, in 
tandem, communicated with the outside world.CK

As an initial foray into mapping the relationality of these propositions 
in the form of complex mathematical equations, McCulloch and Pitts 
approached the brain as a vast communication network bent on processing 
information.CM !ey had succeeded in their goal “to construct theory enough 
to be able to state how a nervous system could do anything.” In arguing that 
a network of ideal neurons could calculate all calculable problems, McCul-
loch and Pitts provided the neural equivalent of a Turing machine. Or, as 
von Neumann contended, McCulloch and Pitts had solved the “purely for-
malistic” problem of Inding an “equivalent network” that would “explain” 
the computational function of the central nervous system.DN McCulloch 

=>. C. E. Shannon, “A Symbolic Analysis of Relay and Switching Circuits,” American 
Institute of Electrical Engineers Transactions :> (-9=.): >-=– >0=.

=.. Von Neumann, !e Computer and the Brain, ::.
=9. Joseph Dumit, “Plastic Diagrams: Circuits in the Brain and How !ey Got !ere,” 

in Plasticity and Pathology: On the Formation of the Neural Subject, ed. David Bates and 
Nima Bassiri (New York: Fordham University Press, 0<-/), 00:. As Dumit points out, such 
an approach opened up the possibility of creating a map that coordinated the spatial and 
temporal registers of neural activity. In the wake of “A Logical Calculus,” the neuropsy-
chologist Donald Hebb wrote of how information was represented and stored in the brain 
by way of neurons working in groups. His was a call to replace behaviorism’s emphasis on 
conditioning and response with a model of the brain as an information processing device. 
D.JO. Hebb, !e Organization of Behavior: A Neuropsychological !eory (New York: John 
Wiley and Sons, -9L9), xiii– xiv.

L<. !eir “theory” was modeled on neuroanatomical discoveries of the previous decade 
but, as McCulloch later acknowledged, the explanatory purchase of their scheme was not 
dependent on the latest discoveries in neuroanatomy. It was, in other words, doubly dis-
embodied— an abstraction of a logically informed approximation. Which is to say that 
McCulloch’s science was wholly cybernetic in its desire for control rather than realist rep-
resentation. John von Neumann, “A General and Logical !eory of Automata” and discus-
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andJPitts, in other words, had eviscerated the brain, reducing it to a logical 
problem to be solved. !e only thing leQ was the numbers.D;

sion in Cerebral Mechanisms in Behavior: !e Hixon Symposium, ed. Lloyd A. JeGress (New 
York: Wiley, -9:-), =0– =L.

L-. H. D. Landahl, Warren S. McCulloch, and Walter Pitts, “A Statistical Consequence 
of the Logical Calculus of Nervous Nets,” Bulletin of Mathematical Biophysics :, no. L (-9L=): 
-=:– =>.

S$T734 /. Neural nets schematic, from McCulloch and Pitts, “Logical Calculus,” Bulletin of 
Mathematical BiophysicsJ::L (-9L=). An approximation by Libby Modern.
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!e proposition that cognition is a neuromatic phenomenon has now 
become self- evident for neuro-  and cognitive scientists, not to mention for 
those who live vis- à- vis brain- built environments— from the black mirrors 
they hold in their hands to the neuromodulating drugs they take, with or 
without a prescription. Here is a variety of holism whose authority is based 
in numerical truthDB— circuit diagram upon circuit diagram, a computer- 
generated compilation of the brain in three dimensions. It codes incoming 
sensory signals— patterns of light or sound— in terms of information, trac-
ing their impact on an initial chain of neurons and following the tremula-
tions and loops of the initial signal as it spreads inward on parallel tracks 
and outward according to its own organized fashion.DC Remarkable, indeed, 
is the system that corrects its own internal communications, that accounts 
for the noise within yet remains a black box, still in some respects unknown 
and at some level unknowable.

With over -<;D synapses, the brain remains the horizon of organized 
complexity— be it of self or society. !is brain, one might say, is a fetish of 
the highest order, or, perhaps, an “enchanted loom” to borrow a phrase from 
Sir Charles Sherrington, whose work on neural communications within a 
network setting won him a Nobel Prize in -9=0. Sherrington was central to 
seeing the brain as a mechanism— a “shiQing harmony of subpatterns” and 
“relays of electrical potentials running along nerve- paths”— but insisted that 
the “step from electrical disturbance in the brain to the mental experience” 
would remain, at the end of the day, a “mystery,” generative of much good 
in its ultimate insolvability.DD !e brain is enchanted, then, to oGer a slightly 
more ominous spin than Sherrington, not simply because of its opaque com-
plexity. On the contrary, the brain is enchanted because of the Ierce wish-
fulness that it has catalyzed, the promises that it has precipitated, and the 

L0. Anne Harrington has explored connectionism’s roots in holism before it broke bad 
and became fodder for eugenicists; A Reenchanted Science: Holism in German Culture from 
Wilhelm II to Hitler (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, -999).

L=. R. Cameron Craddock et al., “Connectomics and New Approaches for Analyzing 
Human Brain Functional Connectivity,” Gigascience L, no. -= (0<-:), -– -0; Olaf Sporns and 
Danielle S. Bassett, “Editorial: New Trends in Connectomics,” Network Neuroscience 0, no. 
0 (0<-.): -0:– 0>.

LL. Sir Charles Sherrington, Man on His Nature (!e GiGord Lectures, -9=>– =.) (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, -9L<), 00:, 0-<, --0, -0L.
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disciplines that have accompanied its designs. Everywhere it is conjured, the 
neuromatic brain is accompanied by “transcendent expectation.”DE

3.  BLURRED LINES

Neuromatic oGers a fugitive history of a cognitive revolution that is vast 
in scope and long in the making.DF Mine are stories that foreground the 
ideas, techniques, and practices that have gone into the assembly and pres-
ent maintenance of the brain as the locus of all that is human and all that 
is not— from the magnetic utterances of the MRI to the claims of contem-
porary cognitive scientists of religion; from eighteenth- century brain anat-
omies to theologies built around them; from the spread of phrenological 
cabinets and mental pieties in the nineteenth century to the discovery of the 
motor cortex and the emergence of the brain wave as a measurable mani-
festation of cognition; from military- fueled research into neural networks 
and artiIcial intelligence to the founding of brain- centric religious organiza-
tions such as Scientology and Eileen Garrett’s Parapsychology Foundation, 
Inc.; from the deployments of cognitive paradigms in electric shock treat-
ment in the -9><s to the work of Barbara Brown, neurofeedback pioneer, 
whose goal was to “teach man to perceive and to control some of his brain  
functions.”DH

L:. Hans Blumenberg, !e Legitimacy of the Modern Age (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 
-9.:), =-, /.. As physiologist Richard Andersen has recently written, neuroscience has been 
able “to tapJ.J.J. into high- level neuro- processing— the intent to initiate an action— and then 
conveyJ.J.J. the relevant electrical signals to a robotic arm.” !e robot and the brain can 
eventually be made to speak the same language, to one another, back and forth, communi-
cating over a seemingly unbridgeable gulf. A miracle of sorts. “I get goosebumps every time 
I see it,” Andersen admits. Richard Andersen, “!e Intention Machine: A New Generation 
of Brain- Machine Interface Can Deduce What a Person Wants,” Scienti"c American =0<,  
no. L (April 0<-9): 0L– =-.

L/. I am using the term “cognitive revolution” in a much broader sense than scholars 
who focus mainly on the cognitive sciences. For examples of the latter, see George Mandler, 
A History of Modern Experimental Psychology from James and Wundt to Cognitive Science 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 0<<>); Bernard J. Baars, !e Cognitive Revolution in Psychol-
ogy (New York: Guilford Press, -9./); Howard Gardner, !e Mind’s New Science: A History 
of the Cognitive Revolution (New York: Basic Books, -9.>).

L>. Barbara B. Brown, New Mind, New Body: Bio- feedback: New Directions for the Mind 
(New York: Harper and Row, -9>L), :>.
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Narrated self- consciously as a history of the present, Neuromatic oGers a 
wide- ranging, meticulous, and joyously bizarre history that undergirds our 
evolving and enthusiastic subservience to the brain. For the brain, or some-
thing like it, is now Igured as the site of whatever humanity is and will be 
and, perhaps, what constitutes its proper object of worship. One might even 
go so far as to argue that the current scope and practical impact of universal-
izing the brain resembles nothing less than a religious revival, spreading out 
and in with every click and swipe and study and scheme of neural enhance-
ment.DK But that is not my argument, exactly. Rather than make the case for 
religious and/or secular passions about the brain, I seek instead to conjure 
the brain as a nexus of power relations, as a site of animated commitment 
to so- called secular and religious orders both.

Such commitments, not to mention the enthusiasm, trouble the so- 
called divide between the religious and scientiIc, faith and reason. Con-
sequently, I dwell on the brain as an object of multifarious reverence, from 
the bent mechanistic philosophies of the eighteenth century in which the 
nervous system assumed properties of self- organization in relationship to 
its environment, to appeals to the ethereal emanations of consciousness in 
the nineteenth century, to the measurement of brain waves and mapping of 
neural networks in the twentieth century, to contemporary claims to have 
discovered the neural correlates of religion.

In moving back and forth between professional scientists and Protestant 
revivalists, philosophers, parapsychologists, and pietists, speed readers and 
spiritualists, mathematicians and cyberneticians, mesmerists, artists, and 
political activists, I take up the relationship between religion and science 
from an odd angle. Rather than assume an ontic distinction between religion 
and science from the beginning, I focus on the production of the religious-  
secular diGerence as it has inOected a range of subject positions, politics, 
and epistemologies, regardless of whether they call themselves religious or 
secular or something else altogether. From this perspective, the neuroscien-
tiIc professions prove to be particularly powerful formations of the secular 
order— which is to say that the history, authority, and reach of these sciences 
are not merely bound up (sometimes antagonistically, sometimes not) in the 

L.. For a provocative take that moves against the self- satisIed narratives of secular pro-
gress that revolve around the brain and “the essentials of human nature,” see Max Stadler, 
“!e Neuromance of Cerebral History,” in Critical Neuroscience: A Handbook of the Social 
and Cultural Contexts of Neuroscience, ed. Suparna Choudhury and Jan Slaby (Oxford: 
Blackwell Publishing, 0<-/), -:-.
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history of “religion” but have also produced particular forms of religion at 
every turn. For over the course of the past few hundred years, the “scientiIc” 
consideration of the brain vis- à- vis “religion” and the deliberate practice of 
piety as a brain- centered enterprise are part of the same discursive weave.

Indeed, it would not be an exaggeration to claim that the turn to the 
secular that marks certain strains of modernity has, from the beginning, 
been bound up in the explanatory allure of the brain. In the opening salvos 
of the Enlightenment, for example, the brain became a site of interpretive 
struggle as the politics of secular diGerentiation took hold. As the quest for 
the seat of the soul became ever more empirical, the very concept of soul 
was rearticulated in order to address new, pressing questions about the self 
and world. For !omas Willis (-/0<– >:) and others, the brain served what 
God once did, as a spur and resource for speaking of things true and ever-
lasting. Yet the brain was not considered God per se but rather the center 
of a humane universalism. Ironically, such claims to timelessness persist 
and call into question the secularity of any secular age and the assumption 
that the neuro-  and cognitive sciences are categorically (or for that matter, 
aGectively) diGerent from the religions they claim to study.

Consequently, I am not interested in tracking either religion’s decline 
and/or stubborn persistence (a tracking that grounds and makes possible 
the so- called secularity of scientiIc investigations). !e religious is not some-
thing out there in the world or in the brain waiting to be discovered, taken up, 
and dissected or, for that matter, waiting to be transformed into the secular. 
On the contrary, it is my contention that religion is both an end and means 
of incredible discursive investment. Neuromatic dwells within moments 
and stories of this investment— and on those who produced religion as a 
neural matter, who framed the brain as the epistemic and political horizon 
of a strictly human world or else designated the brain as a matter of the 
utmost religious importance: on persons, whether they were self- consciously 
secular, religious, or somewhere in between.DM So rather than conform to a 
secular framing of the cognitive sciences as emerging from the religious or 
(which amounts to the same thing) rehearsing the history of piety impinging 

L9. For an eGort to split the diGerence between naturalism and constructionism vis- 
à- vis religious experience, see Ann Taves, Religious Experience Reconsidered: A Building- 
Block Approach to the Study of Religion and Other Special !ings (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 0<<9). My approach diGers from Taves’s in that I subject to genealogical 
scrutiny not only the category of religion but also the authority of scientists who claim to 
be studying religion and its experiential correlates.
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on scientiIc practice, I seek to narrate a history of the brain itself without 
recourse to the comforts of secular critique.EN

!e blurred lines that I limn within and across chapters persistently 
return to cybernetics— that mid- twentieth- century coalition of mathemati-
cians, military planners, neurophysiologists, electrical engineers, psycholo-
gists, social scientists, economists, corporate strategists, artists, writers, 
parapsychologists, do- it- yourself religionists, biofeedback practitioners, and 
computer programmers who considered the intimate relationality between 
biological and mechanical worlds. Within the cybernetic fold, the brain 
served as both material object and metaphysical horizon, a window on the 
cosmos whose view instructed, disciplined, and, quite literally, tied down 
individuals, as in the case of electric shock therapy.

In addition to addressing the oQ- cited God- talk of cyberneticians, my 
aim is to gain leverage on the more pedestrian, pressing, and profound claim 
that their scientiIc method was “an essential part of nature.”E; I argue that the 
religious register of cybernetics does not simply lie in the so- called mystical 
leanings and investments of its practitioners but also in how their practices 
consolidated centuries of neural and metaphysical speculation and contrib-
uted to a pervasive understanding of self and world as essentially neuro-
matic. Each of the chapters addresses what might be called the long history 
of the neuromatic brain before, during, and aQer it assumed institutional 
authority within the cybernetic fold.

Chapter - examines the conceptual present of the cognitive science of reli-
gion (CSR). It tends, as any empirically minded, scientiIc approach would, 
to ecological confounds, cultural artifacts, and the conditions that make 
possible (and increasingly legible) cognitive investigations into religion. I 
argue that CSR is part and parcel of a contemporary secular imaginary not 
because of its scientiIc pose vis- à- vis the religious but rather because of the 
kind of human it assumes and instantiates with every pronouncement it 
makes about human religiosity— a human hardwired to believe but capable, 
at the end of the day, of overcoming this proclivity.EB

:<. Talal Asad, Wendy Brown, Judith Butler, and Saba Mahmood, Is Critique Secular?: 
Blasphemy, Injury, and Free Speech (New York: Fordham University Press, 0<-=).

:-. L. J. Fogel, A. J. Owens, and M. J. Walsh, “Intelligent Decision- making !rough a 
Simulation of Evolution,” Simulation :, no. L (-9/:): 0/>– >9.

:0. For with their increasingly precise analyses of religion within the brain, the vast 
majority of cognitive and neuroscientiIc studies reproduce and reify key diGerentials 
within the categorical bulwark of secular modernity. Indeed, the brain’s power and sta-
tus reside in its historical role in securing a logic that makes compatible all manner of 
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I am particularly interested in what cognitive scientists refer to as the 
“hyperactive agency detection device”— the bundle of cognitive processes 
that prime humans to scan for and believe in supernatural agents.EC By mov-
ing across a number of sites integral to the making of the conceptual infra-
structure of hyperactive agency detection, I situate CSR as a formation of 
secularism with a distinctive but Oickering Protestant character. In doing 
so, I consider the degree to which the imagination of religion by neuro-  
and cognitive scientists in this secular age is as much, if not more so, about 
the intensities of psychic investment, epistemic certitude, and passionate 
sociality that these same scientists dismissively ascribe to religion.ED Indeed, 
it is precisely the pathological primacy they ascribe to religion, or some-
thing like it, that signals their secular bona Ides: primitive proclivities ever 
in need of colonization, containment, or, at the very least, mansplaining  
correction.

Which is to say that much of this secular age has emerged in and through 
diGerences that are assumed to be neurological and therefore universal. For 
within the historical performance of so- called secular sciences such as CSR, 

diGerences— between the religious and the secular, men and women, black and white, self 
and other, reason and madness. Whether being weaponized or radically questioned, these 
are the diGerences that ground our world and animate our view of it. A network of associ-
ated diGerentials building up and out, threading their way across skin and synapse and 
weaving their way into consciousness. DiGerentials whose interconnected, interactive, and 
looping quality generates powerful institutions and petty habits, routine rituals and ideo-
logical regimes. Historically speaking, these diGerentials have long worked together in their 
discursive production of one another and the metaphysics of this modernity. For recent 
work on the fraught categorical production of secularism, see Saba Mahmood, Religious 
Di.erence in a Secular Age: A Minority Report (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
0<-:), and Peter Coviello, Make Yourselves Gods: Mormons and the Un"nished Business of 
American Secularism (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 0<-9).

:=. Stewart. E. Guthrie, “A Cognitive !eory of Religion,” Current Anthropology 0-, no. 
0 (-9.<): -.-– 0<=; Justin L. Barrett, “Exploring the Natural Foundations of Religion,” Trends 
in Cog Sciences L (0<<<): 09– =L; Pascal Boyer, Religion Explained: !e Evolutionary Origins 
of Religious !ought (New York: Basic Books, 0<<-); Ilkka Pyysiäinen, Supernatural Agents: 
Why We Believe in Souls, Gods, and Buddhas (New York: Oxford University Press, 0<<9). 
See also UGe Schjoedt, Wesley J. Wildman, Richard Sosis, and Joseph Bulbulia, “Vikings, 
Virtual Reality, and Supernatural Agents in Predictive Minds,” -, and Marc Andersen, “Pre-
dictive Coding in Agency Detection,” both in a special issue of Religion, Brain and Behavior 
9, no. - (0<-9): /:– .L.

:L. Or, to put this another way, the intensities associated with religion- making are the 
through line of this secular modernity.
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religion is more oQen than not associated with the feminine.EE In the eigh-
teenth century, for example, an ancient connection between nerves, ratio-
nality, and male sexual prowess was renewed as the brain inspired  scientiIc, 
technological, medical, and philosophical advance. In the nineteenth cen-
tury, American neurology emerged, in part, as a diagnostic response to 
the “mediomania” of spiritualist women. In the mid- twentieth century, 
cybernetic theories of automata and disembodied cognition were strate-
gies to overcome “biological noise” and other feminized threats to com-
munication.EF Presently, the masculine fantasies coded into neuroscientiIc 
understanding are oQen noted but not suPciently explained.

To be sure, much can be made of the overrepresentation of male sci-
entists and female test subjects within the history of neuro-  and cognitive 
sciences. But numbers alone do not address the discursive processes of neu-
romation.EH For cognitive scientists are the most obvious and well- funded 

::. Jonathan W. VanRyzin et al., “Microglial Phagocytosis of Newborn Cells is Induced 
by Endocannabinoids and Sculpts Sex DiGerences in Juvenile Rat Social Play,” Neuron -<0, 
no. 0 (0<-9): L=:– L9; Lary Cahill, “Denying the Neuroscience of Sex DiGerences,” Quil-
lette (March 09, 0<-9), https://quillette.com/BN;M/NC/BM/denying- the- neuroscience- of- sex 
- diGerences/. See also the policy of the NIH, adopted in 0<-/, that requires researchers to 
consider sex as a biological variable. For pushback against the more blithe biologizations 
of sexual diGerence, see Rebecca Jordan- Young and RaGaella I. Rumiati, “Hardwired for 
Sexism? Approaches to Sex/Gender in Neuroscience,” Neuroethics :, no. = (0<-0): =<:– -:; 
Cordelia Fine, Delusions of Gender: How Our Minds, Society, and Neurosexism Create Dif-
ference (New York: W. W. Norton, 0<-<); Robyn Bluhm, Anne Jaap Jacobson, and Heidi 
Lene Maibom, eds., Neurofeminism and the Intersection of Feminist !eory and Cognitive 
Science (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 0<-0); Gina Rippon, !e Gendered Brain: !e New 
Neuroscience !at Shatters the Myth of the Female Brain (New York: Random House, 0<-9). 
Cahill calls Rippon a form of bad science, i.e., bad religion. !ese “anti- sex diGerence writ-
ers,” warns Cahilll, treat “brain plasticity” as “a magic talisman with no limitations that 
canJexplain away sex diGerencesJ.J.J. and resurrecting -9th century [sic] arguments almost 
no neuroscientist knows of, or cares about.”

:/. Joan Wallach Scott, Sex and Secularism (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
0<-.), /L– /:; K. S. Lion and D. F. Winter, “A Method for the Discrimination between Signal 
and Random Noise of Electrobiological Potentials,” Electroencephalography and Clinical 
Neurophysiology : (-9:=): -<9– --.

:>. !e data of overrepresentation are bound up in a longer history in which sexual 
diGerence is made intelligible (and politically generative) by cognitive inquiries. Daphne 
Joel and Luba Vikhanski, Gender Mosaic: Beyond the Myth of the Male and Female Brain 
(New York: Little, Brown Spark, 0<-9). Gender Mosaic is part of a spate of recent work that 
identiIes sexism in terms of representation— the representation of female test subjects and 
the crass claims that male and female brains are fundamentally diGerent in particular pro-
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edge of religion- making in the present. And the questions they pose and the 
answers they provide are part of a longer, wider, and more promiscuous his-
tory of charging religion with cognitive mechanics and neural implication. 
In order to oGer historical leverage on the depth, density, and diGusion of 
this charge, mine is a slanted albeit strategic response to Pascal Boyer, one 
of the most visible Igures in the contemporary cognitive science of religion. 
Boyer is cocksure in his argument that most scholars of religion are “lacka-
daisical” in their “approach to explaining religious thought and behavior.” 
Consequently, “the Ield has becomeJ .J .J . unresponsive to actual scientiIc 
proposals.”EK As an intervention into the cognitive turn within Religious 
Studies, the Irst chapter turns the tables on a discipline that presents itself 
as beyond critique.

Chapter 0 revisits the engineering imagination of Emanuel Swedenborg 
(-/..– ->>0) and the history it anticipated. In ->-. the Swedish polymath 
wrote a treatise on brain vibrations as he supervised the transportation of 
Royal Swedish Navy ships during the Great Northern War. Swedenborg 
drew from Willis’s gallery of images and descriptions of brain function in 
terms of Ouids, juices, ropes, Ibers, spirits, sugar cane stalks, and a church 
organ blowing air into pipes.EM In studying brain “tremulations” alongside 
bomb trajectories, Swedenborg signiIed a lasting synergy between meta-
physical speculation and military planning. He described tremulations in 
terms of a higher physics that transcended mere linearity, a movement that 
was both mechanistic and the hinge of divine Oux.FN As Swedenborg would 

cessing registers. Joel and Vikhanski seek to subvert the strictures of this binary by pointing 
out how the brain and, by extension, one’s biological identity, is a patchwork of “masculine” 
and “feminine” traits. !is notion of gender as combinatory within the individual, however 
subtle its rendering, leaves in place diGerence as the organizing metaphor of sexuality.

:.. Pascal Boyer, “Explaining Religious Concepts: Levi- Strauss the Brilliant and Prob-
lematic Ancestor,” in Mental Culture: Classical Social !eory and the Cognitive Science of 
Religion, ed. Dimitris Xygalatas and William W. McCorkle Jr. (Durham, UK: Acumen Pub-
lishing, 0<-=), -/L– >:.

:9. Wes Wallace, “!e Vibrating Nerve Impulse in Newton, Willis and Gassendi: First 
Steps in a Mechanical !eory of Communication,” Brain and Cognition :-, no. - (0<<=), >>.

/<. As Jonathan Sheehan and Dror Wahrman have shown, Swedenborg was part of a 
larger epistemic shiQ within the early modern period— a secular stirring that precipitated 
all manner of materialisms “beyond mechanism”; Invisible Hands: Self- Organization and 
the Eighteenth Century (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 0<-:), 0/. Jessica Riskin has 
argued that a mechanistic approach to science leQ much room for theology despite its 
insistence to the contrary. “A material world lacking agency assumed, indeed required, a 
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later insist, “I have pursued this anatomy [of the brain] solely for the purpose 
of discovering the soul” and addressing topics of “too sublime a nature to be 
explained to the common understanding.”F; And while Swedenborg’s con-
ception of the brain as a self- organizing entity had little impact during his 
lifetime, it would have a substantial impact on the profusion of metaphysical 
pieties in nineteenth- century America. !ese pieties, in turn, would till the 
ground for neurophysiological consensus in the twentieth.FB

In tracing the aQerlives of Swedenborg through the nineteenth cen-
tury into the twentieth, I contemplate what it means for the brain to have 
become both the source and spur of piety. I revisit a cast of characters whose 
interest in “active relations” between brain and environment oGers a neu-
ral backstory of information theory— the shared mathematical grammar of 
the cybernetic sciences. For how in the world did information become the 
default frame of neural activity? How did information theory become the 
means by which to measure, explain and/or experience the logic of corre-
spondence between the inside of the head and whatever might lie at the end 
of the universe? In addressing such questions, my “genealogy of informa-
tion” moves from eighteenth- century visions of cerebral organization to the 
spread of phrenological cabinets in the nineteenth century to ethnographies 

supernatural god,” or, at the very least, theories of active mechanism in which the things 
of nature contain within them their own “sources of action”; !e Restless Clock: A History 
of the Centuries- Long Argument Over What Makes Living !ings Tick (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 0<-/), L, >.

/-. Emanuel Swedenborg, !e Soul, or Rational Psychology (New York: New- Church 
Press, -..>), xxx; Emanuel Swedenborg, !e Brain, Considered Anatomically, Physiologically 
and Philosophically, vol. -, ed. and trans. R. L. Tafel (London: Speirs, -..0), .<.

/0. To be sure, the mentalization of piety occurred within more mainline religious 
venues than explored herein. See, e.g., Rev. J. Bourne Jones, !e Mind: Its Faculties, and 
!eir Culture, A Lecture (London: Elliot Stock, -.>>) and John R. MacduG, Mind of Jesus 
(New York: American Tract Society, ca. -./<). Even the best studies of religion, psychol-
ogy, and/or medicine hew to denominational lines and church history pedigrees. See, e.g., 
Donald Meyer, !e Positive !inkers: Religion as a Pop Psychology from Mary Baker Eddy to 
Oral Roberts (New York: Pantheon Books, -9.<); Ann Taves, Fits, Traces, and Visions: Expe-
riencing Religion and Explaining Experience from Wesley to James (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, -999); Christopher White, Unsettled Minds: Psychology and the American 
Search for Spiritual Assurance, -)+,– -*$, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 0<<.); 
Anne Harrington, !e Cure Within: A History of Mind- Body Medicine (New York: W.JW. 
Norton, 0<<.); Tanya M. Luhrmann, When God Talks Back: Understanding the American 
Evangelical Relationship with God (New York: Random House, 0<-=).
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of the spirit land of the Diakka— racialized spirits who “psychologize your 
nervous and muscular systems” for their own amusement— to the discov-
ery of the motor cortex in the late nineteenth century and the emergence 
of electroencephalography in the early part of the twentieth century to the 
discovery of neural nets and the displacement of behaviorist paradigms in 
the twentieth century. In tracing the blur of religious and scientiIc enthusi-
asms that culminates in the emergence of cybernetics in the Cold War years, 
I unapologetically include those who would not be recognized as suPciently 
scientiIc in their practice.FC

Chapter = explores the occult margins of cybernetics at midcentury and 
how the fantasies of cognition as neuromatic and disembodied play out in 
the arenas of parapsychology, Scientology, and high modernist magic. Here 
I focus on the relationship between four Igures whose shared preoccupa-
tion with cybernetics resulted in bizarre but predictable applications beyond 
the transmission of electronic messages across a wire: the medium Eileen 
Garrett, who founded the Parapsychology Foundation in New York City 
in -9:-; the artist Brion Gysin, whose Irst book on the ethereal “system” of 
white racism was published by Garrett; the experimental writer William S. 
Burroughs, whose “cut- up” experiments with Gysin involved slicing and 
cutting, folding and taping words (his own as well as others’) together in 
order to reveal their deleterious eGects on “psycho- sensory processing”; 
and L. Ron Hubbard, author of Dianetics: !e Modern Science of Mental 
Health (-9:<) and the founder of Scientology. Garrett, Gysin, Burroughs, 
and Hubbard, I argue, each distilled a metaphysical directive undergird-
ing neuromatic theories of communication by using them to make sense of 
supernatural orders of existence, variously construed.

In the shadows of the cybernetic mainstream, each of these Igures 
sought knowledge about the relationship between human cognition and 
patterns that transcended the merely human realm. And each insisted that 
one must possess the technical means for addressing those patterns and 
what lies beyond them— patterns in language, patterns that controlled indi-

/=. For those caught up in securing the secular status of their profession and distanc-
ing it from the mystiIcations of religion, phrenology oQen serves as a synecdoche of the 
pseudo and the entire history of errant neural inquiry. See, e.g., Rita Carter, Mapping the 
Mind (Berkeley: University of California Press, -999), L-; Robert Restak, !e Naked Brain: 
How the Emerging Neurosociety Is Changing How We Live, Work, and Love (New York: Har-
mony Books, 0<</), 0-L. On phrenology as “a false start” that “belongs to the pre- history 
of neuroscience, rather than its early history,” see Elkhonon Goldberg, !e New Executive 
Brain: Frontal Lobes in a Complex World (New York: Oxford University Press, 0<<9), =>.
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vidual lives, patterns that were woven into every brain and into the very 
fabric of the cosmos. Yet in their compulsion to recognize pattern, Hubbard, 
Garrett, Gysin, and Burroughs also strayed from the directives of disem-
bodiment exhibited in the cybernetic mainstream. So even as they distilled 
the metaphysical impulse of a burgeoning cybernetic sprawl, they each for-
warded a diGerent and more capacious kind of neuromation in which eros, 
history, aGect, and power played a signiIcant role in imagining the ends and 
means of the brain. In other words, Hubbard, Garrett, Gysin, and Burroughs 
acknowledged that which more stringent scientiIc protocols did not— the 
desires of the Oesh, to be sure, as well as how those desires are coded by the 
positivity of discourse.

Chapter L oGers yet another tendril history by exploring the neuromatic 
character of electric shock therapy (ECT). !e chapter tells the story of psy-
chiatric reform as it played out at Napa State Mental Hospital in Napa, Cali-
fornia, from the late nineteenth century to the late -9><s. Opening as Napa 
Asylum for the Insane in -.>:, it proudly implemented protocols of “moral 
treatment” by targeting the cultivation of conscience in a gendered key. By 
the end of World War II, Napa State had become an enthusiastic adopter of 
ECT as the brain increasingly replaced the genitals as the source of sexual 
pathology and site of sexual diGerentiation.FD I argue that as cybernetic 
strategies of organizational management took hold within mental asylums 
such as Napa State, ECT became an ePcient and eGective form of gender 
torture. For whatever might have been deviant, dangerous, or errant about 
one’s sexuality or erotic comportment, ECT became the preferred means of 
addressing such “failure of secular embodiment.”FE

I interrogate this preference as it plays out at Napa State and other locales 
such as Lansing, Michigan, where Dr. H. C. Tien, an independent electro-
convulsive therapist, ran the Michigan Institute of Psychosynthesis. Begin-
ning in the late -9/<s Tien also advocated a “systems approach” to psychiatry 
and insisted that Norbert Wiener’s Cybernetics “should be required reading 
for every psychiatrist.” Tien’s innovation was ELT, which technically stood 
for electrolytic therapy or, as Tien was quick to point out, “electric love ther-
apy.” !e majority of Tien’s patients were white working- class women whose 

/L. As resident physician Dr. John Champlin remarked in -9>/, the “deep humanism” 
of Norbert Wiener’s conception of cybernetics and general systems theory were privileged 
levers of psychiatric practice at Napa State; “New Flowers of Kent,” Napa Quarterly (Win-
terJ-9>/).

/:. Coviello, Make Yourselves Gods, 0=:– =/.
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families, relationships, and psyches had fallen on hard times. Tien’s practice 
of ELT, which involved an elaborate closed- circuit television system and 
theJpromise of personality reprogramming, was a culmination of envision-
ing human cognition as a neuromatic proposition.FF For, as the electrodes 
were applied to a shaved section of the scalp and -=< volts of current deliv-
ered for less than a second at a time, the brain became a machine and was 
not simply like a machine.FH

At the end of the day, I insist that the neuromatic brain must be seen in 
light of its history, in light of its massively institutionalized capacities to 
transform a person into a socially productive concept. For this triumph of 
the neuromatic brain has signaled more than just the reduction of the brain 
to an information- processing device. It has also signaled the reduction of 
everything within its purview— and everything it could imagine to be within 
its purview— to systems that traPc in information. And once the human 
has been reduced, in theory, to a system, chock full of neurons processing 
information, the human is then animated by the same logic that animates 
the birds and the bees, ant colonies, weather systems, plant ecologies, ther-
mostats, telephone wires, antiaircraQ missiles, and all the machines that we 
serve and are served by and that Ill our days with the joys of social media-
tion.FK Forever and ever. Amen.

//. John M. Friedberg, “Shock Treatment, Brain Damage and Memory Loss: A Neu-
rological Perspective,” American Journal of Psychiatry -=L, no. 9 (September -9>>): -<-<– -=.

/>. !is overcoming of the brain- computer metaphor— acknowledging the substantive 
diGerences between brains and computers in order to insist on their formal similarities— is, 
perhaps, the lasting legacy of the neuromatic paradigm. Indeed, the literalism built into this 
cyborg ontology is still a talking point among cognitive scientists and their fellow travelers. 
Cognitive scientist Zenon Pylyshyn distilled the cybernetic complaint that “there is no rea-
son why computation ought to be treated merely as a metaphor for cognition, as opposed 
to a hypothesis about the literal nature of cognition”; see his “Cognition and Computa-
tion: Issues in the Foundations of Cognitive Science,” Behavioral and Brain Science =, no. - 
(-9.<), --L. For a more recent eGort to overcome the metaphorical gap between culturally 
laden categories and the truth of “nonordinary experiences,” see Ann Taves et al., “What 
Counts as Religious Experience? !e Inventory of Nonordinary Experiences as a Tool for 
Analysis across Cultures,” forthcoming in Archive for the Psychology of Religion; preprint 
DOI: ;N.C;BCD/osf.io/uxBKd.

/.. !e revolutionary decree of cybernetics was that the “human organism can be 
regarded as a complex information- processing system” that informed “the entire analysis” 
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4.  CYBERNETICS AND THE QUESTION OF RELIGION

Within what critical theorists Eve Sedgwick and Adam Frank have called the 
“cybernetic fold,” there was unwavering conviction in the ePcacy of approach-
ing the brain, systematically, as a system, in order to build systematically upon 
it.FM With distinct roots in the eighteenthHN and nineteenth centuries,H; cyber-
netic styles of reasoning were marked by a mathematics of mystical ascent. 
Because of their faith in machines to take the measure of networks, those 
within the cybernetic fold had come to privilege systemic relationalities 
over singular entities. A vast interconnected universe was being imagined 
into being. Indeed, an elegant and expansive systematicity inhered to pro-
cesses both microscopic and metaphysical— in the movement of an individ-
ual neuron, in genetic coding,HB in the evolution of species,HC in the market,HD  

of other dynamic systems. James G. March and Herbert A. Simon, Organizations (New 
York: John Wiley and Sons, -9:.), 9. On the human as part of a scalable universe deIned 
in terms of information, see Harold M. Schroder et al., Human Information Processing: 
Individuals and Groups Functioning in Complex Social Situations (New York: Holt, Rinehart 
and Winston, -9/>).

/9. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick and Adam Frank, “Shame in the Cybernetic Fold: Reading 
Silvan Tomkins,” Critical Inquiry 0-, no. 0 (-99:): L9/– :00.

><. Otto Mayr, Authority, Liberty, and Automatic Machinery in Early Modern Europe 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, -9.9); Sheehan and Wahrman, Invisible Hands; 
Riskin, Restless Clock.

>-. James R. Beniger, !e Control Revolution: Technological and Economic Origins of 
the Information Society (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, -9./); Anson Rabin-
bach, !e Human Motor: Energy, Fatigue, and the Origins of Modernity (Berkeley: Uni-
versity of California Press, -990); Lauren Otis, Networking: Communicating with Bodies 
and Machines in the Nineteenth Century (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 0<<-); 
David A. Mindell, Between Human and Machine: Feedback, Control, and Computing before 
Cybernetics (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 0<<0); Evelyn Fox Keller, “Organ-
isms, Machines, and !understorms: A History of Self- Organization, Part One,” Historical 
Studies and the Natural Sciences =., no. - (0<<.): L:– >:.

>0. Lily E. Kay, !e Molecular Vision of Life: Caltech, the Rockefeller Foundation, and the 
Rise of the New Biology (New York: Oxford University Press, -99/).

>=. Donna J. Haraway, “!e High Cost of Information in Post– World War II Evolution-
ary Biology: Ergonomics, Semiotics, and the Sociobiology of Communication Systems,” 
Philosophical Forum -=, no. 0– = (Winter– Spring -9.-– .0): 0LL– >..

>L. Philip Mirowski, Machine Dreams: Economics Becomes a Cyborg Science (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 0<<0).
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in the visual cortex of a frog,HE in politicsHF and the practice of international 
relations,HH in the demographic arcs of populations,HK in art,HM architectureKN 
and design.K; Consequently, cybernetics considered itself to be a holistic 
science “devoted to the study of system[s]” as they were found in every con-
ceivable nook of existence.

Cybernetics came of age (and achieved oPcial nomination) with the 
surprise success of Norbert Wiener’s Cybernetics: or, Control and Commu-
nication in the Animal and the Machine (-9L.). Palpable, too, was the buzz 
generated by ten interdisciplinary conferences sponsored by the Josiah Macy 
Foundation between -9L/ and -9:= on the topic “Circular Causal and Feed-
back Mechanisms in Biological and Social Systems.”KB As anthropologist 
Margaret Mead noted in -9/., cybernetics was “a form of cross- disciplinary 
thought which made it possible for members of many disciplines to com-
municate with each other easily in a language which all could under- 
stand.”KC Drawing from engineering advances in radar, code- breaking, and 
antiaircraQ systems, Igures like Wiener, Mead, Warren McCulloch, Walter 

>:. J. Y. Lettvin, H. R. Maturana, W. S. McCulloch, and W. H. Pitts, “What the Frog’s Eye 
Tells the Frog’s Brain,” Proceedings of the IRE L>, no. -- (November -9:9): -9L<– :-.

>/. Deutsch, Nerves of Government.
>>. Nicolas Guilhot, “Cyborg Pantocrator: International Relations !eory from Deci-

sionism to Rational Choice,” Journal of the Behavioral Sciences L>, no. = (Summer 0<--): 
0>9– =<-; Jonathan Eberhart, “About the Systems System,” Science News 9-, no. - (-9/>).

>.. Hudson Hoagland, “Cybernetics of Population Control,” Bulletin of the Atomic Sci-
entists 0<, no. 0 (-9/L): 0– /; A. J. Coale, !e Growth and Structure of Human Population 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, -9>=); Renato M. Capocelli and Luigi M. Ric-
ciardi, “A Cybernetic Approach to Population Dynamics Modeling,” Cybernetics and System 
9, no. = (-9>9): 09>– =-0.

>9. Jack W. Burnham, “Systems Esthetics,” Artform >, no. - (September -9/.): =<– =:. 
See also Jasia Reichardt, ed., Cybernetic Serendipity: !e Computer and the Arts (New York: 
Praeger, -9/9).

.<. Reinhold Martin, !e Organizational Complex: Architecture, Media, and Corporate 
Space (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 0<<=).

.-. Gyorgy Kepes, !e New Landscape in Art and Science (Chicago: Paul !eobold, 
-9:/); Peter Seitz, Design Quarterly '+: A Clip- On Architecture (Minneapolis: Walker Art 
Center, -9/:).

.0. Norbert Wiener, Cybernetics: or, Control and Communication in the Animal and the 
Machine (New York: Wiley, -9L.); Claus Pias, ed., Cybernetics: !e Macy Conferences -*$'– 
-*&+: !e Complete Transactions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 0<-/).

.=. Margaret Mead, “Cybernetics of Cybernetics,” in Purposive Systems: Proceedings of 
the First Annual Symposium of the American Society for Cybernetics, ed. Heinz von Foerster 
et al. (New York: Spartan Books, -9/.), 0.
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Pitts, Claude Shannon, Warren Weaver, Gregory Bateson, John von Neu-
mann, StaGord Beer, Mary A. B. Brazier, and William Grey WalterKD formed 
a self- conscious scientiIc community invested in thinking through issues 
of feedback control, self- organization, information theory, and neural net-
works.KE As the specter of atomic annihilation hovered over places like MIT, 
the University of Illinois, and the Institute for Advanced Study, cybernetics 
acquired a certain allure and was taken up in popular media, science Ic-
tion, and psychotherapies both old and new age.KF !ese scripts promised 

.L. William Grey Walter: henceforth referred to as Grey Walter or by his surname, 
Walter. Friends called him by his middle name, Grey, and aQer he had established his 
reputation, William was used less and less. 

.:. More and more pressingly good works have appeared that address cybernetics as a 
consequential congealing of scientists, institutional resources, and methodologies. SigniI-
cant studies include Donna Haraway, “Signs of Dominance: From a Physiology to a Cyber-
netics of Primate Society, C. R. Carpenter, -9=<– ><,” Studies in History of Biology / (-9.=): 
-09– 0-9; Steve Joshua Heims, !e Cybernetics Group (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, -99-); 
Geof Bowker, “How to Be Universal: Some Cybernetic Strategies, -9L=– ><,” Social Studies 
of Science 0=, no. - (February -99=): -<>– 0>; Peter Galison, “!e Ontology of the Enemy: 
Norbert Wiener and the Cybernetic Vision,” Critical Inquiry 0-, no. - (Autumn -99L): 00.– 
//; N. Katherine Hayles, How We Became Posthuman: Virtual Bodies in Cybernetics, Lit-
erature, and Informatics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, -999); Jean- Pierre Dupuy, 
!e Mechanization of the Mind: On the Origins of Cognitive Science, trans. M. B. Debevoise 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 0<<<); Bruce Clark and Mark Hansen, eds., 
Emergence and Embodiment: New Essays on Second- Order Systems !eory (Durham, NC: 
Duke University Press, 0<<9); Eden Medina, Cybernetic Revolutionaries: Technology and 
Politics in Allende’s Chile (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 0<--); Elizabeth A. Wilson, A.ect 
and Arti"cial Intelligence (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 0<--); Andrew Pickering, 
!e Cybernetic Brain: Sketches of Another Future (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
0<--); Orit Halpern, Beautiful Data: A History of Vision and Reason since -*$& (Durham, 
NC: Duke University Press, 0<-L); Ronald R. Kline, !e Cybernetics Moment: Or Why We 
Call Our Age the Information Age (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 0<-:); Daniel 
Belgrad, !e Culture of Feedback: Ecological !inking in Seventies America (Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 0<-9).

./. !e “elusive quality” and “romantic aura” of the word “cybernetics” was “useful” 
according to J. R. Pierce, Claude Shannon’s colleague at Bell Labs. “Indeed,” wrote Pierce, 
the word “cybernetics” could help “add a little glamour to a person, to a subject, or even 
a book.” J.JR. Pierce, Symbols, Signals, and Noise: An Introduction to Information !eory 
(-9/-; New York: Dover, -9.<), 0<., 00.. As a reviewer of the second edition of Wiener’s 
Cybernetics (-9/-) put it, cybernetics had “triggered an eGort in many laboratories all over 
the world,” covering “so wide a Ield that few symposia nowadays try to cover the whole of 
it”; F.JL.JH.JM. Stumpers, “Review of Norbert Wiener’s Cybernetics, 0nd edition,” IRE Trans-
actions on Information !eory . (July -9/0): ==0. With media accounts of the apocalyptic 
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to make “tremendous” contributions to “human welfare” in the form of 
military, medical, biological, emotional, political, ethical, and economic 
advance.KH As the philosopher of science Jean- Pierre Dupuy summarizes:

Cybernetics is responsible for introducing the logico- mathematical style 
of formalism and conceptualization to the sciences of the brain and 
the nervous system; for conceiving the design of information- process 
machines and laying the foundations of artiIcial intelligence; for pro-
ducing the “metascience” of systems theory, which has leQ its mark on 
all the human sciences, from family therapy to cultural anthropology; 
for providing the major source of inspiration for conceptual innovations 
in economics, operations research, game theory, decision and rational 
choice theory, political science, sociology, and still other disciplines.KK

Neural metaphors were pervasive among cyberneticians. !ey extended the 
notion of neural networks into previously uncharted territories— business, 
society, and mental health.KM Indeed, the most signiIcant legacy of cybernet-
ics was its seeding of a cognitive revolution that spanned brain research and 
imaging, behavioral therapy, psychological counseling, digital computation, 
military planning, psychopharmaceuticals, and practices of neuromodula-
tion such as ECT. !roughout the -9/<s, for example, the Ield of operational 
research (OR) emerged as systems analysts oGered their clients strategic 
plans to shore up the distribution of resources within large organizations. 
!ese plans were enthusiastically based on the neuromatic wager.MN In one 
of those disturbing recursivities of history, such plans were soon adopted 

possibilities of these new sciences, dire warnings about our robot children, and ready- made 
plots for science Iction writers, the initial legitimacy of cybernetics as a generalist term 
eroded under the weight of exaggeration, critique, and ridicule.

.>. Warren Weaver, “Science and Complexity,” American Scientist =/ (October -9L.): 
:L=– LL. !e spirit of social regulation infused cybernetics, a word Irst coined by the physi-
cist André Ampère- Marie who used cybernétique to refer to the art of governing nations 
(“Essai sur la philosophie des sciences,” -.=.).

... Dupuy, Mechanization of Mind, L=.

.9. Dupuy, Mechanization of Mind, .0. On the cybernetic saturation within the human-
ities and human sciences, see the essays collected in a special issue of History of the Human 
Sciences ==, no. - (0<0<), edited by Stefanos Geroulanos and Leif Weatherby.

9<. Agatha Hughes and !omas Hughes, eds., Systems, Experts, and Computers: !e 
Systems Approach in Management and Engineering, World War II and A/er (Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 0<--).
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by mental health reformers, particularly in managing medical therapeutic 
resources, staPng levels, and patient queues within mental hospitals. By the 
-9><s the target of OR’s cybernetic strategies was driQing ever inward, by 
way of medical institutions, back into the brain.

!e notion of a brain that processes information at the level of the neu-
ron was not simply a reOection of the plausibility of the computational meta-
phor. On the contrary, as the historian Elizabeth A. Wilson has argued, the 
relatively rapid transmission of this notion was also perpetuated by the 
masculine fantasy to achieve a state of disembodied cognition. For what is 
“presupposed about embodiment in this metaphor,” writes Wilson, “Its with 
certain masculinist presumptions about psychological functioning.” As Wil-
son shows, the cybernetic project of envisioning the brain without Oesh— 
thinking without the disruptions of desire, thinking without political bias, 
thinking clearly about the problems at hand— was driven by an intellectual 
curiosity to discover a formal equivalence between human and machine. 
!e scene of neuromatic discovery, then, idealized intimacy between men 
and machines, an idealization that came at the exclusion of nonnervous 
Oesh, in general, and women in particular.M; Indeed, intense forms of male 
bonding animated the Irst generation of cybernetic scientists— a homo-
sociality that was part and parcel of their Ierce wishfulness to develop a 
purely abstract understanding of cognition. Wresting control of the Oesh 
from the Oesh. All glitches, at the end of the day, anticipated.MB

9-. Wilson notes the Cartesian compulsion to secure the “autonomy of cognition” despite 
its “irreducible and perpetual debt to the body”— a frustration that fuels the “containment 
of the corporeal to the feminine”; see her “‘Loving the Computer’: Cognition, Embodiment, 
and the InOuencing Machine,” !eory and Psychology /, no. L (-99/): :>9, :.=– .:. !ere 
are, of course, radical possibilities for reimagining sexual diGerence within the cybernetic 
fold— from the edges of Turing’s playful yet imperfect dissolution of gender binaries in 
evaluating machine intelligence to Donna Haraway’s “A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Tech-
nology, and Socialist- Feminism in the Late Twentieth Century,” Socialist Review .< (-9.:): 
/:– -<.. But gender was oQen reinscribed aQer the Irst hint of dissolution— see, e.g., Tyler 
Curtain, “!e ‘Sinister Fruitiness’ of Machines: Neuromancer, Internet Sexuality, and the 
Turing Test,” in Novel Gazing: Queer Readings in Fiction, ed. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick (Dur-
ham, NC: Duke University Press, -99>): -L0– L:.

90. Wilson, A.ect and Arti"cial Intelligence, -0=. In the mathematics department at 
Bell Labs and in the social circles of McCulloch and Pitts at the University of Chicago, 
for example, the motive to mechanize the human corresponded to a sublimated desire for 
physical contact. And “A Logical Calculus” arose within conversations at the University of 
Chicago about mathematical modeling of biological systems. Pitts attended weekly semi-
nars on mathematical biology at the University of Chicago. !ese seminars revolved around 
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Given the mathematics of mystical ascent undergirding them, cybernetic 
claims oQen had more than a hint of theology about them. Cyberneticians, 
in general, strove to replace bodily ritual with mental mythos. !eir pro-
clivity for abstraction was intrinsic to their desire to translate physiology 
into the precision of physics. In -9//, operations researcher StaGord Beer 
speculated that

our own responsibility, in cybernetic terminology, is to play the role of 
a tiny controlled sub- system of a total control system.J.J.J. [Man’s] sub- 
system is a microcosm of the total system. Any one cell in his body 
contains his whole genetic blueprint, coded in a molecule of DNA. As 
a whole person he contains a blueprint of the universe: the Kingdom of 
God is, in this sense too, within him.MC

!ere have been a number of scholars who have provocatively pointed to 
such statements as evidence for the religious hue of cybernetics. Such stud-
ies have also shed light on how cybernetic investigators dabbled in spiritu-
alism, parapsychology, and the attainment of “supernormal knowledge.”MD 
!ese studies have emphasized how questions of religion and theology stick 
to the grammar of cybernetics without necessarily considering the questions 
posed or the answers provided beyond philosophy, the curiosities of phras-
ing, or particularities of personal biography. Such studies, then, are helpful 

the work of mathematical physicist Nicolas Rashevsky, and “A Logical Calculus” was sub-
sequently published in Rashevsky’s journal. Nicolas Rashevsky, “Mathematical Biophysics 
and Psychology,” Psychometrika - (-9=/): -– 0/; Jack D. Cowan, “Interview with James A. 
Anderson and Edward Rosenfeld,” in Talking Nets: An Oral History of Neural Networks, 
ed. James A. Anderson and Edward Rosenfeld (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, -99.): -<L– :. 
See also Tara H. Abraham, “Nicolas Rashevsky’s Mathematical Biophysics,” Journal of the 
History of Biology => (0<<L): ===– .:, and Tara H. Abraham, “(Physio)logical Circuits: !e 
Intellectual Origins of the McCulloch- Pitts Neural Networks,” Journal of the History of the 
Behavioral Sciences =., no. - (0<<0): =– 0:.

9=. StaGord Beer, “Cybernetics and the Knowledge of God,” Month =L (-9//): =<0– =.
9L. Pickering, Cybernetic Brain, =-.. Pickering points to the “spirituality” of British 

cyberneticians such as W. Ross Ashby and StaGord Beer, highlighting their “faith in the 
agency of matter” (0=/) and suggesting the term “hylozoism” to name it, a blend of eastern 
and western concepts of a spirit- infused nature. Edwards writes that cybernetics approached 
the “problem of spiritual growth” by way of “mystical powers, animals, or other life forms” 
(Edwards, Closed World, =-0). See also John Shiga, “Of Other Networks: Closed- World and 
Green- World Networks in the Work of John C. Lilly,” Amodern #: Network Archaeology 
(October 0<-=), http://amodern.net/article/of- other- networks/.
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to the degree that cybernetic researchers were, indeed, prone to theological 
speculation and involved in occult investigations.ME Yet with few exceptionsMF 
there is little work that rigorously situates the particular mix of engineering 
prowess and cosmic promise within a sustained history of religion or, for 
that matter, within the purview of religious studies.

In contrast to studies that bind their analytic of religion to the inten-
tions of individual cyberneticians, I am not particularly interested in the 
creative, radically open, disuniIed, groovy, and/or liberatory dimensions 
of their projects.MH Indeed, I want to resist reading the abstract freedoms 
promised by cybernetics as anything more than that. I want to resist read-
ing the cybernetic conceits of unpredictability and randomness as anything 
moreJ than wishful thinking. I want, instead, to focus on the more local 
constraints that such promises generated and the disciplinary air they main-
tained.MK For once one begins to live life as though one were an information 

9:. See, e.g., John Cunningham Lilly, Man and Dolphin (New York: Doubleday, -9/-) 
and Stewart Brand, II Cybernetic Frontiers (New York: Random House, -9>L).

9/. Lily E. Kay, “From Logical Neurons to Poetic Embodiments of Mind: Warren S. 
McCulloch’s Project in Neuroscience,” Science in Context -L, no. L (0<<0): :9-– /-L; John R. 
Williams, “World Futures,” Critical Inquiry L0, no. = (Spring 0<-/): L>=– :L/. As Fred Turner 
has demonstrated, the popularization of cybernetics in the -9/<s and -9><s, when divorced 
from the strictures of peer review, oQen cut toward the mystical and the utopian; see his 
From Counterculture to Cyberculture: Stewart Brand, the Whole Earth Network, and the Rise 
of Digital Utopianism (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 0<</).

9>. Pickering, for example, commends the cybernetic impulse to “fuseJ.J.J. science and 
spirituality rather than setting them at each other’s throats” (Cybernetic Brain, =<0). How 
else, he asks, might we conceive of “another futureJ.J.J. diGerent from the ones that are more 
readily imagined.” !e recourse to a resolving utopianism that plagues some accounts of 
cybernetics (and conciliatory approaches to science and religion, in general) Oattens the 
jagged ambiguity of the situation and occludes a sustained analysis of power/knowledge. 
Similarly, an emphasis on Issures within cybernetic debates can quickly become pointil-
list at the expense of considering discursive compatibilities. See, e.g., Ronald Kline, “How 
Disunity Matters to the History of Cybernetics in the Human Sciences in the United States, 
-9L<– .<,” History of the Human Sciences ==, no. - (0<0<): -0– =:.

9.. Hayles, How We Became Posthuman, 0.:– ./. Hayles calls reOexivity a ‘threaten-
ing and subversive idea” that gives pause to overreading the determinism of technological 
advance (.). Mine, then, is an intervention of sorts, a counter to those critical studies that 
suggest that the turn from homeostasis to reOexivity in second- order cybernetic discourse 
was a moment of incredible possibility. Which is to say that the “religious” dimension of 
cybernetics does not necessarily suggest liberatory potential. Rather, whatever is religious 
about cybernetics signals the complicity of its concepts and practices in the making of our 
secular age.
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processing device, and the more the environment mirrors and makes way 
for further reInement of that performance, the more the metaphorical dis-
tinction between mind and machine becomes rather hazy. So when religious 
aptitude, sexual diGerence, or racial identity is evidenced within the brain, 
might such measures of ionic currents across nerve cell membranes have as 
much to do with the impressibility of categorical binaries (male vs. female, 
religious vs. secular, black vs. white) in the culture at large?MM

5.  CYBERNETIC THESES OF SECULARIZATION

Cyberneticians, of course, were not the Irst to see the brain as a leverage 
of religious reform or to use the brain to integrate physiological inquiry 
and metaphysical speculation.;NN By the sixteenth century, as the Protestant 
Reformation was taking hold, new translations of Galen began to appear 
that emphasized the importance of anatomy in medical matters while retain-
ing an original emphasis on the physiological conditions under which and 
through which the soul could exercise its functions. Martin Luther’s friend 
and fellow reformer, Phillip Melanchthon (-L9>– -:/<) initiated a revision of 
Aristotle’s scientia de anima in terms of what he called psychologia, a philo-
sophical inquiry into the soul that would also serve as an extension of the-
ology. By the end of the seventeenth century, ongoing investigations into 
the physics of the soul- body connection became subject to both an emer-
gent mechanistic philosophy and more rigorous experimental criteria.;N;  

99. See, e.g., Jordan R. Young and Rafaella I. Rumiati, “Hardwired for Sexism? 
Approaches to Sex/Gender in Neuroscience,” Neuroethics :, no. = (December 0<-0): =<:– -:. 
Neuromatic adheres to a critical reading of brain plasticity and what Kyla Schuller has read 
as the gendered and racialized histories of nervous impressibility; see her !e Biopolitics of 
Feeling: Race, Sex, and Science in the Nineteenth Century (Durham, NC: Duke University 
Press, 0<->). Or as Victoria Taylor- Pitts puts it in her feminist critique of neural plasticity, 
“brain knowledge is not simply shaping what we think brains are, but is informing practices 
that literally, materially shape them” (!e Brain’s Body: Neuroscience and Corporeal Politics 
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 0<-/), >).

-<<. For medieval stirrings of neuromysticism, see Scott E. Hendrix and ChristopherJJ. 
May, “Neuroscience and the Quest for God,” in !e Neuroscienti"c Turn, ed. LittleIeld and 
Johnson, -<:– -9.

-<-. In Treatise of Man (-//L), René Descartes posited the pineal gland as the hinge 
between body and soul where animal spirits passed through. In impressing themselves 
upon the pores of the brain, the brain also impressed itself upon these spirits in this deli-
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Here began an uneven and fraught attempt to establish the brain at the 
center of a natural philosophy— an empirical and measured approach that 
would soon become self- consciously secular in its epistemic aspirations. 
For example, !omas Willis— celebrity scientist of his time, tutor of John 
Locke at Oxford, and coiner of the term “neurologie”— oGered detailed ana-
tomical drawings of the brain in the service of a politicized theology. Such 
was the crassly human materiality that he termed, in a nod to his Christian 
anthropology, the “chapel of Deity.”;NB Willis, for his part, was eager to use 
the brain as political leverage in protecting the authority of the Church of 
England. Willis’s goal was to provide a neurophysiological rationale for what 
constituted good religion and proper political order. In his “Anglican opti-
mism,” Willis pursued the study of the nervous system as a way to advance a 
theological agenda, speciIcally, as a way to reassert the authority of the Book 
of Common Prayer and justify the postures it prescribed.;NC

!ree hundred years later, scientists remained committed to splitting 
up the world into good and bad religion. In God and Golem: A Comment 
on Certain Points Where Cybernetics Impinges on Religion (-9/L), Norbert 
Wiener argued that the new science that he had named sixteen years earlier 
in Cybernetics should serve as a reform movement to rationalize religion. He 

cate dance at the center of the human machine. As Fernando Vidal has demonstrated, the 
brain assumed, at this time, a “deInite ontological primacy, well beyond its function as the 
mind’s cause, material foundation, or condition of possibility” (Vidal, Sciences of the Soul, 
=L– =:, =>G., >/– >>).

-<0. George Rousseau, “‘Brainomania’: Brain, Mind and Soul in the Long Eighteenth 
Century,” Journal for Eighteenth- Century Studies =<, no. 0 (0<<>): -/-– 9-. During this 
period, as the brain began to exceed itself, it aided and abetted all manner of imperial 
ambition and theories of racial diGerence. On the early stirrings of race science and poly-
genetic theories of human origins as Iltered through neural metaphors, see John Atkins, a 
British naval surgeon and slave trader whose medical textbooks and travelogues circulated 
heavily in the early eighteenth century; John Atkins, !e Navy Surgeon; or, Practical System 
of Surgery: With a Dissertation on Cold and Hot Mineral Springs; and Physical Observations 
on the Coast of Guiney (London: J. Hodge, ->L0). For a contemporary treatment of the brain 
as marker of civilized diGerence, see M. Meckel, “Recherches anatomiques,” Histoire de 
l’Académie Royale des Sciences et Belles Lettres (->:=): >9– -<=. See also Londa Schiebinger, 
“!e Anatomy of DiGerence: Race and Sex in Eighteenth- Century Science,” Eighteenth- 
Century Studies 0=, no. L (-99<): =.>– L<:.

-<=. Louis Caron, “!omas Willis, the Restoration and the First Works of Neurology,” 
Medical History :9, no. L (0<-:): :0:– :=; Rina KnoeG, “‘!e Reins of the Soul’: !e Central-
ity of the Intercostal Nerves to the Neurology of !omas Willis and to Samuel Parker’s 
!eology,” Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences :9, no. = (0<<L): L-=– L<.



S$T734 >. Plate of !omas Willis’s anatomy of the brain, ca. -//L, from Swedenborg’s Cere-
brum (-..0).
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called on the cybernetically inclined to create a space of ethical contempla-
tion where traditional concerns over omnipotence and omniscience would 
be newly subject to mathematical approaches. According to Wiener, cyber-
netics was also the ethical alternative to the “gadget worshippers”— scientists 
and technocrats who saw in artiIcial intelligence the possibility to be freed 
from human limitations, conscience, and moral responsibility. Cybernetics, 
by contrast, was a “policy as far removed from that of the gadget worshipper 
as it is from the man who sees only blasphemy and the degradation of man 
in the use of any mechanical adjuvants.”;ND

Cybernetics, according to Wiener, was straight down the middle. And 
it was postsecular in that it had overcome the limitations of both science 
and religion and their long- standing disciplinary dustup. Another way of 
putting this would be to say that cybernetic theses of secularization such as 
Wiener’s could be remarkable for their imperial ambition (both Igurative 
and literal).;NE !e pioneering neurophysiologist Warren McCulloch, for ex-
ample, shared Wiener’s sense of having moved beyond the concerns of tra-

-<L. Norbert Wiener, God and Golem: A Comment on Certain Points Where Cybernetics 
Impinges on Religion (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, -9/L), /– >, :=– ::, >=. Wiener’s rehearsal 
of secularization, despite its talk of technological wonders, was a familiar one in terms of its 
gendered and racial coding. Pitched as a necessary assault on the sentimentality of religion, 
Wiener’s heroic masculinity engaged in “real probing of real questions.” Whereas Wiener 
likened his method to the surgeon’s scalpel— a violence in the service of truth— religion for 
him, by contrast, was “squeamish,” “prejudiced,” emotional and unable to look beyond its 
own self- interests. Religion remained a prisoner of its own domestic proclivities. “Religion, 
whatever else it contains,” wrote Wiener, “has oQen something in itself of the closed front 
parlor of a New England farmhouse, with drawn blinds, wax Oowers under a bell jar on 
the mantlepiece, gilded bulrushes surrounding grandfather’s portrait on an easel, and a 
harmonium in black walnut, never played except at weddings or funerals.” Wiener’s call 
for “an independent study of systems involving both human and mechanical elements” was 
also aimed at those who misconstrued cybernetic ideas in a pathetic attempt at mimicry— 
like the Africans who mindlessly adopted the clothing of their colonizers without proper 
discrimination (God and Golem, =, >– 9, L, >=, .9– 9<).

-<:. Wiener, God and Golem, 9=. In his notes from March -9:-, psychiatrist and fellow 
cybernetic traveler W. Ross Ashby alludes to the white mythology undergirding his own 
cybernetic quest to design a brain, and the delirium it entails— “If I can, by this method, 
develop a machine that imitates advanced brain activities without my being able to say 
how these activities have arisen, I shall be like an African explorer who, having heard of 
Lake Chad, and having sought it over many months, stood at last with it at his feet and yet, 
having long since lost his reckoning, could not say for the life of him where in Africa Lake 
Chad was to be found.” !e W. Ross Ashby Digital Archive, http://www.rossashby.info 
/journal/page/C;E;.html.
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ditional science and religion both. McCulloch described his journey of pass-
ing through the last stage of metaphysics in which his “spine” would allow 
him to resist the temptations of godly speculation and the transcendental 
ego. “For the Irst time in the history of science,” announced McCulloch, 
“we know how we know and hence are able to state it clearly.” McCulloch’s 
triumphal declaration of secular subjectivity was dependent on Igures like 
Wiener and von Neumann— “men [who] have altered our metaphysics by 
altering our physics.”;NF For McCulloch, whose undergraduate mentor was 
the Quaker mystic Rufus Jones, secularization was a matter of becoming all- 
knowing in a world devoid of any spirit save for the mathematical. Mysticism 
in McCulloch’s secular age was an algorithmic proposition. Mathematics, in 
turn, as he admitted, could have “cosmic signiIcance.”;NH Trusting, as it were, 
the numbers and their spawn to dissolve whatever contradictions arose, 
McCulloch understood his method superior to forms of bad science and 
bad religion. “Our adventure,” announced McCulloch, “is actually a great 
heresy. We are about to conceive of the knower as a computing machine.”;NK

!e cybernetic fold, the cybernetic apparatus, the cybernetic moment, the 
cybernetic thread— these scholarly terms, in their strategic vagueness, aim 
to capture how a set of beliefs and techniques revolving around projects of 
communication and control became a horizon of epistemic and political 
possibility.;NM For the diGusion of cybernetics served to redeIne categories 
and reimagine entire spheres of human being— and human being itself— as 

-</. Warren S. McCulloch, “!rough the Den of the Metaphysician,” British Journal for 
the Philosophy of Science :, no. -> (-9:L), =-, -.. McCulloch’s was a hyperrational masculinity 
ginned up on metaphors of military precision. Within the cybernetic fold, in general, the 
computating subject was, more oQen than not, coded as male. See, for example, the male 
codes of the Turing Test explored by Elizabeth A. Wilson in Neural Geographies: Feminism 
and the Microstructure of Cognition (New York: Routledge, -99.), --0– -=.

-<>. Quoted in Tara Abraham, Rebel Genius: Warren S. McCulloch’s Transdisciplinary 
Life in Science (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 0<->), -><.

-<.. McCulloch, “!rough the Den,” 0., -9. For a reading of McCulloch’s reanimation 
of German Idealism, see Leif Weatherby’s “Digital Metaphysics: !e Cybernetic Idealism 
of Warren McCulloch,” Hedgehog Review 0<, no. - (Spring 0<-.): -9– =:.

-<9. See Bernard Dionysius Geoghegan, “From Information !eory to French !eory: 
Jakobson, Levi- Strauss, and the Cybernetic Apparatus,” Critical Inquiry =. (Autumn 0<--): 
9/– -0/; George P. Richardson, Feedback !ought in Social Science and Systems !eory (Phil-
adelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, -99-), -/9G.
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reducible to (and manipulable by means of) a neural mechanics of informa-
tion processing.;;N

By the early -9/<s, a consensus was emerging about how best to under-
stand what Wiener had called that “special sort of machine known as a 
human being.” Descriptions of systems in terms of information theory were, 
“broadly speaking, interchangeable with descriptions that are couched in 
logical net terms.”;;; !is informational staging of neural processing spread 

--<. Jurgen Ruesch and Gregory Bateson, Communication: !e Social Matrix of Psychia-
try (New York: W. W. Norton, -9:-); Allen Newell and Herbert A. Simon, “!e Logic !eory 
Machine: A Complex Information Processing System,” IRE Transactions on Information 
!eory 0, no. = (-9:/): /-– >9. In contrast to Kline’s intellectual history of “cybernetics in 
crisis,” mine is not an argument for waning prestige and/or inOuence. I argue that the 
cybernetic moment has not yet ended. Its atmospheric diGusion is, rather, a problem of 
analytic perspective (Kline, Cybernetics Moment, 009). So whereas Kline sees the diGusion 
of cybernetics, in part, as evidence for its decline in coherence and political relevance, I 
would suggest a more capacious understanding of political inOuence as discursive, that is, 
as a matter of discipline rather than persuasion.

---. Wiener, Human Use, >9; F. H. George, !e Brain as a Computer (Oxford: Pergamon 
Press, -9/0), :. See also Anotol Rapoport, “Application of Information Networks to a !eory 
of Vision,” Bulletin of Mathematical Biophysics -> (-9::): -:– ==.

S$T734 .. Cartoon from Y. Saparina, Cybernetics within Us (North Hollywood: Wilshire 
Book Co., -9/>).
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rapidly and was codiIed in Ulric Neisser’s Cognitive Psychology (-9/>), a 
popular textbook that suggested that “the task of a psychologist trying to 
understand human cognition is analogous to that of a man trying to dis-
cover how a computer has been programmed.” Such work, he added, would 
allow the psychologist to “account” for “the way information is processed 
by men.”;;B

In the heady days of the cybernetic boom, instrumentation such as elec-
troencephalography (EEG) provided scientists such as Neisser proof of the 
neuromatic concept. For the brain wave signaled the activity of neural nets, 
which, in turn, signaled the transmission of signal from one neuron through 
a speciIc channel to another.;;C Electrical signal, moreover, was the medium 
of information Oow, binding humans to themselves, to other humans, and to 
other systems (biological, mechanical, cultural) capable of processing infor-
mation. In the postwar human sciences, for example, self and society were 
increasingly considered to be “systems [that] store, process, and communi-
cate information about themselves and their environments.”;;D McCulloch’s 
quip that his was the “timeliest [of] applications of the quantitative theory 
of information”;;E inspired the use of information theory to solve problems 

--0. Ulric Neisser, Cognitive Psychology (New York: Appleton- Century- CroQs, -9/>), 
/– .. See also Jerome S. Bruner, Jacqueline J. Goodnow, and George A. Austin, A Study 
of !inking (New York: Wiley, -9:/) and George A. Miller, Eugene Galanter, and Karl H. 
Pribram, Plans and the Structure of Behavior (New York: Henry Holt, -9/<), and Michael A. 
Arbib, Brains, Machines, and Mathematics (New York: McGraw- Hill, -9/L).

--=. See, e.g., D. O. Walter and M. F. Gardiner, “Some Guidelines from System Science 
for Studying Neural Information Processing,” International Review of Neurobiology -= 
(-9><): =L=– >L.

--L. Hunter Heyck, Age of System: Understanding the Development of Modern Social 
Science (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 0<-:), --. According to historian Lily 
Kay, the enthusiastic adoption of the informational paradigm at midcentury was central 
to a “technoepistemic transformation across the disciplinary landscape and the culture at 
large.” Over the past seventy years, as the biology of the central nervous system has become, 
Irst and foremost, a matter of information processing, the techniques of neurophysiology 
have become integral to any study of mind, in general. Lily E. Kay, “From Logical Neurons 
to Poetic Embodiments of Mind: Warren S. McCulloch’s Project in Neuroscience,” Science 
in Context -L, no. L (December 0<<0): :9=; Margaret A. Boden, Mind as Machine: A History 
of Cognitive Science, vol. 0 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 0<<.), ---L. See also Alexander G. 
Dimitiov et al., “Information !eory in Neuroscience,” Journal of Computational Neurosci-
ence =<, no. - (0<--): -– :.

--:. Warren S. McCulloch, “Mysterium Iniquitatis of Sinful Man Aspiring into the Place 
of God” [-9::], in Embodiments of Mind (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, -9><), -:..
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of communication and control wherever they might manifest— like noise in 
a channel, madness in the brain, or pollution in an environmental system.;;F 
!e coming secular age, in other words, would be optimized and automatic 
and utterly liberating. For some, however, optimization and automaticity 
conjured a more ominous algorithmic existence. In -9/<, for example, the 
philosopher C. A. Muses, who collaborated with cybernetic luminaries such 
as Wiener and McCulloch, noted the will to power that had infected neuro-
matic investigations at midcentury. “What has become historically evident 
as man’s dominating aim,” warned Muses, is “the replication of himself by 
himself by technological means.”;;H

In the epilogue, I turn to this audacious literalization of the human- 
machine metaphor. As the model for building computers, the neuromatic 
brain has become both superstructure and base for a society bent on actual-
izing, Ine- tuning, and proIting from the automaticity of the human.;;K For 
as an aspirational mathematics fuels the construction of machines designed 
for a world that is imagined to accord with this very same mathematics, 

--/. Indeed, as the pollution crisis took hold in the popular imagination in the late -9/<s 
and -9><s, a technologically induced problem yielded a technological solution. Instead of 
environment there was “environmation,” a system of inputs and outputs to be addressed 
for purposes of prediction. Frederick F. Gorschboth (IBM), “Environmation,” in Cybernet-
ics, Arti"cial Intelligence, and Ecology: Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Symposium of the 
American Society for Cybernetics, ed. Herbert W. Robinson and Douglas E. Night (New 
York: Spartan Books, -9>0), 09-– =<0.

-->. C.JA. Muses, “!e Logic of Biosimulation,” in Muses, ed., Aspects of the !eory of 
Arti"cial Intelligence: Proceedings of the First International Symposium on Biosimulation 
(New York: Plenum, -9/0), --/. And if that was not disturbing enough, Muses then doubles 
down in his elaboration of the viral “form of this dominating aim.” It has become “a super- 
machine,” he continues, “the psychological and the human content of that aim is control, 
mastery, the ability to impose his whims at will upon as much of the rest of the material 
universe as possible.” Muses, who had written his dissertation on the German mystic Jakob 
Boehme, became interested in cybernetics as a way to understand various esoteric practices 
such as tantra and Buddhist meditation. He would later go onto collaborate with Joseph 
Campbell and founded, under the pseudonym Musaios, an international society, !e Lion 
Path, dedicated to the revival of a global shamanism. Musaios, !e Lion Path: You Can Take 
It with You: A Manual of the Short Path to Regeneration for Our Times (Golden Sceptre 
Publishing, -9..).

--.. Andy Clark, Natural- Born Cyborgs: Minds, Technologies, and the Future of Human 
Intelligence (New York: Oxford University Press, 0<<L). It has long been, of course, a reason-
able wager to make, or rather, a “not- too- unreasonable Irst- order assumption [to make] 
that there is a correlation of some sort between the number of [nerve] impulses and the 
number of bits per second, [and that] input- output performance curves of neurons in units 
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those machines prompt their users to imagine the world in terms of their 
algorithmic design.;;M “Modern computers,” prophesied Neisser the year 
before he published his foundational textbook on the psychology of the 
neuromatic brain, “can be programmed to act unpredictably and adaptively 
in complex situations. !at is, they are intelligent.” Similarly, humans “can be 
manipulated, ‘brain washed,’ and apparently controlled without limit” given 
their newly discovered mechanical “properties.”;BN

6.  POETICS

Neuromatic addresses the discourse of neuromation as a living thing— a gen-
erative, self- organizing system that manifests a natural resistance to entropy. 
It is, in other words, a black box— a happening that can be described in its 
eGects but not necessarily explained in terms of its exact mechanics. For 
the discourse of neuromation is a distributed phenomenon in which ideas 
about, practices around, and demands of the brain increasingly serve to re-
inforce each other’s authority. !e eGects of discourse do not register, Irst 
and foremost, as stemming from the same source or central cause. Discourse 
does not persuade directly but does its work through dispersion. Discourse 
is not determinative per se but disciplinary. It alters, unannounced, the rela-
tionalities within the sensorium and patterns of perception. Consequently, 
discourse is diPcult to talk about. It goes without saying because it came 
without saying.;B;

Michel Foucault’s notion of discourse and his genealogical method, from 
which my analysis draws much inspiration, was born from within the cyber-
netic fold. Foucault’s style of tracing resemblances and recognizing patterns 
was a Nietzschean proposition run through the conceptual architecture 

of impulses per second may be assumed to have a similar shape to curves calculated in 
bits per second.” James Grier Miller, “Information Input Overload and Psychopathology,” 
American Journal of Psychiatry --/ (-9/<): /9>.

--9. On programming “robot beliefs,” see Nils J. Nilsson, Understanding Beliefs (Cam-
bridge, MA: MIT Press, 0<-L).

-0<. Ulric Neisser, “Computers as Tools and Metaphors,” in !e Social Importance of 
Cybernetics, ed. C.JR. Dechert (New York: Simon and Schuster, -9//): >L– >:.

-0-. Michel Foucault, “!e Order of Discourse,” in Language and Politics, ed. MichaelJJ. 
Shapiro (New York: New York University Press, -9.L), -<.– =.. See also Pierre Bourdieu, 
Outline of a !eory of Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, -9>>), -/>.
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of neural networks and information processing.;BB Indeed, the concept of 
cybernetic control was central to Foucault, a concept of power as informa-
tion, the circulations of which were disembodied yet totalizing.;BC In Fou-
cault’s vision of power, as media theorist Lydia Liu and others have noted, 
discourse is a capacious analytic container, power circulating and surging 
in all directions through networks, individuals living as discrete Ixtures of 
a gigantic communication machine.;BD For Foucault, discourse was the solv-
ing term that connected individuals to their environments. It is a category 
that seeks to capture the relations of the parts it names and, more impor-
tantly, how circular causality between parts added up to more than their 
sum. DiGerent from previous solving terms in the social sciences such as 
the culture concept, the mechanics of discourse, à la Foucault, were wholly 
informational— a system of relations, of signal formations with circles and 
a self- organizing bent.;BE

Consequently, Neuromatic not only contemplates the prospect of total 
incorporation but considers it to be a working condition. Rather than 
engage in a polemic about our evaporating humanity in the age of spiritual 
machines or point, Ingers crossed, to a world in which our humanity (or 
analysis of it) is consummated in digital advance, I oGer a view from within 
the belly of this particular Leviathan. For it is now well- nigh impossible to 
be, let alone think, outside of a neuromatic paradigm.;BF Which is to say that 

-00. In “Message or Noise,” a short talk Foucault delivered in -9//, he plays with the 
notion of signal and noise as a way to broach the representational force of information 
theory. He is taken with its movement beyond meaning, beyond the “linear representa-
tions” that connect body and soul, organism and tissues. Foucault here is thinking in terms 
of feedback— “new kinships, either diagonal or lateral”— that mark both the phenomenon 
to be investigated and the authority of the investigative pose. Michel Foucault, “Message 
ou Bruit,” Concours Médical .. (October 00, -9//): /0.:– ./; reprinted in Michel Foucault, 
Dits et Écrits, vol. - (Paris: Gallimard, -99L), ::>– /<.

-0=. Hayles, How We Became Posthuman, -90– 99; Céline Lafontaine, “!e Cybernetic 
Matrix of ‘French !eory,’” !eory, Culture and Society 0L (0<<>): =/.

-0L. Lydia H. Liu, !e Freudian Robot: Digital Media and the Future of the Unconscious 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 0<-<), 0=.

-0:. !e looping authority of discursive formations, conceived of as the patterned com-
patibility between “objects, modes of statement, concepts, [and] thematic choices” would 
be central to Foucault’s eventual articulation of biopolitics; Michel Foucault, !e Archaeol-
ogy of Knowledge and the Discourse of Language, trans. A. M. Sheridan Smith (New York: 
Pantheon Books, -9.0), =..

-0/. On the enclosures endemic to “Telematic Man,” see Jean Baudrillard, xerox and 
in"nity (London: Touchepas, -9..).
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critique is ever compromised. For I must admit, when I look askance at the 
traPc in black market crania in the nineteenth century;BH or excessive eGorts 
in the present to turn the world and ourselves into information processing 
devices— from elite neuroscience laboratories to popular websites such as 
www.BranHQ.com, I do not do so innocently. For I, too, am participating 
in the spectacle of the brain and images of the brain and images of images 
of the brain. I, too, have an excessive attraction to the claims that the brain 
continues to make on me. My guilt is only heightened when I consider the 
disturbing fact that what you, dear reader, hold in your hand (or touch-
screen) at this very moment is yet another scheme to address, isolate, and 
lay claim to the space within the skull.

Such a priori complicity, I contend, requires the historian to dwell in 
the relationship between critical intent, the archive, and the environment, 
to struggle to consider the maneuvers enacted and the rules that ordered 
them even before intent, itself, is intended. !is, of course, is easier said 
than done. Consequently, Neuromatic wrestles throughout with a diPcult, 
perhaps even impossible, question: How has the conceptual order of the 
neuromatic brain come to deIne not just the world around us, not just our 
critical encounters with it, but the very atmosphere in which those critical 
encounters could potentially occur?

Neuromatic self- consciously employs the thematic choices of neural net-
works and information theory. As a formal experiment this book’s inner 
logic imitates, from an odd angle, the contemporary neurological consen-
sus about the brain as network— tremulating threads, recurring operations, 
advantageous redundancies, loops folding in upon themselves and emerg-
ing anew. My narrative is neither linear nor driven by the logic of cause and 
eGect. Laden with footnotes that circle and expand the system of the text, 
my book seeks, instead, to connect diGerent times, diGerent spaces, diGerent 
people, and diGerent themes in order to explore the grey spaces (and grey 
matters) of unexpected diGusion.;BK !e index serves as the logical calculus 
of this particular network.

I am aware that I may be accused of technological determinism (an aca-
demic diagnosis of paranoia) in my attempt to consider discourse on its own 

-0>. Cathy Gere, “A Brief History of Brain Archiving,” Journal of the History of the Neu-
rosciences -0, no. L (0<<=): =9/– L-<.

-0.. “Genealogy is grey,” wrote Foucault, “meticulous and patiently documentary.” See 
“Nietzsche, Genealogy, History,” in Language, Counter- memory, Practice: Selected Essays 
and Interviews, ed. D. F. Bouchard (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, -9>>), -=9.
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terms, that is, as an organic totality. My formalism may even be charged with 
replicating the cybernetic proclivities under scrutiny. But in moving from 
the evidence of eGect to a barely recognizable purposive system, in intuiting 
a system’s feedback and relays, I do so with the objective of modeling this 
system in order to intervene, deliberately and deInitively. How else to keep 
up with it, analytically or even politically? For the discourse I am attempt-
ing to grasp, to quote StaGord Beer, is “diPcult to recognize because of its 
apparent dispersion through another system, or because its purpose is not 
the apparent dispersion through another system, or because its purpose is 
not the apparent purpose of its own system.”;BM Yet to recognize discourse 
as systematic, however Oeetingly, is the task at hand. For the closure that it 
portends may be a precondition for moving across and perhaps even beyond 
it. Which is to say, I do not situate my critical resistance in the pure poten-
tiality of the brain, nor in its unpredictable propulsions, nor in the limits of 
contemporary neuroscience.;CN

So rather than tell a linear story of change over time, Neuromatic insists 
on the genealogical gathering of disparate moments. Indeed, given those 
processes by which epistemics and politics come to coalesce on a vast scale, 
dutiful historical descriptions of change over time oQen serve to take the 
focus away from the more disturbing elements of any story. My particu-
lar history is scenic rather than synthetic— archivally expansive and full of 
errant juxtapositions, dramatic temporal shiQs, and recurring characters 
(like Grey Walter who appears in diGerent chapters as witness to the Irst 
demonstration of the alpha wave, as a metaphysician of cognition, as close 
friend of Eileen Garrett, as interlocutor with William S. Burroughs, respec-
tively). Rather than a trove of data meant to be skimmed and downloaded, 
Neuromatic is a provocation against the forgetfulness that accompanies the 
fantasy of absolute storage and instant recall. !e “synaptic gaps” between 
chapters serve as periodic reminders of this provocation.

My goal, then, is not to provide the deInitive account, or even to claim 
some kind of archival totality. I seek instead, tragically I fear, to write across a 
neuromatic imaginary, turning its words and its expectations against them-
selves. For genealogy is a narrative frame that seeks to appreciate the condi-
tions of its telling and to build into its documentation a process of critical 

-09. StaGord Beer, Cybernetics and Management (New York: Wiley, -9/>), =9.
-=<. Catherine Malabou, What Should We Do With Our Brain?, trans. Sebastian Rand 

(New York: Fordham University Press, 0<<.).
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reOection. Another way to put this is to say that genealogical critique “bears 
witness.” It assumes that immanent analysis of the world is but an eGect of 
that world, an eGect that in those rare cases may be fed back in such a way 
as to inOect rather than aPrm what already is.;C;

-=-. According to !eodor Adorno, a signiIcant Igure in the Frankfurt School, “a suc-
cessful work [of] immanent criticism is not one which resolves objective contradictions 
in a spurious harmony, but one which expresses the harmony negatively by embodying 
the contradictions, pure and uncompromised, in its innermost structure. Confronted with 
this kind of work, the verdict ‘mere ideology’ loses its meaning. At the same time, however, 
immanent criticism holds in evidence that the mind has always been under a spell. On its 
own it is unable to resolve the contradictions under which it labours. Even the most radical 
reOection of the mind on its own failure is limited by the fact that it remains a reOection, 
without altering the existence of which its failure bears witness.” From “Cultural Criticism 
and Society,” Prisms (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, -9.=), =0.
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T H E R A P Y  C I R C A  1 9 7 8

“It’s like a big thing, and uh it— takes both sides of your head, 
it goes boom like that, and all of a sudden you feel something. 
And after that you— don’t feel anything.”

“Are you conscious after that?”
“No, you’re out completely.”
“For about how long— have you any idea?”
“For about a half- hour.”
“Then what?”
“Then you wake up— then you find you’ve been under shock.”

Unidentified female patient at Napa State Mental 
Hospital, ca. 19601

1.  OF SYSTEMS, SEX, AND SECULAR CONVERSION

A significant branch of cybernetics was operational research (OR), a kind 
of totalizing approach to “the fundamental problem of management” born 
of Cold War strategies and the Rand Corporation. Within corporate struc-

1. This patient was interviewed at Napa State Mental Hospital, circa 1960, as part of a 
study of women diagnosed with schizophrenia. Patients were “all white, were from lower to 
lower middle class backgrounds, had at least one child, were currently married, and ranged 
in age from 26 to 40.” Carol A. B. Warren, “Electroconvulsive Therapy, the Self, and Family 
Relations,” Research in the Sociology of Health Care 7 (1988): 284.

0
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tures in the 1960s and 1970s, OR was a self- consciously gendered enterprise 
as “systems men” succeeded in redefining the computer as an information 
management system.2 No longer was the computer a mere data processing 
instrument, left largely in the hands of female punch- card operators. The 
computer, instead, had become a machine of corporate power, of men 
mostly, and an essential tool for upper management grappling with the 
intricate problems of organization. During these postwar years, as the risk 
management of data became a general good, OR was thought to be com-
monsensical and nonideological— an approach that could “be used by any 
political system or private enterprise.” As such, OR was also a “revelation” 
in which mathematical formalization could be extended into previously 
uncharted territories— beyond military planning and antiaircraft ballistics 
into business, society, mental health, and biology.3

Smitten with the vast promise of algorithms, OR consultants aggressively, 
and with military meticulousness, began thinking of the world around them 
in terms of self- organizing systems. In doing so, they took up Walter Can-
non’s question of what “agency in civilized society . . . correspond[ed] to that 
feature of our bodily arrangements?”4 In the postwar years giddy plans for 
reproducing the power of agency leaned on the cybernetic compulsion to 
elucidate “such things as men, materials, machinery and money— and their 
intersection” (my emphasis).5 The intersections added up to the network that 
added up to explanatory purchase on just about anything. For the brain, in 
transmitting information from one neuron to another, served as the ideal 
of systematicity. It became the resource for explaining the microphysics of 
control in a variety of domains. It was the model for how things always 
added up. Drawing much of its inspiration from cutting- edge attempts to 
think through the staggering density of neural network connectivity, OR 
honed in on the problem of complexity in general: how to visualize it, how 
to measure it, how to generate it, how to manipulate it in any circumstance 
that might arise.

In 1958, for example, Stafford Beer defined OR as “the organization of 

2. Thomas Haigh, “Inventing Information Systems: The Systems Men and the Com-
puter, 1950– 1968,” Business History Review 75, no. 1 (2001): 15– 61.

3. Harvey M. Wagner, “Practical Slant on Operations Research,” Harvard Business 
Review 41 (May– June 1963): 61– 71; Stafford Beer, “Operational Research as Revelation,” 
Operational Research Quarterly 21, no. 1 (March 1970), 13.

4. Walter B. Cannon, The Wisdom of the Body (New York: W. W. Norton, 1932), 313.
5. Stafford Beer, The Brain of the Firm: The Managerial Cybernetics of Organization 

(London: Allen Lane, 1972), 15.
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unthinkable systems.” In framing all of nature— organic and inorganic— in 
terms of system, cyberneticians like Beer saw the neural network of the 
brain as the most definitively complex and unthinkable yet readily accessible 
object on which to build their models. So while the system of the brain may 
have been unknowable in its detail, it was for Beer an opportunity to think 
and to know anew. For he was quite confident, despite definitional stances 
on complexity, that he could model just about any system, including the 
brain, in terms of inputs and outputs. While perfect prediction could never 
be achieved, one could approach the degree zero of probability when dealing 
with the future trajectories of any system. Given the driving question of how 
to help systems self- regulate and survive, OR consultants like Beer strate-
gically conflated a model of the brain’s reality as a model for all of reality.6 
The desire to do so was clear enough, wrote the psychologist and computer 
scientist J. C. R. Licklider in 1960 in his aptly titled “Man- Computer Symbio-
sis.” “The hope,” Licklider announced, “is that in not too many years, human 
brains and computing machines will be coupled together very tightly, and 
that the resulting partnership will think as no human brain has ever thought 
and process data in a way not approached by the information processing 
machines we know today.”7

OR and its promise of technical solution achieved its greatest currency 
in these early years of Johnson’s Great Society. But by the late 1960s, OR had 
begun to generate much negative publicity with the hippies and the protests 
and the debacle of Vietnam military strategies. And indeed, the failures of 
OR in the face of looming crises and social fissures were widely reported.8 

6. Beer’s electroencephalogram of Templeborough Rolling Mills steelworks, a subsid-
iary of his employer, United Steel (see fig. 26) analogized the neuromolecular all the while 
using a computer to imagine the brain in order to imagine the corporation as a kind of brain 
that could be modeled by that very same computer. Stafford Beer, “Towards the Automatic 
Factory,” in H. von Foerster and G. Zopf, eds., Principles of Self-Organization: Transactions 
of the University of Illinois Symposium on Self- Organization, Robert Allerton Park, 8 and 
9 June, 1961 [sic: actually 1960) (New York: Pergamon, 1962): 25– 89. For a discussion of 
Beer’s article in terms of its open- ended epistemology, see Andrew Pickering, “The Science 
of the Unknowable: Stafford Beer’s Cybernetic Informatics,” Kybernetes 33, no. 3– 4 (2004): 
499– 521.

7. J. C. R. Licklider, “Man- Computer Symbiosis,” IRE Transactions on Human Factors 
in Electronics (March 1960): 4.

8. Agatha Hughes and Thomas Hughes, eds. Systems, Experts, and Computers: The Sys-
tems Approach in Management and Engineering, World War II and After (Cambridge, MA: 
MIT Press, 2011). One is not hard pressed to read many accounts of OR as jeremiads about 
the unfulfilled promise of the Great Society. See, e.g., Robert H. Hayes and William J. Aber-
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But rather than mark a retreat of cybernetic reasoning, the so- called dis-
sipation of OR’s authority marked its diffusion into other forms and other 
registers— epistemic, economic, medical, biological, sensual, affective, phil-
osophical, carceral. Outside the laboratory and computer room, in other 
words, the neuromatic paradigm was bending, looping, and mutating in 
strange ways.9

As a practical matter OR made the most significant headway in mental 
health services, initially in its engagement with the nuts and bolts of run-
ning hospitals and the distribution of resources within them. Throughout 
the 1960s, operational researchers imagined the hospital as a set of overlap-
ping systems— “a physical system of buildings,” “a system of many interact-
ing staff; a complex logistics system; a system for treating patients; [and 
finally,] an information system.” During this time OR- inspired reformers 
also looked to “computer data collection systems” to adjust staffing levels 
and evaluate patient care data as well as the implementation of closed- circuit 
television in therapy sessions.10

The analysis of neural systems processing information had reached a 

nathy, “Managing Our Way to Economic Decline,” Harvard Business Review (July– August 
1980): 67– 77, as well as the jeremiadic diptych of Russell Ackoff in his back- to- back articles 
in 1979 issues of the Journal of Operational Research Society 30, no. 2– 3— “The Future of 
Operational Research Is Past” and “Resurrecting the Future of Operational Research.”

9. See, e.g., the increasingly expansive arc of Jay W. Forrester’s trilogy: Industrial 
Dynamics (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1961), Urban Dynamics (Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Press, 1969), World Dynamics (Cambridge, MA: Wright- Allen Press, 1971). See also the 
summary appraisal in Robert Trappl and Franz R. Pilcher, eds., Progress in Cybernetics and 
Systems Research, vol. 1: General Systems, Engineering Systems, Biocybernetics and Neural 
Systems (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1975).

10. William Horvath, “Planning for Delivery of Mental Health Services,” Health Services 
Research 6 (1971): 96– 100; Donald A. B. Lindberg, The Computer and Medical Care (Spring-
field, IL: Charles C. Thomas, 1968), vii, 189; Arthur Spindler, “Social and Rehabilitation Ser-
vices: A Challenge to Operations Research,” Operations Research 18, no. 6 (1970): 1112– 24; 
F. Blewett et al., “Computer Simulation Models for a Multi- Specialty Ward,” Operational 
Research Quarterly 23, no. 2 (June 1972): 139– 49; G. M. Luck et al., Patients, Hospitals and 
Operational Research (London: Tavistock, 1971); David H. Stimson and Ruth H. Stimson, 
Operations Research in Hospitals: Diagnosis and Prognosis (Chicago: Hospital Research 
and Educational Trust, 1972); Janic M. Messick, “A Systems Analysis Approach to Planned 
Change in a Clinical Psychiatric Program,” Journal of Psychiatric Nursing and Mental Health 
Services 13 (1975): 7– 11. See also Allen Newell and Herbert A. Simon, “Computers in Psy-
chology,” in Handbook of Mathematical Psychology, vol. 1, ed. R. Duncan Luce, Robert R. 
Bush, and Eugene Galanter (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1963), 361– 428.
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threshold moment. As an approach modeled on the brain made its way 
into ever deeper levels of hospital administration, that very same approach 
would, and perhaps inevitably, return to the flesh, finding its target in the 
medical modulation of neural systems of information processing.11 Aided 
by increasingly precise machines for measuring cognitive responses to envi-
ronmental stimuli, the treatment of mental illness came to be premised 
on the manipulation of the neural network of the brain. For as the brain 

11. See, e.g., the conference proceedings of The Neural Control of Behavior, ed. Rich-
ard E. Whalen et al. (New York: Academic Press, 1970).

Figure 41. Planning Model for Mental Health Services. Model by Libby Modern. “The chart 
allows for the possibility that systematic efforts will be made to induce persons to enter the 
mental health treatment system, whether by use of screening procedures or by such a simple 
measure as requesting [doctors] to suggest psychiatric consultation for patients they believe to 
be mentally ill.” William Horvath, “Planning for Delivery of Mental Health Services,” Health 
Services Research 6 (1971): 98.
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was increasingly considered the engine of social life, in general, the brain 
became part of the cultural system to be managed effectively.12 And as it 
turns out, the diffusion of cybernetics into the protocols of mental health 
institutions and then into the brain itself only amplified the disciplinary 
dimensions of psychiatric power that had originated in an earlier moment.

“Moral treatment” was an agenda that emerged over the course of the nine-
teenth century. It, too, was a kind of systems analysis. According to a Quaker 
reformer in 1825, moral treatment was a totalizing approach to the patient 
environment, encompassing “the habitation, classification, cleanliness, diet, 
coercion, punishment, treatment of the feelings, treatment of the intellectual 
faculties, and occupation of the patients.”13 Originating in the writings of 
the French physician Philippe Pinel, moral treatment focused on a popu-
lation of suspect psyches and offered a holistic understanding of the rela-
tionship between mental disturbance and the environment. This move away 
from physical restraint toward psychic intervention spread rapidly in the 
United States and evolved alongside and often in tandem with the ends of 
liberal Protestant practice.14 Curing madness was often code in these circles 
for taming the excesses of revivalism, drawing as they did on the fact that 
revivals in the early nineteenth century were often cited by early reformers 
in their successful quest to build asylums around the United States.15 “In 
a camp meeting you will observe unmistakable mad- house exhibitions!” 
declared Andrew Jackson Davis, ever quick to needle his Protestant rivals 
in their skirmish to define the terms of benevolence and true religious piety.

12. See, e.g., Karl U. Smith and Margaret Foltz Smith, Cybernetic Principles of Learning 
and Educational Design (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1966), 237f.

13. Robert Waln Jr., An Account of the Asylum for the Insane, Established by the Soci-
ety of Friends, Near Frankford, in the Vicinity of Philadelphia (Philadelphia: Benjamin and 
Thomas Kite, 1825), 13.

14. On the Quaker roots of moral treatment in England, see Anne Digby, “Moral Treat-
ment at the Retreat, 1796– 1846,” in The Anatomy of Madness: Essays in the History of Psy-
chiatry, vol. 2, ed. W. F. Bynum, Roy Porter, and Michael Shepard (London: Tavistock Pub-
lications, 1985), 52– 73. Gerald Grob, The Mad among Us: A History of the Care of America’s 
Mentally Ill (New York: Free Press, 1994), 30.

15. Ronald L. Numbers and Janet S. Numbers, “Millerism and Madness: A Study of 
‘Religious Insanity’ in Nineteenth- Century America,” in The Disappointed: Millerism Mil-
lenarianism, ed. Ronald L. Numbers (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1993), 95.
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Mental health reformers like Davis were confident in their approach, 
given that the brain organs of the most positive minds “send” out “a kind of 
nerve- aura, an atmosphere of psychic potency— which touches, penetrates, 
kindles, and inflames similar organs in persons more passive and sensitive.” 
Within these strong versions of moral treatment, the atmosphere, itself,  had 
become a lever for a different kind of conversion. “The very architecture of 
an asylum,” wrote Davis, “should be . . . not ‘merely four square walls with 
pictures hung and gilded;’ but a grand place of helpfulness and affection, 
filled with that holy magnetism which attracts and heals the desolate, the 
homeless, and the broken- hearted.”16

Moral treatment was, at once, a ritual of sympathetic magic and bio-
political performance. Reformers assumed an impressible brain of the luna-
tic, one that could be managed in the name of civilized progress. Under 
regimes of moral treatment, the nervous organization of an individual 
patient became an object to sculp and refine by manipulating the culture 
that contained it. Because mental illness was born, in part, as a response to 
the environment, the best treatment was to strategically change the environ-
ment so as to allow the patient to learn to respond differently. Combining 
scrutinizing attention to aesthetics with encompassing material instruction, 
moral treatment sought to interrupt patterns of attention and memory. In 
its efforts to reprogram the mind using the levers of culture, the hallmark of 
moral treatment was its formal faith in systematicity and routine. “By our 
whole moral treatment, as well as by our religious services,” wrote the trust-
ees of Worcester State Lunatic Hospital in 1841, “we inculcate all the habits 
and obligations of rational society.”17

More often than not, moral treatment was aimed at women in the service 
of taming their irrationalities and enthusiasms. When it set its sights on the 
psychic excess of men, their madness or simply their race was framed as an 
effeminate condition. In addition to leveraging sexual differences, Michel 
Foucault writes that “moral treatment” in the nineteenth century sought to 
“validate the power exercised within the asylum as being quite simply the 

16. Andrew Jackson Davis, The Temple: Concerning Diseases of the Brain and Nerves; 
with Full Directions for Their Treatment and Cure (Boston: Colby and Rich, 1871), 212– 13; 
Andrew Jackson Davis, Mental Disorders; or, Diseases of the Brain and Nerves, Developing 
the Origin and Philosophy of Mania, Insanity, and Crime, with Full Direction for Their Treat-
ment and Cure (New York: American News Company, 1871), 88.

17. Ninth Annual Report of the State Lunatic Hospital at Worchester (Boston: Dutton 
and Wentworth, 1842), 88; see also Amariah Brigham, “The Moral Treatment of Insanity,” 
American Journal of Insanity 4 (July 1847): 1– 15.
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power of reality itself.” Notions of what constituted “reality” have, indeed, 
changed over time, yet the desire to reduplicate the system of reality within 
the asylum has not. What Foucault calls the “asylum tautology”— “giving 
power to reality and founding power on reality”— remained largely intact 
over the course of the twentieth century.18 For as the management of “cul-
ture” came to encompass not just the surfaces of the feminized body but the 
feminized brain as well, the “reality” within the asylum, in turn, assumed a 
different character.

Which is to say that while sexual norms, not to mention the theori-
zations of correspondence between the inside and outside of the asylum, 
may have changed dramatically in terms of substance over the course of 
the twentieth century, the will to organize the relationship between brain 
and environment remained remarkably consistent. The cybernetic incor-
poration of mental health, in other words, still entailed “something like a 
residue” of moral treatment.19 Indeed, such discipline continued to gener-
ate an outside for purposes of retaining and consolidating its own author-
ity. For in its will to “classify, hierarchize, supervise, and so on,” psychiatric 
power “come[s] up against those who cannot be classified, those who escape 
supervision, those who cannot enter the system of distribution, in short, the 
residual, the irreducible, the unclassifiable, the inassimilable.” Such failures 
of discipline, according to Foucault, are built in, necessary even, as they 
generate “supplementary disciplinary systems” and “new recovery systems” 
in the “never- ending work” of conserving the rule of discipline.20

18. Michel Foucault, Psychiatric Power: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1973– 1974, ed. 
Jacques Lagrange, trans. Graham Burchell (New York: Picador, 2003), 175. For a devastat-
ing account of the conflation of blackness and insanity in contrast to white idealizations of 
religious freedom in the early twentieth century, see Judith Weisenfeld, “Normal Minds: 
Psychiatry and African American Religions,” delivered at the Religion and the American 
Normal conference, Princeton University, February 8– 9, 2018.

19. So, for example, the troubling of sexual difference (itself coded as feminine) can 
now be explained neurologically and by way of the MRI. Julie Bakker, “Brain Structure and 
Function in Gender Dysphoria,” Endocrine Abstracts 56 (2018); Judy van Hemmen, et al., 
“Sex Differences in White Matter Microstructure in the Human Brain Predominantly Re-
flect Differences in Sex Hormone Exposure,” Cerebral Cortex 27.5 (2017): 2994– 3001.

20. Foucault, Psychiatric Power, 53– 54; E. Mansell Pattison, “Systems Pastoral Care,” 
Journal of Pastoral Care 26, no. 1 (1972): 2– 14. As medical anthropologist Simon Cohn has 
noted, this persistent neurological “faith” in madness (or, say, something like religion) that 
is present “beneath and prior to the symptoms” ensures that “the new biology of mental 
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Electric convulsive treatment (ECT) was a nineteenth- century fever dream 
of reform come to life.21 With precursors in galvanic treatments and crude 
applications of electrical wires applied to the ears and forehead, ECT 
emerged in the 1930s alongside insulin shock therapy and psychosurgery 
as technologies of normalization and reform.22 ECT also developed in tan-

disease will inherit much of the old social nature of mental illness” (“Disrupting Images: 
Neuroscientific Representations in the Lives of Psychiatric Patients,” in Critical Neurosci-
ence: A Handbook of the Social and Cultural Contexts of Neuroscience, ed. Suparna Choud-
hury and Jan Slaby [Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2016], 187).

21. See, e.g., M. B. Ray, Doctors of the Mind: The Story of Psychiatry (Boston: Little 
Brown, 1942) in which he writes that in the case of “chronic schizophrenics, as with com-
mitted criminals  .  .  . we must use more drastic measures to silence the dysfunctioning 
cells and so liberate the activity of the normal cells. This time we must kill the too vocal 
dysfunctioning cells. But can we do this without killing normal cells also? Can we select the 
cells we wish to destroy? I think we can” (250).

22. Insulin shock therapy was a labor- intensive treatment in which the patient was 
injected on a daily basis with high levels of insulin. Such doses were used, over the course of 
months, to induce daily comas in the patient. Such comas, although exhausting and physi-
cally debilitating, were thought to be psychologically calming and restorative for patients. 

Figure 42. Ediswan Electric Convulsion Apparatus built to the specifications of Dr. William 
Grey Walter, scientific director at the Burden Neurological Institute. On display at Glenside 
Museum, Bristol, England.
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dem with electroencephalography (EEG) and the institutionalization of the 
cybernetic imaginary.23 Grey Walter, in addition to his pioneering work on 
the alpha wave, studied and patented methods of convulsive  therapy.24 Both 
EEG and ECT were premised on a neuromatic understanding of cogni-
tion. And as Warren McCulloch suggested in his 1944 address before the 
American Society for Research on Psychosomatic Problems, both held the 
highest promise in defining the physiological spectrum of neural activity 
and acting on this knowledge. Indeed, McCulloch and Pitts’s “Logical Cal-
culus” was an effort, in part, to provide scientific foundation for initiat-
ing effective shock treatment.25 As part of his long- standing effort to isolate 
madness at the neuronal level, McCulloch was hopeful that ECT could soon, 
with unprecedented accuracy, alter the firing thresholds of neurons and dis-
rupt positive feedback loops that were the source of dysfunction.26 Within 

In the 1950s ECT rapidly displaced insulin shock therapy as the medical establishment 
became increasingly skeptical of its therapeutic benefits. Harold Bourne, “The Insulin 
Myth,” Lancet 262, no. 6793 (1953): 964– 68, and his “Insulin Coma in Decline,” American 
Journal of Psychiatry 114, no. 11 (1958): 1015– 17.

23. Lothar B. Kalinowsky, “Cerebral Localization and the Contributions of Psychosur-
gery and Shock Therapy,” Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry 69, no. 5 (1953): 582– 86. The 
Electroshock Research Association was founded in 1944, followed a year later by the Society 
for Biological Psychiatry. Enthusiastically welcomed by the medical insurance industry, 
the majority of American hospitals had incorporated ECT by the end of the 1950s. In large 
facilities, patients were lined up in large dormitories with their heads at the foot of their 
beds. The ECT apparatus could be wheeled on a tray from bed to bed and administered to 
each patient, one after the other. Timothy W. Kneeland and Carol A. B. Warren, Pushbutton 
Psychiatry: A Cultural History of Electroshock in America (Walnut Creek, CA: Left Coast 
Press, 2008), 50, 58. See also R. W. Russell et al., “A New Apparatus for the Controlled 
Administration of Electroconvulsive Shock,” Journal of Psychology 26 (1948): 71– 82.

24. Gerald Fleming, Frederick Golla, and Grey Walter, “Electric- Convulsion Therapy 
of Schizophrenia,” Lancet 234 (1939): 1353– 55; and Frederick Golla, Grey Walter, and Gerald 
Fleming, “Electrically Induced Convulsions,” Proceedings of the Royal Society for Medicine 
33 (1940): 261– 67.

25. E. W. Davis, W. S. McCulloch, and E. Roseman, “Rapid Changes in the O2 Ten-
sions of Cerebral Cortex During Induced Convulsions,” American Journal of Psychiatry 
100, no. 7 (1944): 825– 29. See also W. S. McCulloch’s contribution to “The Modern Concept 
of Schizophrenia,” Medical Clinics of North America 29, no. 1 (1945): 147– 64. The article 
was funded by the Macy Foundation and written with L. J. Meduna, an ECT pioneer from 
Budapest, Hungary.

26. McCulloch also describes a neurotic brain in terms of the failure of negative feed-
back. “The Brain Computing Machine,” Electrical Engineering 68, no. 6 (1949): 496. For a 
more recent and compatible claim, see Jinkun Zeng et al., “Reorganization of Anatomical 
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the cybernetic fold, computers would be able to quantify madness like never 
before, isolating its neural substrate and suggesting a target point for maxi-
mum leverage.27 With brains equated with machines and mental illness with 
circuit glitches, ECT was the equivalent of switching parts of the machine 
off and starting again.28

From the very beginning ECT has been enlisted to induce whatever ver-
sion of reason or normal personhood was thought to lie deep within the 
circuits of the brain.29 Indeed, ECT was a technological means to manage 

Connectome following Electroconvulsive Therapy in Major Depressive Disorder,” Neural 
Plasticity (2015): 1– 8.

27. The most visible defender of ECT in the 1960s and 1970s, Max Fink, wrote the defini-
tive article on computers and pathology in 1967: “Computers and Psychiatry,” in Compre-
hensive Textbook of Psychiatry, ed. Alfred M. Freedman and Harold I. Kaplan (Baltimore: 
Williams and Wilkins, 1967), 232– 38.

28. W. Ross Ashby, “Cybernetics,” in G. W. T. H. Fleming, ed., Recent Progress in Psy-
chiatry (London: J. and A. Churchill, 1950), 107. Wiener likens ECT to the erasure of a 
computer’s memory; see Cybernetics: or, Control and Communication in the Animal and 
Machine (1948; Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1965), 149– 59. See also Claude E. Shannon’s 
concept of an “antineurotic circuit” that might aid in the development of machine intel-
ligence: “Presentation of a Maze- Solving Machine,” in Cybernetics: Circular Causal and 
Feedback Mechanisms in Biological and Social Systems, Transactions of the Seventh Confer-
ence, March 23– 24, 1950, ed. Heinz von Foerster (New York: Josiah Macy Jr. Foundation, 
1951), 173– 80.

29. F. M. Lorimer, M. M. Segal, and S. N. Stein, “Path of Current Distribution in Brain 
during Electro- Convulsive Therapy,” EEG and Clinical Neurophysiology 1 (1949): 343– 48.

Figure 43. Schematic arrangement of electroconvulsive treatment apparatus. Created by 
Libby Modern.
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the conversion to sanity. If you were depressed, then ECT would make you 
happy. If you were manic, it would calm you down. If your personality was 
split, it would make you whole. If you were gay, it would make you straight. 
If you woke up one day and believed yourself to be the Virgin Mary, then 
ECT would cure you of this delusion.30 If you had unreasonably converted to 
Orthodox Judaism, then it would alleviate your desire to grow a bushy beard 
and obsess over dietary restrictions. ECT, in other words, was a machine 
bent on purification, blasting out the bad, the blurry, and the loose feelings 
that stubbornly refused to fit into prescribed categories. In its advertised 
function, ECT distilled something about the aggressive and gravitational 
push to maintain clear boundaries— between man and woman, straight and 
gay, madness and civilization, and so on.

The technology of ECT inaugurated a season of contagious normality. 
As one journalist wistfully wrote in 1947,

Take the case of the middle- aged woman who had been a civic leader 
in her community until she became a victim of mental depressions that 
virtually confined her to her home. She gave up her outside interests and 
became careless in her personal appearance, spent a great deal of time in 
weeping, and required constant supervision. Following six electric shock 
treatments, this woman was able to resume her normal way of life. She was 
not only able to manage her household as before and return to her clubs 
and her civic organizations, but she took on the added task of hunting out 
other persons she thought might be benefited by electric shock treatment.31

ECT was, from its origins, a technology of sexual differentiation.32 As sexual 
deviance became a visible matter of public concern in the 1950s, ECT was 
enlisted in “the replacement of homosexuality with normal sexual desire.”33 
But in the majority of cases, ECT was administered to women who did not 

30. Oliver Swigert, “Myth and Psychosis,” Napa Quarterly (Winter 1972– 73), n.p.
31. Henry Shryock, “Is Shock Treatment Successful?,” Science Digest 22 (October 1947): 

60– 65.
32. Jonathan Sadowsky, Electroconvulsive Therapy in America: The Anatomy of a Medical 

Controversy (New York: Routledge, 2016), 75– 86.
33. George N. Thompson, “Electroshock and Other Therapeutic Considerations 

in Sexual Psychopathy,” Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease 109 (1949): 531– 39. ECT 
was enlisted alongside other somatic treatments to cure sexual perversion of one kind or 
another. See also M. Owensby Newdigate, “Homosexuality and Lesbianism Treated with 
Metrazol,” Journal of Nervous and Mental Disorders 92, no. 1 (1940): 65– 66. J. N. Marquis, 
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conform to the accepted standards of Cold War domestic bliss.34 A patient in 
1948, for example, was considered sane only if she could “manage her home 
efficiently” or become “active in society.”35

ECT, in its normalizing capacities, did much to rationalize sexual dif-
ference with the authority of cybernetic science.36 As Joan Baker responded 
when asked about her incarceration at Napa State Mental Hospital in the 
1950s, the promise of ECT was often irresistible: “I don’t care what they 
do, as long as it helps me— helps me not to be depressed— helps me to be a 
different person, to like people. I want to forget— I don’t know if I can or if 
I know what I mean when I say it— but my father never liking me as a child 
made me feel I was a monster, I was different, making me hide in my bed-
room.” ECT, here, served to generate the conditions for transcending the 
past and achieving a new identity. The differences between past and future, 
old self and new, were each coordinated, with the attendant sublimation and 
erotic charge, in relation to sexual difference. In Baker’s framing of ECT as 
that which allowed her to become the best version of herself, the admittedly 
hazy discourse of secularism assumes contour and neurological character 
at the level of deployment.37

“Orgasmic Reconditioning: Changing Sexual Object Choice through Controlling Mastur-
bation Fantasies,” Journal of Behavior Therapy and Experimental Psychiatry 1 (1970): 263– 71.

34. Paul Popenoe, Marriage Is What You Make It (New York: MacMillan Company, 
1950), 124.

35. N. K. Rickles and Charles G. Polan, “Causes of Failure in Treatment with Electric 
Shock,” Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry 59, no. 3 (1948): 337–46.

36. Londa L. Schiebinger, “The Gendered Brain: Some Historical Perspectives,” in So 
Human a Brain: Knowledge and Value in the Neurosciences, ed. Anne Harrington (Boston: 
Birkhauser, 1992), 111– 20.

37. Carol A. B. Warren, Madwives: Schizophrenic Women in the 1950s (New Brunswick, 
NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1987), 132. According to historian Joan Scott, the rationaliza-
tion of sexual difference has been the central feature of secularism since the nineteenth 
century, which is to say that it has become the central feature of so- called secular orders as 
well as so- called religious orders. Secularism, one might go so far as to say, makes sense only 
in relation to the sexual difference that it continually conjures. Sexual difference, suggests 
Scott, is the fetish behind which the spirit of secularism has circulated since the nineteenth 
century. Sexual difference, then, is the key to thinking about the buzzing compatibility 
between good government (of self or society) and good religion. To reframe this as a claim 
about change over time, one could say that the categorical tension between true and false 
religion— a formal proposition ever filled with evolving content— has been integral in 
determining the propriety of sexual difference at any given time. Joan Wallach Scott, Sex 
and Secularism (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2018).
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While the adoption of ECT was checked momentarily in the late 1950s 
with the development of new antidepressants such as Deprol and Tofranil, 
by the 1970s the practice of ECT had become widespread. With the rise of 
ECT came questions about its politics given the fact that mainstream physi-
cians who practiced ECT were, for the most part, male while the majority 
of their patients were female.38 Even as proponents in the 1960s and 1970s 
hailed ECT as a salvific technology, a “miracle” that achieved spiritual 
renewal through secular means, the gender imbalance of ECT did not go 
unchallenged. Feminist critics framed their own resistance to ECT as part 
of the unfolding of modern progress, the latest iteration of a Protestant Ref-
ormation bent on liberating the individual from the clutches of the “state 
religion” of psychiatric practice. Yet despite the fact of having very different 
understandings of therapeutic ethics and the viability of somatic treatments 
such as psychosurgery and ECT, both practitioners and critics subscribed to 
a strikingly similar vision of what constituted human freedom. Both were 
invested in the promise of voluntary conversion. And both were concerned 
with securing the viability of a liberal rights– bearing subject capable of vol-
untary reason.

Over the course of this chapter I chart moments in the morphing of moral 
treatment into an even kinder, gentler, and more precise mode of individua-
tion. It is a selective story of how the brain became a primary target by which 
gender, and much else besides, became mobilized in the reproduction (ever 
flexible) of secularism’s common sense.

38. George Gulevich et al., “The Decreasing Use of Electroconvulsive Therapy,” American 
Journal of Psychiatry 118, no. 6 (1961): 555– 57; Fred H. Frankel et al., Task Force Report 14: 
Electroconvulsive Therapy (Washington DC, American Psychiatric Association, 1978), 5. In 
1975, for example, women made up 70.1 percent of ECT patients treated for affective disor-
der nationwide. By the 1970s ECT was deemed “significantly more effective for women than 
for men.” The biological difference between male and female anatomy was, here, “clinically 
significant.” For this difference served, simultaneously, as principle, premise, and promised 
outcome. Studies have shown that women often respond more readily to ECT because men 
have, on average, a 50 percent higher seizure threshold than women due to thicker skin, 
thicker skulls, and a longer distance between electrodes when placed on the male cranium. 
Michael E. Thase and Susan G. Kornstein, “Gender Differences in Responses to Treatments 
of Depression,” in Gender and Its Effects on Psychopathology, ed. Ellen Frank (Washington, 
DC: American Psychopathological Association, 2008), 120, 119.
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This chapter begins by revisiting the early career of Eliza Farnham and 
her stints as the matron of Sing Sing Penitentiary in the 1840s and, later, as 
the matron of the Female Department at Stockton Insane Asylum. In her 
pursuit of “true religion” Farnham did much to establish and articulate the 
metaphysical case for nineteenth- century American reform of prisons and 
mental asylums. From the very beginning, the “moral treatments” of Farn-
ham and others possessed a physiological cast, leveraging her ward’s envi-
ronment as a means to manage not only bodily surfaces but, in Farnham’s 
case, the interior spaces of cognition.

Farnham’s mix of systematicity, spiritualist sentiment, and gendered 
investment in the brain helps make sense of the discursive diffusion of OR 
after World War II into mental health industries, in general, and into the 
brains of particular patients.39 In Farnham, as in the cybernetic expanse 

39. For more background on Farnham, see “The Touch of Secularism,” in my Secularism 
in Antebellum America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2011), 243– 46. By insisting on 
the corporeal dimensions of Farnham’s practice I am pushing on, and slightly against, Ben-
jamin Reiss’s argument that the metaphysics of moral treatment only lingered in “echoes” 
into the twentieth century. Whereas Reiss and others have largely affirmed the decline 
of moral treatment after the Civil War, rendering it a ghost haunting twentieth- century 
practices, I argue that with the so- called demise of the category of “moral treatment,” the 

Figure 44. Electroconvulsive therapy machine on display at Glenside Museum, Bristol, En-
gland.
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I have surveyed throughout this book, there was a direct correspondence 
between the organization of psyche and the organization of all natural mat-
ter. Whereas Farnham leaned on the ethereal paradigms of her metaphysical 
moment (animal magnetism, mesmeric fluids, etc.) to explain the corre-
spondence between brain and environment, mental health reformers in the 
cybernetic vein drew on the universalist assumptions of information theory 
to reframe psychiatric practice as the modulation of neural networks.40

In order to track this change over time I then move into a discussion of 
the triumphs and trials of liberal reform as it played out at Napa State Mental 
Hospital in the twentieth century. Built in the image of the Stockton Asylum, 
Napa Asylum for the Insane began receiving patients in 1876 and by 1954 
had expanded to over three hundred buildings on over two thousand acres 
of land.41 Napa State soon became a front line in the battle between mental 
health institutions and critics of ECT, including many former patients who 
publicized their own stories of abuse. By the 1970s reformers had spear-
headed the patients’ rights movement in California and began projects of 
grassroots organization in the form of books, zines, and political lobbying. 
One the movement’s most outspoken critics, Leonard Roy Frank, was incar-
cerated at Napa State in 1962 against his will after his parents had become 
alarmed at his intense interest in Orthodox Judaism. As a patient, Frank’s 
religion and sexuality became suspect. As a means to address his double- 
coded deviance, Frank was drugged and subjected to eighty- five insulin and 
electric shock treatments. After his release Frank cofounded the Network 
Against Psychiatric Assault (NAPA).

The remainder of the chapter digs deep into ECT as a technology of con-

practices associated with it intensified in a neurobiological key. Benjamin Reiss, Theaters of 
Madness: Insane Asylums and Nineteenth- Century American Culture (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 2008), 191– 97.

40. See, e.g., Lawrence Kubie, “Some Implications for Psychoanalysis of Modern Con-
cepts of the Organization of the Brain,” Psychoanalytic Quarterly 22 (1953): 21– 52, and W. 
Ross Ashby’s “The Application of Cybernetics to Psychiatry,” Journal of Mental Science 100 
(1954): 114– 24, in which Ashby argued for an inherent compatibility between psychiatry 
and the new imagination of cognitive life offered by cybernetics and information theory. 
See also Ashby’s Design for a Brain (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1952). My used copy 
of Ashby’s text was discarded from the Juvenile Research Library at the Illinois Neuropsy-
chiatric Institute at the University of Illinois, Chicago.

41. In 1897, Napa Asylum for the Insane officially changed its name to Napa State Hos-
pital. Following this change, Napa State Mental Hospital sometimes appeared in popular 
media and court documents.
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version and, quite explicitly, of sexual differentiation. It does so by revisiting 
the practice of Dr. H. C. Tien, the independent electroconvulsive therapist 
who ran the Michigan Institute of Psychosynthesis in Lansing, Michigan. Dr. 
Tien’s practice was a hybrid of cybernetic science and the reform impulses 
of antipsychiatric critique. According to Tien, ECT should be wholly volun-
tary, part of a process by which patients would willingly participate in their 
own psychic rebirth. Tien promised his patients happier and more equitable 
marriages, more fulfilling sex lives (or just a “normal” sex life for frigid 
women and men who were “longstanding impotent transvestite[s]”), and 
parental control over sexually licentious children. Throughout the 1970s, as 
the industrial economy crumbled around him, Tien advocated a “systems 
approach” to family psychiatry. Tien’s innovation was ELT, which stood for 
electrolytic therapy or, as Tien was quick to point out, Electric Love Therapy. 
ELT was a system “infused with warm human communication.” It was a sys-
tem that one entered into voluntarily. And it was a system in which a “person 
undergoes an actual electro- chemical transformation of a personality.”42

In Tien’s practice one can glimpse not only the endgame of moral treat-
ment but also how the liberatory kernel of religion and the truth of sexual 
difference continued to regulate one another well into the 1970s.43 For Tien’s 
practice was part of an emerging paradigm in which neural nets— in their 
all but transcendent numeration— became not only subject to mathematical 
formalization but also the hinge for conversion, for inducing the freedoms 
of one’s reason.44 By subjecting the promises of voluntary conversion made 
by Tien and others to genealogical scrutiny, I am not simply interested in 
the gendered means and ends of that promise. I am also considering how 

42. H. C. Tien, “The Psychosynthesis of Stan,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 2, no. 5 
(May 1970): 28; H. C. Tien, “Pattern Recognition and Psychosynthesis,” American Journal of 
Psychotherapy 23 (1969): 53– 66; H. C. Tien, “Psychosynthesis: Telefusion of Modern Electri-
cal Psychiatry,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 2, no. 5 (May 1970): 49– 53; H. C. Tien, “Psy-
chosynthesis with Television Technology,” Current Psychiatric Therapies 15 (1975): 233– 36; 
Tien, “100 Questions and Answers on ELT: The Electrolytic Therapy of Psychosynthesis,” 
World Journal of Psychosynthesis 6 (February 1974): 37.

43. As Scott points out, sex may have long been a matter of public concern and govern-
ing rationality, but it was with new cries of sexual liberty in the postwar years that biopoliti-
cal machinations of secular governance became explicit. Congealing around a rights- based 
sexual subject, sexual freedom, as much as religious freedom had long been, becomes the 
horizon of a late secular age (Sex and Secularism, 148).

44. On the potential programming of individual neurons, see Dan- Anders Jirenhed et 
al., “Learned Response Sequences in Cerebellar Purkinje Cells,” Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences 114, no. 23 (2017): 6127– 32.
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this fierce desire for transformation operationalizes sexual difference by way 
of neural plasticity.

Conversion as a source of a newfound autonomy. The right to choose to 
negate one’s less than best self— conceived of as inauthentic, unintegrated, 
deviant, sickly, sinful. This longue durée logic of conversion— from Protes-
tant pieties to self- help guides of neural plasticity— consists of a perpetual 
promise of choice and enduring demand for decision. An ontological genre 
of carrots and sticks securing much of what passes as normal at any given 
moment. Conversion as the sine qua non of true religion, broadly construed. 
Sane sexuality as a bulwark against all that is coded as false. You have the 
right to change yourself, to liberate yourself, to conquer addiction and depres-
sion, to be on the winning side, to make meaning and be your best self now.45 
The life of this all- too- familiar subject is consumed with ever taking steps, 
with striving for correspondence with truths it has already deemed self- 
evident. Such striving, first and foremost, is imagined in this secular age to 
be solitary endeavor, a matter of changing one’s brain in accordance with 
a universal and proprietary notion of cognition. Not surprisingly, perhaps, 
this subject leaves little room to consider the possibility that whatever is 
above may never be known below, as it were, let alone correspond with it.

2.  MORAL TREATMENT AND  

HEADS THAT DIFFER IN SHAPE

As historian Jodie Boyer has demonstrated, the forerunner of the American 
Psychiatric Association— the Association of Medical Superintendents of 
American Institutions for the Insane— was filled with members who mag-
netized their Calvinist heritages and applied those metaphysical insights to 

45. Raymond F. Paloutzian, Erica L. Swenson, and Patrick McNamara, “Religious Con-
version, Spiritual Transformation, and the Neurocognition of Meaning Making,” in Where 
God and Science Meet: How Brain and Evolutionary Studies Alter Our Understanding of 
Religion, ed. Patrick McNamara, vol. 2 (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2006), 151– 204. For earlier 
research on pathology and religious conversion, see Kenneth Dewhurs and A. W. Beard, 
“Sudden Religious Conversions in Temporal Lobe Epilepsy,” British Journal of Psychiatry 
117, no. 540 (1970): 497– 507; Charles Spellman et al., “Manifest Anxiety as a Contributing 
Factor in Religious Conversion,” Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology 36, no. 2 
(1971): 245– 47; Jesse O. Cavenar, “Depressive Disorders and Religious Conversions,” Journal 
of Nervous and Mental Disease 165, no. 3 (1977): 209– 12.
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their therapeutic profession.46 Indeed, the goal of many Unitarian, Quaker, 
and liberal- leaning Congregationalists, whether they were involved in asy-
lum reform, magnetic cures, or were merely practitioners of progressive 
politics, was to allow the world, and each individual within it, to correspond 
to an overarching and energetic system that may have been incomprehens-
ible yet was known to be definitively divine, definitively true, and defini-
tively American. As above, so below.47

The occult metaphysics undergirding this asylum reform may be 
glimpsed with striking clarity in the career of Eliza Farnham, matron of the 
women’s wing of Sing Sing State Penitentiary and later at Stockton Insane 

46. Jodie Elizabeth Boyer, “Sin and Sanity in Nineteenth- Century America” (PhD diss., 
University of Toronto, 2013).

47. For the definitive history of this theory of correspondence at the center of meta-
physical piety, see Catherine L. Albanese, A Republic of Mind and Spirit: A Cultural History 
of American Metaphysical Religion (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2007).

Figure 45. Eliza Farnham, portrait in American Phrenological Journal (June 1857).
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Asylum. Farnham’s stated goal was to produce “a sound state of discipline” 
through “the systematizing of details.” Farnham was an acknowledged 
“phrenological convert” to the reforms of “moral treatment.”48

As such, Farnham privileged questions of how to mobilize and harness 
the energies pulsing to and from the mind. Through the “charming” activa-
tion of sight, smell, taste, sound, and the “sense” of democracy, wrote Farn-
ham, “the lash may be removed as gently and effectually as the icy drapery 
of winter is melted away in the genial atmosphere of Spring.” In hopes of 
cultivating both sanity and citizenship and securing them both within each 
inmate, Farnham organized a “natural” sensory environment in which each 
object and each individual was connected to every other within a closed 
semiotic circuit.49

At Sing Sing, Farnham was quite explicit about the panoptic mode of 
discipline she deliberately orchestrated in the women’s ward. The array of 
women under her care would watch Farnham in patient imitation of the 
skill she was demonstrating (flower arranging, basket weaving, recitation, a 
phrenological self- examination). Farnham would watch the women demon-
strating that skill. The women would watch each other watching Farnham. 
And so on and so forth. Drawing inspiration from the spiritualist cosmol-
ogy of Andrew Jackson Davis50 and the “spiritual side” of Emanuel Swe-
denborg, Farnham’s was a specific strategy for “channeling” and perpetu-

48. Prison Association of New York, Second Report of the Prison Association of New York 
(New York: Prison Association of New York, 1846), 38– 39. The language of conversion was 
a common trope among antebellum phrenologists competing for the hearts and minds of 
an expanding evangelical populace. “Remarkable Case of Change of Character and Pur-
suits, with Corresponding Change in the Form of the Head,” Phrenological Journal 13, no. 
65 (1840): 341– 44; Alpha, “Phrenological Conversion,” American Phrenological Journal 4, 
no. 7 (July 1842): 176– 78. On George Combe’s “conversion” to the truth of phrenology, see 
discussion of his “phrenological conversion” in George Combe and Robert Cox, Moral 
and Intellectual Science: Applied to the Elevation of Society (New York: Fowlers and Wells, 
1848), 427. On the phrenological conversion narrative of Harriet Martineau, see Shalyn 
Claggett, “Harriet Martineau’s Material Rebirth,” Victorian Literature and Culture 38, no. 
1 (2010): 53– 73.

49. “Influence of Flowers,” Prisoner’s Friend (July 7, 1847), 105; “Visit of the Hutchinson 
Family to Sing Sing Prison,” Prisoner’s Friend (April 29, 1846), 66. Farnham, here, was seek-
ing to displace the common disciplinary practice of flogging.

50. And he from her. See, for example, Davis’s rewriting of the Bible with new chapters, 
including “The Gospel According to St. Ralph” and “The Gospel According to St. Eliza 
[Farnham]” in his Arabula; or, The Divine Guest: Containing a New Collection of Gospels 
(Boston: William White, 1867).
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ating the visible power of “good resolutions” within the public setting of  
the ward.51

Like many nineteenth- century alienists and reformers in the liberal vein, 
Farnham sought nothing less than to refine the organization of her patients’ 
psyche. She assumed that such refinement was not an external imposition 
but rather an invitation to religious freedom. Farnham, for example, believed 
that her success was grounded in the principle that each inmate under her 
care possessed the faculty of Spirituality (“discovered” by the phrenologist 
Orson Fowler in 1842). This moral faculty was the essence of true religion, 
empowering one to encounter divinity on one’s own terms as it were, apart 
from institutions, doctrine, and external discipline. Spirituality, according to 
the phrenological script, was a purified mechanism of religious conversion. 
The moment of “phrenological conversion” was defined as “the reception of 
the truth by the spiritual faculty,” a moment in which one was “awakened 
to a higher sense than intellect or reason can ever reach.” Spirituality was 
the faculty that enabled one to experience the truth of phrenology and to 
become expert in shaping one’s own architecture of cognition.52

Once activated, the faculty of Spirituality would enable a conversion 
from a subject defined by passion and impulse to a subject who would know 
how to manage those impulses and passions for the greater good.53 An active 
faculty of Spirituality, in turn, activated self- control and self- organization in 
light of continual intercourse with “spiritual influence.” This faculty, located 
just to either side of the crown of the head, would enable a vigilant assess-
ment of one’s interactions with others and the establishment of equilibrium 
between interior energies and environmental forces. Without the proper 
attunement of Spirituality, one’s descent into madness was all but assured.54 

51. Eliza W. Farnham, Woman and Her Era, vol. 2 (New York: A. J. Davis, 1864), 198– 99, 
113; Prison Association of New York, Third Report of the Prison Association of New York, pt. 
2 (New York: Prison Association of New York, 1847), 56.

52. “A Change of Heart,” American Phrenological Journal 48, no. 2 (August 1868): 74; 
Orson S. Fowler, The Octagon House: A Home for All; or, A New, Cheap, Convenient, and 
Superior Mode of Building (New York: Fowlers and Wells, 1848).

53. Indeed, phrenology would often compare its pedagogy to morphologies of conver-
sion and offer itself as the superior, scientifically sanctioned, truth to which to convert. See, 
e.g., Nelson Sizer, “Phrenology and ‘Conversion’: A Letter to a Clergyman,” Phrenological 
Journal and Science of Health (December 1878): 280– 82.

54. On the construction of madness over and against the moral faculties, see Jan Ver-
plaste, Localising the Moral Sense: Neuroscience and the Search for the Cerebral Seat of Moral-
ity, 1800– 1930 (Springer 2009), 191ff.
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Farnham’s goal, then, was to enable one to lay claim to one’s own volition 
within a cosmos (and a social environment) of de facto relationality.

Undergirding Farnham’s version of moral treatment was a fierce advo-
cacy of woman’s rights and the natural difference of sexuality.55 According 
to Farnham, “the Superiority of Woman” was premised on the natural pro-
clivity for self- organization: “Life is exalted in proportion to its Organic and 
Functional Complexity; Women’s Organism is more Complex and her total-
ity of Function larger than those of any other being inhabiting our earth; 
Therefore her position in the scale of Life is the most exalted— the Sovereign 
one.”56 Like complex cellular structures, women possessed the most internal 
differentiation and variation within their “nerve- matter” and “complexity” 
of “nervous structure.”57 Consequently, Farnham sought leverage on the ner-
vous structures of her female wards in order to convert them from disequi-
librium to the “true feminine type.” The “Truth” of sexual difference for Farn-
ham— as displayed in her detailed anatomical descriptions— was biological. 
But it was also Biblical, theological, and, most significantly, metaphysical.58

3.  GENDERED ELECTRICITY IN THE  

NEUROMATIC GROOVE

Farnham resigned from Sing Sing in 1848. Afterward she made a name for 
herself as a spokesperson for reforms based on a common sense blend of 

55. As Farnham wrote, “The feminine is the spiritual. That is its essential character. 
Woman is feminine in proportion as she is spiritual and the feminine side of Man is his 
spiritual side— his best side. An unspiritual Woman is masculine, and is felt to be therefore 
repulsive” (Woman and Her Era, 2:387).

56. Farnham, Woman and Her Era, 2:311; Woman and Her Era, 1:13, 73– 74. Despite her 
boldness, Farnham aligned her argument about women’s superiority with a conception of the 
sentimental nuclear family as the incubator of labor power (Scott, Sex and Secularism, 84).

57. Farnham, Woman and Her Era, 1:26– 30, 72– 73. Given their superior nerve endow-
ment, women possessed more potential to “hold relations with the Objective world,” to 
benefit from the congress between brain and environment, what she called the “me and 
the not me” (1:94). The superior designation did not necessarily extend to “women of the 
savage and barbarous races and nations” given “their departure in personal development 
from the true feminine type” (1:88). According to Farnham, civilized progress was premised 
on “reverence for Maternity”— the object lessons being American Indians and South Sea 
savages (89).

58. Farnham, Woman and Her Era, 1:88, 11.
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phrenological materialism and a refined spiritualist cosmology. She traveled 
to California in 1849, encouraging women’s rights advocates from the East 
Coast to migrate west. In 1861 Farnham was recruited by the State of Cali-
fornia to be the matron of the Stockton Insane Asylum. Farnham’s arrival at 
Stockton was heralded as a much- needed jolt of the management energies 
of East Coast liberals: as the San Francisco Times reported,

A GOOD APPOINTMENT. Mrs. Eliza W. Farnham [is] a woman of 
mind, of thought, of human sympathies. . . . She has experience as Matron 
of Sing Sing, and from her experiences and observation, wrote and pub-
lished an interesting book on the subject. We would give great odds in a 
bet, if making one, that she will do more, if allowed to exercise her knowl-
edge and experience, towards curing the insane, than all the doctors and 
political attachés that have ever belonged to the hospital.59

Given the directive at Stockton that “in the management of patients, unvary-
ing kindness must be strictly observed by all,” Farnham was an ideal choice. 
At Stockton, Farnham’s so- called Science of Humanity would leverage the 
systematic relationality between individuals and their surrounding environ-
ment.60 As she declared, “organization as a means, not an end: as the cloth-
ing which life puts on that it may have adequate expression in a material 
world.” No detail was too small. Farnham’s first project was to build a small 
library with curative intent. She then obtained a sewing machine in order to 
establish an atmosphere of precision acoustics as well as a work routine for 
patients. Their assignments of making dresses, sheets, aprons, and American 
flags possessed a semiotic agenda on Farnham’s part— the coordination of 
an active domestic charge with patriotic affect. According to Farnham, such 
systematic “organization” rehearsed “the primitive language of Deity in the 
world of life.” For in the asylum, “the methods of the scientists and spiritual-
ists will be at one.”61

59. San Francisco Times, cited in Jo Ann Levy, Unsettling the West: Eliza Farnham and 
Georgiana Bruce Kirby in Frontier California (Santa Clara, CA: Santa Clara University Press, 
2004), 203.

60. As the resident physician at Stockton confidently wrote, “she shall direct the 
employment and amusements of all the inmates of the female wards; in short, it will be 
expected of her to look frequently and carefully into every interest connected with her 
department.” Rules and Regulations of the Insane Asylum of California, Prescribed by the 
Resident Physician, August, 1861 (Stockton: Armor and Clayes, 1861), 6, 10.

61. Farnham, Woman and Her Era, 1:18, 36– 37, 22– 23; Levy, Unsettling the West, 207.
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Phrenology, for Farnham, was the perfect blend of spiritualism and 
science. The phrenological worldview of animal magnetism coursing in and 
through the individual inspired Farnham to theorize a new form of treat-
ment for insanity and “all mental conditions in which the mind is deprived 
of the power of true moral perception.” At Stockton her focus was on the 
looping relationship between the mind and the environment of the women 
she served. “We may calculate with much exactness,” surmised Farnham, 
“what effect certain causes will produce on [a patient’s] faculties, and what, 
in turn, will be the consequences of these acting outwardly upon surround-
ing objects.”62

Farnham’s emphasis on affective attachments to the world as privileged 
access points, as the hinges between brain and environment, lived on in 
different parts of the moral treatment movement. In 1881, for example, a 
doctor at the Utica Insane Asylum provided a diagram of the “central inward 
psycho- physical tracts and centers of the brain,” how they related to one 
another, and how their organization was determined by incoming stimuli 
from the environment.

Here was a tentative blueprint for moral reform of the patient that imag-
ined a nervous ecology in which faculties of mind, neural physiology, and 
sensory impressions interacted systematically. As the doctor surmised, the 
diagram was “useful, for our main purpose, to render possible an analytical 
and synthetical conception of the nervous organism, which is concerned in 
the manifestations of mental life, and to bring the phenomenon of so- called 
mental alienation, or aberration of mind, at least for a part, within the reach 
of physical explanation.”63

Farnham, too, was fond of electrical and galvanic metaphors when 
describing affective attachments to the world. Although she herself did 
not apply electricity to the brains of her patients, Farnham’s metaphysical 
position would assume a more intense charge as electricity was increas-
ingly deployed by alienists in the second half of the nineteenth century.64 

62. M. B. Sampson, Rationale of Crime, and Its Appropriate Treatment; Being a Treatise 
on Criminal Jurisprudence Considered in Relation to Cerebral Organization with Notes and 
Illustrations by E. W. Farnham (New York: D. Appleton, 1846), xiv– xvii.

63. Theodore Deecke, “The Condition of the Brain in Insanity,” American Journal of 
Insanity 37 (April 1881): 376, 381.

64. Eliza W. Farnham, My Early Days (New York: Thatcher and Hutchison, 1859), 45, 89, 
110, 138, 262; Eliza W. Farnham, The Ideal Attained (New York: C. M. Plumbe, 1865), 161, 223; 
Edward Stainbrook, “The Use of Electricity in Psychiatric Treatment during the Nineteenth 
Century,” Bulletin of the History of Medicine 22, no. 2 (1948): 156– 77. 



Figure 46. Nervous schematic for moral treatment, from Theodore Deecke, “The Condition 
of the Brain in Insanity,” American Journal of Insanity 37 (April 1881): 377.
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Although moral and medical therapy possessed different lineages and 
emphases, the distinction between them was often nominal as both forms 
of treatment were practiced simultaneously in nineteenth- century asylums. 
Indeed, in situations in which “subtle energies” were thought to pervade the 
living world, the application of electricity to bodily surfaces became a logi-
cal (and visceral) means of manipulating the environment of the patient.65

Among advocates of moral treatment in the nineteenth century, Farn-
ham was not exceptional in her consideration of religion and its truth to 
be intimately bound up with the truth of sexual difference. Nowhere is this 
more evident than in the diagnosis of religious insanity as a hysterical condi-
tion. In the nineteenth century, the gendered edge of mental health— and its 
decidedly conservative politics, often more so than Farnham’s— culminated 
in galvanic treatments for hysteria,66 ovary compressors, and the general 
regulation of womanly disorder— racially coded, of course, as irrational 
manifestations of bad belief.67 By the late nineteenth century, hysteria had 

65. In discussing “The Electro- Neural Pathology of Insanity” in 1878, for example, alien-
ist A. H. Newth described “infinitesimal particles, acting on the nervous system” as “capable 
of producing very decided effects.” In concluding that the “disarrangement of the nerve 
molecules” cause “disturbed mental activity,” Newth identifies a “neural force” which can 
be manipulated by “some variation in the surroundings of the nerves” (Journal of Medical 
Science 24, no. 105 (1878): 76, 78. See also George M. Beard, MD, “The Treatment of Insan-
ity by Electricity,” Journal of Medical Science 19, no. 87 (1873): 355– 60; Joseph Wiglesworth, 
MD, “On the Use of Galvanism in the Treatment of Certain Forms of Insanity,” Journal of 
Mental Science 33, no. 143 (1887): 385– 95.

66. Take, for example, an early nineteenth- century discussion of medical electricity in 
which a young woman is given a galvanic bath to overcome her domestic failures (T. Gale, 
Electricity, Or Ethereal Fire, Considered: 1st. Naturally, as the Agent of Animal and Vegetable 
Life: 2d. Astronomically, Or as the Agent of Gravitation and Motion: 3d. Medically, Or Its 
Artificial Use in Diseases: Comprehending Both the Theory and Practice of Medical Electricity: 
and Demonstrated to be an Infallible Cure of Fever, Inflammation, and Many Other Diseases: 
Constituting the Best Family Physician Ever Extant (Troy, NY: Moffit and Lyon, 1802), 126– 27.

67. On early iterations of electrotherapeutics and sexual difference, see the physician 
William F. Channing’s Notes on the Medical Application of Electricity, 5th and enl. ed. (Bos-
ton: Thomas Hall, 1859), 220. Channing (son of William Ellery Channing, the so- called 
apostle of Unitarianism) reported good results from using battery currents to treat hysteria. 
William F. would go on to work with Alexander Graham Bell on the development of the 
telephone. See also the work of Roberts Bartholow, an American physician inspired by the 
work of Hitzig and Fritsch, whose electrical experiments on a female patient suffering from 
a brain ulcer were recorded in 1874. “Experimental Investigations into the Functions of the 
Human Brain,” American Journal of the Medical Sciences 67 (1874): 305– 13. Bartholow was 
an army surgeon in the Utah War of 1857– 58. In observing practices of Mormon polygamy, 
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become the quintessential condition of breaking bad both religiously and 
sexually— ever tinged with anti- Catholic tropes of religious excess and 
sexual frustration.68 Indeed, the expansion of the California asylum system 
coincided with the admission in the West of a disproportional number of 
cases of insanity “attributed to undue religious interest.”69

In the late nineteenth century the observation that “undue religious 
excitement produces or helps produce insanity” was consistently directed 
toward women and made in the service of explaining the propriety of sexual 
difference.70 Bad religion remained bound up with repressed sexual desire 
given the shared psychic mechanics between proper sexuality and true reli-
gious feeling. “Repressed feeling,” reported the Boston Medical and Surgery 
Journal in 1877, “tends to unhealthy and exaggerated religious feeling. This 
is particularly true of the sexual instincts when unsatisfied. There is, there-
fore, at all times a large number of persons ready to give themselves up to 

Bartholow aligned sexual difference with religious difference and concluded that the moral 
depravity of the Mormons manifested in neurological degeneracy. See Roberts Bartholow, 
“The Physiological Aspects of Mormonism and the Climatology and Diseases of Utah and 
New Mexico,” Cincinnati Lancet and Observer 10:4 (April 1867), 193– 205.

68. When men were diagnosed with hysteria they exhibited “wild” talk about “religious 
matters” or an excessive concern “with the state of his neighbors’ souls” (J. Michell Clarke, 
“On Three Cases of Hysteria in Men,” Brain: A Journal of Neurology 14, no. 4 [1891]: 529). 
On the grammars of religious possession that were deployed in the making of this diag-
nostic, see Elizabeth Lunbeck, The Psychiatric Persuasion: Knowledge, Gender, and Power 
in Modern America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994), 209– 28. It should not be 
surprising, then, that by the 1890s paranoia was achieving its gendered distinction along-
side hysteria. “Paranoia” was a form of religious debilitation among an otherwise “well, 
strong man,” reported a doctor in 1899. “Mental derangement” occurred, in part, because 
the faculty of reason had become overactive. Consequently, paranoia happened most often 
in men whose “fixed ideas of various kinds grow to be real and the individual is possessed 
of all kinds of insane notions” (F. P. Warner, “Paranoia,” Eclectic Medical Journal 59, no. 2 
[February 1899]: 89).

69. Theodore W. Fisher, MD, “Insanity and the Revival,” Boston Medical and Surgical 
Journal 97, no. 3 (July 19, 1877): 62.

70. William Sims Bainbridge, “Religious Insanity in America: The Official Nineteenth- 
Century Theory,” Sociological Analysis 45, no. 3 (Autumn 1984): 223– 40. Religious insanity, 
it should be noted, could also be used to throw shade at evangelicals— “religious worship . . . 
carried to an unreasonable extent.” Amariah Brigham, Observations on the Influence of 
Religion upon the Health and Physical Welfare of Mankind (Boston: Marsh, Capon and 
Lyon, 1835), 331. On the alignment of insanity with bad religion in a decidedly metaphysical 
key, see T. Romeyn Beck, “Swedenborg on Insanity,” American Journal of Insanity 4 (1848): 
61– 64.
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emotional excess when encouraged by the example of others or upheld by 
popular sentiment.” The religiously insane, in other words, lacked control 
and a stable identity. They were “childish, weak- minded,” “rebellious under 
family restraint, [and] unmanageable.”71

4.  THE OPERATIONALIZATION  

OF NAPA STATE HOSPITAL

As a recent mission statement of Napa State Hospital reads, “Our current 
treatment philosophies, rooted in the moral treatment concept of the late 
1800’s, have reflected the numerous prevailing practices over the decades. 
We are moving toward the next century with a bio- psychosocial rehabilita-
tion philosophy for the patientized treatment of patients.”72 This seamless 
vision of “patientizing patients” is a consummation of sorts, a harkening 

71. Bad religion could also cut the other direction as an excess of reason— “undue scru-
pulosity and excessive conscientiousness” (Fisher, “Insanity and the Revival,” 59, 61).

72. Napa State Hospital Mission Statement, https://www.dsh.ca.gov/Napa/. See also 
https://web.archive.org/web/20130625011022/https://www.dsh.ca.gov/Napa/.

Figure 47. Napa State Hospital, from Appendix to the Journals of the Senate and Assembly of 
the Session of the Legislature of the State of California (1903).
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back to the strategies of California reformers who, in the late nineteenth 
century, sought to model their own asylums on East Coast practices of lib-
eral benevolence.73

Napa Asylum for the Insane opened in 1876 and was modeled, in part, on 
the cosmic cut of Farnham’s systematicities and reform blueprint at Stock-
ton. From the beginning, Napa Asylum pursued a systematic science that 
would overcome not only the excesses of religious piety among patients but 
also those excesses that hobbled public opinion: The “spirit of progress” was 
soon to overcome the “almost universal opinion . . . that insanity was a state 
of demoniacal possession.”74 In the decades that followed, however, Cali-
fornia reformers remained frustrated with the state’s framing of asylums as 
primarily custodial rather than therapeutic.

Glitches and outright failures were routine. By 1891, Napa Asylum housed 
twice the number of patients as its intended capacity. But such irregulari-
ties also became routinized as opportunities for the reform of treatment 
within Napa Asylum. In that same year the state superintendent of asylums 
reported that “Everywhere there is an upward tendency toward improved 
comforts for . . . those housed in asylums, and at the same time the distrust 
with which the public has heretofore viewed asylum management is fast 
passing away.” As a result of this newfound confidence, Napa trustees were 
able to wage a successful political campaign for more capacious standards 
regarding asylum admissions.75

Over the course of the twentieth century, Napa trustees made much pro-
gress in their drive to systematize therapeutic treatment.76 Their efforts were 
part of the diffusion of the neuromatic paradigm in the form of OR and what 

73. In its early years Napa Asylum became infamous for having instituted an elaborate 
system of occupational therapy in which patients were responsible for farming and facility 
maintenance. With the legacy of “moral treatment” still in full effect, patients sewed cloth-
ing, made baskets and mats, and forged brass and copper items either to be used by the 
asylum or sold (Warren, Madwives, 100– 101).

74. Thirty- Ninth and Fortieth Annual Reports of the Superintendent of the Insane Asylum 
of the State of California (at Stockton), for the Two Years Ending June 30, 1892 (Sacramento: 
State Office, 1892), 27.

75. Thirty- Ninth and Fortieth Annual Reports, 24, 27; Patricia Prestinary, Napa State 
Hospital (Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2014), 24. For an overview of California 
reformers, see Richard W. Fox, So Far Disordered in Mind: Insanity in California 1870– 1930 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978).

76. Beginning at midcentury, for example, there were consistent efforts at Napa State 
to institute “quantitative assessments of its treatment staffing requirements.” In 1947, fixed 
staff- patient ratios were developed for nursing staff and then, in 1952, for professional staff. 
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Dr. Mango J. Ortega, chief of professional education at Napa State from 1964 
to 1982, called “the wider context of systems theory.”77 Over the span of Orte-
ga’s career at Napa State, the desire to encompass mental health by way of 
modeling became voracious. A salvific mathematics, emerging as it did from 
investigations into the neuromatic at midcentury, would soon be applied 
to all levels of mental health— to outpatient services, patient queues, drug 
protocols, and, eventually, to the object of neural activity that had inspired 
the initial investigations. Such systematicity would ensure equal treatment 
for everyone according to a standard procedure.78

By the 1970s the target of operational research was drifting ever inward. 
Researchers began making “mathematical models of diagnostic reasoning 
process[es] . . . setting up measures of effectiveness of clinical activity, and . . . 
incorporating measures of social or pathological urgency into the computa-
tion of optimum theater lists.” Moving ever away from a bricks- and- mortar 
focus to the flow of information in the planning and design of a hospital,79 

By 1965 these efforts had become largely computerized in the form of a new staffing system 
known as SCOPE (Staffing Care of Patients Effectively).

77. M. J. Ortega, “Controversy over Normalcy,” Napa Quarterly (Spring 1971), n.p.
78. On the need for “collaboration between clinical and systems analysis staff,” see J. 

W. Messick et al., “A Systems Analysis Approach to Planned Change in a Psychiatric Pro-
gram,” Journal of Psychiatric Nursing and Mental Health Services 13, no. 4 (June 1975): 7– 11. 
See also Ruth Davies et al., “Planning Patient Care with a Markov Model,” Operational 
Research Quarterly 26, no. 3 (1975): 599– 607; Duncan Boldy, “A Review of the Application of 
Mathematical Programming to Tactical and Strategic Health and Social Services Problems,” 
Operational Research Quarterly 27, no. 2 (1976): 439– 48.

79. Jordan J. Baruch, “Hospital Automation via Computer Time- Sharing,” in Computers 
in Biomedical Research, vol. 2, ed. Ralph W. Stacy and Bruce D. Waxman (New York: Aca-
demic Press, 1965), 291– 312, and Harvey Dingman, “Computer Analysis of Psychological 
and Psychiatric Data,” also in Computers in Biomedical Research, 2:331– 50; “Applying Com-
puter Procedures to Hospital Psychiatry,” Perspectives in Psychiatric Care 4, no. 6 (1966): 
21– 30; Norman T. J. Bailey, “Operational Research in Hospital Planning and Design,” Oper-
ational Research Society 8, no. 3 (September 1957): 149– 57; William J. Horvath, “British 
Experience with Operations Research in the Health Services,” Journal of Chronic Disease 17 
(1964): 779– 88; James C. Hodges, “Operations Research Programs in the Mental Hospital,” 
Psychiatric Services 16, no. 1 (1965): 69– 71. See also “The Systems Approach to Hospitals”— a 
special conference issue of Operations Research Quarterly 22 (1971) in which a hospital is 
defined as “a system for treating patients” and then parsed for treating subsystems. In this 
scheme, the hospital is “a physical system of buildings; it is a system of many interacting 
staff; it comprises a complex logistics system; it is a system for treating patients; it is an 
information system” (39).
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mental health professionals began to seek systematic management at the 
level of not just structural conditions but also at the level of the interview, the 
malady, the brain.80 At Napa State, psychoanalysis was becoming a biologi-
cal science by applying the “precision of physics” in order to make its “basic 
concepts less metaphysical and more biological.”81

With the intensification of the desire for precise measurement came the 
drift of systematic attention from diagnostic structures to the symptoms 
of patients. Computers aided in the use of quantitative analysis, leading 
researchers to insist that theories of pathogenesis could be confirmed by 
“principles of testability and verification.”82 Treatments that had been around 

80. Richard E, Bellman et al., A Simulation of the Initial Psychiatric Interview (Santa 
Monica, CA: Rand Corporation, 1966) [R- 449 RC]. See also Richard E. Bellman et al., 
“Computer Vignettes: A Research Tool for the Study of the Initial Psychotherapeutic Inter-
view,” Journal of Cybernetics 1, no. 1 (1971): 19– 27. On the desire to arrive at a “systems theory 
that specifies causal linkages between social structure, alienation, and perceptual style” in 
order to intervene at the level of personal “stress reactions,” see Ronald W. Manderscheid et 
al., “Alienation: A Response to Stress,” Journal of Cybernetics 5, no. 1 (1975): 91– 105.

81. Ashby, “Application of Cybernetics to Psychiatry,” 122. See also Donald O. Hebb, 
“Alice in Wonderland: or, Psychology among the Biological Sciences,” in Biological and 
Biochemical Bases of Behavior, ed. H. F. Harlow and C. N. Woolsey (Madison: University 
of Wisconsin Press, 1958), 451– 66. Such reform was most dramatically on display in the 
practice of lobotomy. Walter Freeman, for example, a leading psychosurgeon at midcen-
tury, spent time at Napa State training attendees and perfecting transorbital lobotomies 
that could be performed as outpatient procedures. In this procedure, Freeman entered the 
prefrontal area through the patient’s eye sockets, using an instrument that resembled an 
ice pick. Out of the thousands of lobotomies Freeman performed, it has been reported that 
up to 40 percent of them were in cases of diagnosed sexual deviance. Elliot S. Vallenstein, 
“Therapeutic Exuberance: A Double- Edged Sword,” in So Human a Brain: Knowledge and 
Value in the Neurosciences, ed. Anne Harrington (Boston: Birkhauser, 1992), 161. In 1957 
the psychiatrist William Sargent drew from the writings of John Wesley, the founder of 
Methodism, in arguing that psychosurgery was a valid means of conversion, psychic and 
religious: “Genuine religious conversions are also seen after the new modified lobotomy 
operations. For the mind is freed from its old straight- jacket and new religious beliefs and 
attitudes can now more easily take the place of the old.” William Sargent, Battle for the 
Mind: A Physiology of Conversion and Brain- Washing (New York: Doubleday, 1957), 71– 72.

82. Psychiatrist Robert Spitzer, who in 1974 assumed the editorial reins of the third 
edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, argued that every dis-
order should be identified by criteria accessible to empirical observation and measurement. 
Indeed, the publication in 1980 of Spitzer’s DSM- III was but one (quite visible) consum-
mation of the operations approach to mental health that, among other things, would open 
up lines of communication between patient, clinician, and laboratory. Hannah S. Decker, 
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for decades— electroshock, psychosurgery, and behavioral modification— 
became ever more exacting in their evaluation of inputs and outputs.83 They 
were ever more integrated into a larger systems approach.

At Napa State in the 1960s and 1970s, systems theory took hold as a 
general means of treating mental illness. In the glow of this cybernetic opti-
mism, one resident physician at Napa State reported in 1971 that “one day 
while immersed in Communications Theory and its application to the treat-
ment of what we call mental illness, it occurred to me that the paranoid 
people I had been seeing for so many months might be trying to communi-
cate by means of their symptoms in the same way we have come to recognize 
other conditions (notably the psycho- somatic manifestations and hysterias) 
as an attempt at communication.”84 But such “patientizing of patients” was 
neither seamless nor without sexual charge and the human vicissitudes that 
accompany it.

In adopting a systems approach to neurobiology, the concept of sex-
ual difference was assuming a different scientific explanation within the 
institution, one that conformed to more progressive attitudes outside of it. 
“Biosocial tests for normalcy” were still common at Napa State, but they 
were preferable to purely psychological criteria because the latter tended 
to reinforce racial and gendered stereotypes. Here was a liberalism armed 
with the authority of Big Science. “If I were to define normalcy in the wider 
context of systems theory,” wrote Dr. Ortega, “I would say that normalcy 
is synonymous with interface flexibility, the ability to modify habits when 
moving out of one’s charmed circle, and to bridge the gap between one’s own 

The Making of DSM- III®: A Diagnostic Manual’s Conquest of American Psychiatry (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2013); Rick Mayes and Allan V. Horowitz, “DSM- III and the 
Revolution in the Classification of Mental Illness,” Journal of the History of the Behavioral 
Sciences 41, no. 3 (2005): 249– 67. With the authority of neuroscience behind it, the DSM- III 
sought diagnostic validity by getting underneath the symptom (the “underneath” being 
not the patient biography or context per se but rather the systemic flaw that produced the 
failure). Indeed, validity was a buzzword of systems- minded therapists in the 1970s: when a 
disorder had “validity,” that signified that its classification had an intrinsic harmony. It was 
a system in the cybernetic sense. To see a disorder in that way was to jettison the meaning 
of the disorder or even how it really operates and, instead, to privilege one’s capacity to 
intervene at the level of environmental input in order to achieve the desired output.

83. See, e.g., Norman L. Wulfsohn and Anthony Sances Jr., eds., The Nervous System and 
Electrical Currents (New York: Plenum Press, 1971).

84. Stephen A. Shepard, “A New Look at Paranoid States,” Napa Quarterly (Spring 1971), 
n.p.
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group and another, irrespective of differences of age, sex, color, or status, 
social or professional, etc.”85

Normalcy, defined as the capacity to interface and self- organize, was 
relevant to doctor and patient alike in a well- oiled system devoid of bias. For 
Dr. Ortega also pointed out the “normalcy” of his management style at Napa 
State. As Ortega recalled, his unlikely success in managing this large system 
began in 1957 when he had assumed the leadership of a seven- hundred- 
bed psychiatric hospital in Norman, Oklahoma, with a limited staff and 
resources: “To my delight,” wrote Ortega, “the lubricant which kept the few 
wheels running smoothly was primitive lust disguised as loving concern for 
each other between medical and nursing staff. The usefulness of the libido 
in promoting administrative harmony is still unexplored, but not unexpe-
rienced. (If you have a big job to do, surround yourself with lustful people, 
like Henry Kissinger).”86

5.  PATIENTS’  RIGHTS

At Napa State, ECT was the preferred technique for treating female patients 
and restoring the propriety of sexual difference as it was conservatively 
defined at midcentury. Many patients there were committed to the asylum 
by their husbands without their consent, often with the purpose of healing 
their marital relationships. As Carol A. B. Warren writes in her historical 
ethnography of Napa State in the 1950s, “Husbands often wished to have 
their wives forget the emotional troubles, including marital strife, that had 
precipitated hospitalization.” As it was noted by one doctor at Napa State 

85. Ortega, “Controversy over Normalcy,” n.p.
86. Mango J. Ortega, “A Psychiatric Odyssey of Personal Discoveries (Things My 

Patients Taught Me),” Napa Quarterly (Winter 1972– 73). Ortega’s pose as predatory engi-
neer was not simply a matter of sexual harassment (although his career at Napa State was 
terminated because of these legal charges in 1982) but also speaks to his systematic approach 
to sexual differentiation and his faith in sexual difference as political prerogative. Again, 
Ortega: “We need to learn to annihilate our enemies by making friends with them like 
Nixon did. Until the 1970s the foreign policy of powerful nations was divide and conquer. 
Our Henry tries to unite nations at war so the world will rest in peace. This is revolution-
ary diplomacy” (“Dialogue on Violence between the Sexes,” Napa Quarterly [Spring 1975]: 
35– 36).
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regarding his patient, Eve Low, “She went on to say that she’d been getting 
shock, though against her wishes, and that she feels its purpose is to make 
her forget things, and to change her attitude, including her resentment at 
her husband for committing her.” For women like Low, ECT served not 
only to erase traumatic memories of a failing marriage but was also part 
of an elaborate system of coercion which, in the act of erasure, resolved 
the system of any responsibility.87 Yet doctors and administrators across the 
board insisted that ECT was a voluntary process that served the long- term 
well- being of the patient.88

Things, however, soon began to change. In the wake of Foucault’s Mad-
ness and Civilization (1961), Thomas Szasz’s The Myth of Mental Illness (1961), 
Erving Goffman’s Asylums (1961), and Sylvia Plath’s The Bell Jar (1963), a 
gendered critique of ECT as a tool of illiberal coercion forcefully emerged 
in the form of a burgeoning patients’ rights movement.89 According to Judi 

87. Warren, Madwives, 106, 129– 30, 140, 133. Judy, a former patient and psychiatric 
nurse, witnessed such coercion firsthand. “As to signing consents, I have seen patients 
‘assisted’ in signing the forms by having their hand held by a staff person. I have seen 
patients threatened with long term confinement if they don’t submit— family members and 
friends are used to bring pressure.” Women against Electric Shock Treatment (Oakland, CA: 
Women’s Press Collective, 1975).

88. As patients’ rights advocate Ollie Mae Bozarth wrote, “Many husbands beat up their 
wives. . . . Other husbands just sign consent for the ‘medical treatment’ called shock, and 
let the experts do it for them. . . . What a convenient way to control housewives who don’t 
live up to the expectations of their husbands.” Ollie Mae Bozarth, “Shock: The Gentleman’s 
Way to Beat Up a Woman,” Madness Network News 3, no. 6 (June 1976 ): 27. Such control 
was, of course, premised on the correction of what amounted to bad religion. See, e.g., John 
Stoudenmire, “The Role of Religion in the Depressed Housewife,” Journal of Religion and 
Health 15, no. 1 (1976): 62– 67.

89. Precursors also included skeptical takes on ECT from within the medical establish-
ment. See, e.g., N. K. Rickles and Charles G. Polan, “Causes of Failure in Treatment with 
Electric Shock: Analysis of Thirty- Eight Cases,” Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry 59 
(1948): 337– 46, and Steven G. Goldstein, Susan B. Filskov, et al, “Neurophysiological Effects 
of Electroconvulsive Therapy,” Journal of Clinical Psychology 33, no. 3 (July 1977): 798– 806. 
In 1976 neurologist John Friedberg published Shock Treatment Is Not Good for Your Brain: 
A Neurologist Challenges the Psychiatric Myth (San Francisco: Glide Publications). At the 
129th annual meeting of the APA in Miami Beach in 1976, Friedberg claimed that “From a 
neurological point of view ECT is a method of producing amnesia by selectively damaging 
the temporal and the structures within them. . . . ECT produces a form of brain disease.” 
John M. Friedberg, “Shock Treatment, Brain Damage, and Memory Loss: A Neurological 
Perspective,” American Journal of Psychiatry 134, no. 9 (September 1977): 1010– 13.
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Chamberlin, one of the patients’ rights movement’s most outspoken crit-
ics, there was an urgent need to protect the “self- determination” of women 
and to reveal “the mental health system [to be] a monster that damages, 
degrades, and often destroys those people it claims to help.”90 By the 1970s 
much antipsychiatry critique centered around firsthand accounts of sex- 
based discrimination in the mental institutionalization of women.91 As 
current and former mental patients began grassroots projects— book pub-
lishing, community organizing, and political lobbying— gender emerged as 
a central analytic for understanding the “therapeutic state” and the “drift 
toward social control through medical technology.”92

Women against Electric Shock Treatment, for example, a Bay area pam-
phlet that was distributed in the early 1970s, castigated ECT as a technology 
of the “white and rich” and sharply suggested that it was “Third World, 
poor and older women who are major victims of electric shock treatment 
and the psychiatric establishment.” Aligned with flourishing second- wave 
feminism, the pamphlet then positioned ECT as a threat to women’s self- 
determination and an impingement on the actualization of true femininity. 
As one of its anonymous authors declared, “Women are the predominant 
victims of shock treatment. Because of the different standards for women 
and men in this society, EST is considered a success when a woman can 
function in the service of her family again even though much of her poten-
tial productivity and creativity has been shocked out of her.”93

A striking feature of the patients’ rights movement was its constant con-
juring of nineteenth- century reform movements. In the fall of 1978, an article 
appeared in Madness Network News (a political zine based in San Francisco) 
entitled “Elizabeth Stone: ‘The Power of Insane Hospitals Must Be Shaken.’” 
In it the author, Tanya Temkin, recounted Stone’s 1842 story of  persecution 

90. Judi Chamberlin, On Our Own: Patient- Controlled Alternatives to the Mental Health 
System (New York: Hawthorn Books, 1978).

91. Phyllis Chesler, Women and Madness (New York: Doubleday, 1972). Robert T. 
Roth and Judith Lerner, “Sex- Based Discrimination in the Mental Institutionalization of 
Women,” California Law Review 62, no. 3 (1974): 789– 815. For an excellent discussion of 
this dimension of the patients’ rights movement, see Michael Staub, Madness Is Civiliza-
tion: When the Diagnosis Was Social, 1948– 1980 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2011), 139ff.

92. Lee Coleman, “The Doctor as Social Healer,” Madness Network News 2, no. 2 (Feb-
ruary 1974), 14.

93. Women against Electric Shock Treatment.



Figure 48. Cover of Women against Electric Shock Treatment (Oakland, CA: Women’s Press 
Collective, 1975).
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and her commitment to Charlestown McLean Asylum against her will. 
In her memoir, Stone thematized an opposition between the systematic 
administration of drugs and spirituality, writing that “the unconverted do 
not understand spirituality” and the fact that “Doctors possess knowledge 
of giving medicine to take away from a person the spirit of Christ.” Temkin 
echoed Stone’s understanding of psychiatric power and cited Stone’s insis-
tence that “This power of calling people crazy has got to be stamped with 
God’s eternal vengeance.” The eternal vengeance of God, it seemed, was the 
only antidote to a therapeutic state that was rooted in the nineteenth century 
but had moved well beyond the regime of laxatives, emetics, and sedatives 
prescribed to Stone.94 Patients’ rights advocates understood themselves as 
heirs to a legacy of resistance to the voracious rationalities of science, indus-
try, and bad religion. Or, as the tag line from Madness Network News put it, 
“THE BEHAVIOR OF THE FULLY HUMAN BEING IS ALWAYS UNPRE-
DICTABLE SIMPLY BECAUSE IT IS FREE.”

Not much had changed in over a century. Spirituality— the marker of 
freedom and its interiority— remained under assault from coercive psy-
chiatry. The diagnosis of insanity or depression still served those invested, 
at some angle, with differentiating between “good” religion and “bad.”95 
As Szasz declared, the situation was yet another instantiation of a central 
crisis of modernity, that is, the liberal spirit of Protestant progress strug-
gling to overcome the forces of clerical abuse, broadly construed. Psychi-
atric medicine, it was argued, “now functions as a state religion much as, 
for example, Roman Catholicism did in medieval Spain.” Such heated and 
seemingly exaggerated rhetoric conjured the specters of anti- Catholicism 
and anti- Semitism (so crucial to nineteenth- century reform movements) 
and the enduring appeal of Protestant genres of freedom. “The ideology 
that now threatens individual liberties is not religious but medical,” wrote 
Szasz in 1970. “The individual needs protection not from priests but from 
physicians.” Szasz here offered historical purchase for many individuals who 
had experienced involuntary shock treatments as an infringement on their 
freedom of choice. As Szasz continued, “The justification now for a separa-

94. Tanya Temkin, “Elizabeth Stone: ‘The Power of Insane Hospitals Must Be Shaken,’” 
Madness Network News 5, no. 2 (Autumn 1978): 18– 19.

95. Nobuko Udea, “Changes in Religious Concepts of Depressive Psychosis,” Clinical 
Psychiatry 17, no. 10 (1975): 1039– 46; Stoudenmire, “Role of Religion,” 62– 67.
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tion of Medicine and State is similar to that which obtained formerly for a 
separation of Church and State.”96

96. Thomas Szasz, The Theology of Medicine: The Political- Philosophical Foundations of 
Medical Ethics (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1977), 146; Thomas Szasz, 
The Manufacture of Madness: A Comparative Study of the Inquisition and the Mental Health 
Movement (New York: Harper and Row, 1970), 178. It should be noted that Szasz, here, had 
already hitched his critique of the psychiatric establishment to Scientology and to their 
ongoing legal battles over the constitutional guarantee of religious freedom. In 1969, Szasz 
and the Church of Scientology cofounded the Citizens Commission on Human Rights 

Figure 49. Cartoon, from Madness Network News 5, no. 5 (Summer/Fall 1979): 18.
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6.  THE SHAVING OF LEONARD FRANK’S BEARD

Critics in the antipsychiatry movement were inclined to emphasize the illib-
eral logic of ECT. In condemnations of ECT’s potential to coerce, critics 
accused the psychiatric establishment of bad faith— violating, in the name of 
a false God, the human rights of patients.97 Often framed as spiritual biogra-
phies, such critiques focused on coercive tactics of electric shock therapists 
and the fact that so many patients were administered ECT against their 
will. Leonard Roy Frank, for example, wrote of the way in which the bio-
politics of sex and religion converged during his confinement at Napa State. 
Frank consistently adopted the language of religious critique to talk about 
his experience and framed ECT as “a crime against the spirit.”98 Indeed, 
the antipsychiatry movement revolved around testimonials such as Frank’s. 
ECT, in their witnessing, was a sin against liberalism, a threat to its ideals, 
and a danger to any person seeking to determine their own course, reli-
giously and/or sexually— within reason.99

Frank was cofounder of the Network Against Psychiatric Assault (or 

(CCHR) to oppose involuntary psychiatric treatments. In his original thesis on Dianetics, 
L. Ron Hubbard had cast suspicion on ECT and suggested that such treatment would only 
traumatize rather than heal, serving to embed “institutional engrams” ever deeper into the 
psyche and so making them harder to remove through auditing (Dianetics: The Modern 
Science of Mental Health [New York: Hermitage House, 1950], 3– 4, 97– 98, 151, 318, 383). On 
the epistemic negotiations between Hubbard and Szasz, see Donald A. Westbrook, “‘The 
Enemy of My Enemy Is My Friend”: Thomas Szasz, the Citizens Commission on Human 
Rights, and Scientology’s Anti- Psychiatric Theology,” Nova Religio: The Journal of Alterna-
tive and Emergent Religions 20, no. 4 (2017): 37– 61.

97. This particular iteration of antipsychiatry would gain popular traction in such 
works as Eliot S. Valenstein, Brain Control: A Critical Examination of Brain Stimulation 
and Psychosurgery (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1973); Robert L. Schwitzgebel and 
Ralph K. Schwitzgebel, eds., Psychotechnology: Electronic Control of Mind and Behavior 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1973) and in One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest (the 
1962 novel by Ken Kesey that was made into an Academy Award– winning movie in 1975, 
directed by Miloš Forman).

98. Leonard Roy Frank, “Electroshock: A Crime against the Spirit,” Ethical Human 
Sciences and Services: An International Journal of Critical Inquiry (Spring 2002): 63– 71. See 
also his “Electroshock: Death, Brain Damage, Memory Loss, and Brainwashing,” Journal of 
Mind and Behavior 11 (1990): 489– 512.

99. For Frank’s musings on Joseph Campbell and the “path of self- realization,” see his 
“The Journey of Transformation,” Street Spirit (April 2008). For an account of religion as the 
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NAPA) and a staff writer for Madness Network News. In the early 1960s 
Frank had been living in New York and had decided to educate himself— “to 
do some serious reading of literature, history, politics, religion and psychol-
ogy. And to see my society, and the philosophy that governed it, with new 
eyes. I had become very critical of the society and I felt it was very impor-
tant to acquire the knowledge to deal with my criticism in a creative way.”100 
Frank read widely and grew a beard as a sign of his burgeoning commit-
ment to the rabbinic rigor of Orthodox Judaism. Having become alarmed at 
Frank’s intense and newfound interest in religion, Frank’s parents had him 
arrested for refusing psychiatric care. In the fall of 1962, during the height 
of the Cuban missile crisis, Frank was incarcerated. He was then transferred 
from institution to institution, including six weeks at Napa State. In the 
original petition to commit Frank, his father “prays that examination be 
made” as soon as possible. Once examined, Frank’s diagnosis, for all intents 
and purposes, was religious hysteria.101

In the initial diagnosis, Frank’s sexual and religious orientations were of 
immediate interest. Doctors noted that Frank was “withdrawn and asocial.” 
His “sexual orientation [was] unknown,” obscured by his “religious preoc-
cupation.” He exhibited “bizarre behavior and eating habits” as well as a 
“condescending superior smile.” He “needs a haircut [and] he is very sloppy 
in appearance because of his beard.” Yet he “insists on keeping hair long and 
full beard.” For medical professionals, Frank’s beard presented an immediate 
problem as a sign of religious otherness as well as willful biological excess.102 
All along, unknowingly, they were acting out a plan of psychic reform that 
owed as much to Protestant framing as it did diagnostic training.

After two weeks of treatment, to his doctors’ dismay, Frank was still Jew-
ish. Two weeks later, Dr. Joseph Crane noted that Frank remained “resistive 
of having his beard clipped or removed.” The doctor then added that “the 

diagnostic difference in the decision whether to institutionalize, see John H. Burgess and 
Ralph Lee Wagner, “Religion as a Factor in Extrusion to Public Mental Hospitals,” Journal 
for the Scientific Study of Religion 10, no. 3 (1971): 237– 40.

100. Leonard Frank, “The Patient as Prisoner,” in Friedberg, Shock Treatment, 57.
101. The following details of Frank’s incarceration are taken from the document collage 

of “The Frank Papers,” Madness Network News 2, no. 5 (December 1974): 109– 14.
102. Frank’s diagnosis played on the stereotype of the pious, passive, and sexually sus-

pect Jewish male that could, at times, become “actively and malignantly feminine in [his] 
perverse sexual powers and creative genius for disguise and imitation.” Neil R. Davidson, 
Jewishness and Masculinity from the Modern to the Postmodern (Routledge: New York, 
2010), 27.
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thick pad of curly hair” will make it “difficult to adjust or band in place for 
electrode.” Later that same week, Dr. Crane wrote Frank’s father a note of 
concern: “In the last week Leonard was seen by the local rabbi, Rabbi Rosen, 
who spent a considerable period of time with him discussing the removal 
of his beard. I felt it was desirable to have the rabbi go over it with him, as 
Leonard seems to attach a great deal of religious significance to the beard. 
The rabbi was unable to change Leonard’s thinking on this matter.”103

Over the course of four months in early 1963, Frank began receiving what 
was known as the 50/35 regime (fifty insulin shock treatments and thirty- 
five ECT sessions). The beard remained a sign of his intransigence as well as 
prima facie evidence of his madness. But the beard was also an obstacle to 
treatment. For as Dr. Crane reported once again to Frank’s father, “As I have 
discussed with you, the beard does complicate his treatment as we are not 
able to see as readily his lips which are used to some extent as indicators of 
his general physical status and oxygenation while in insulin coma.”

In the third month of Frank’s 50/35 treatment, Frank was “as paranoid as 
ever.” In his notes Dr. Crane reported that Frank “still has all his delusional 
beliefs regarding his beard, dietary regime and religious observances that he 
had prior to treatment.” Crane then urged another doctor to remove Frank’s 
beard. A third doctor then cautioned against it given “definite therapeutic 
indications.” That same day, Dr. Crane asked the hospital to consult with its 
malpractice lawyer to see about how best to proceed in shaving off Frank’s 
beard. Dr. Crane then reported that he had talked with Ms. Lois Scampini 
at the district attorney’s office who “felt that the possibility of any suit for 
assault and battery would be without very much basis and it was hard for 
her to conceive how this could be carried through into court.” Frank’s beard 
was removed a week later. Once the 50/35 regime was completed, Frank was 
started on thorazine as the doctor noted Frank’s words of “God help me— 
God help me.” Eleven years later, having dedicated his career to the patients’ 
rights struggle, Frank defiantly declared he had “maintained all my ‘religious 
preoccupations,’ at the core of which is my belief in G_d.”

Frank had determined that “I was brainwashed” as ECT “represented 
a tremendous assault on my brain— not just my brain, but on my whole 
physical being.”104 As witnessed by Frank and others, over the second half of 

103. On the Protestant theological context in early twentieth- century America that 
treated Jewish masculinity as sexually and medically aberrative, see Sarah Imhoff, Mascu-
linity and the Making of American Judaism (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2017).

104. Frank, “Patient as Prisoner,” 58– 59.



Figure 50. Dr. H. C. Tien at his desk. Cover of Videology: Theory and Techniques (New York: 
Vantage Press, 1978).
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the twentieth century there developed within progressive scientific circles 
increasingly precise strategies that focused on the brain rather than the geni-
tals or bodily surfaces as a site of sexual differentiation.105 From galvanic 
baths and fly- blisters to electric shock for curing depression or treating 
erectile dysfunction and restless genital disorder, the goal has remained the 
same: to emancipate sexual normalcy in a cognitive key, that is, as a uni-
versal human right that originates within and is premised on a healthy and 
properly ordered brain.106 As Frank’s experience suggests, such strategies 
had come to exceed the explicit female form and focused, instead, on the 
individual as a mere collection of data points, a “management information 
system interfacing” with other systems that it happened to encounter.107

7.  ELECTRIC LOVE THERAPY

I wish families all over the world to know why I was born three times.
I came from the womb of my mother to grow into a child of doubts, 

fears, and anxieties.
I got my second birth when I looked into my heavenly Father by 

believing in Him, His name and His powers. . . . 
I received my third birth by Psychosynthesis. Between the synthe-

sist and my most beloved husband, I was again reborn into a person so 
completely different that my friends and relatives cannot think of me 

105. As philosopher Cynthia Kraus notes, the “degenitalizing [of] sex development, 
sexual identity, and sexual orientation altogether” intensified with the publication of Milton 
Diamond’s “A Critical Evaluation of the Ontogeny of Human Sexual Behavior,” Quarterly 
Review of Biology 40, no. 2 (1965): 147– 75, and his emphasis on prenatal neural dispositions 
as explanatory of sexual difference. Eventually, Diamond would declare the brain to be 
itself “a sexual organ.” Milton Diamond, “Sex, Gender, Identity over the Years: A Changing 
Perspective,” Child and Adolescent Psychiatric Clinics of North America 13, no. 3 (2004): 
591– 607. See Cynthia Kraus, “Critical Studies of the Sexed Brain: A Critique of What and 
For Whom?,” Neuroethics 5 (2012): 254– 56.

106. Joan Scott argues that our current predicament in which sexual desire has become 
all but reified runs through the early cold war years in which “sex was produced as a new 
kind of freedom, and sexual freedom became a concept parallel to religious freedom, 
 available for incorporation into the charged discourse of secularism” (Sex and Secularism, 
140– 41).

107. “Hit or M.I.S. or, Big Brother and the Mental Health System,” Madness Network 
News 2, no. 2 (February 1974): 6.
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as I was six months ago. My old personality was fearful, anxious, guilty, 
despondent, depressed, shameful, critical, hostile and unjust. I was 
not ready for life then as I am now fearless, patient, confident, loving, 
understanding, firm, kind, honest, secure, just, and fair.

Minnie C. Van Epps, letter to World Journal of 
Psychosynthesis (1969)

A recurring feature in Madness Network News was its list of “shock doctors”— 
names and addresses of physicians who practiced electric convulsive ther-
apy. Dr. H. C. Tien, the independent ECT operator who founded the Michi-
gan Institute of Psychosynthesis in Lansing, Michigan, was consistently on 
that list.108 Tien’s institute was made possible by the widespread establish-
ment of community- based mental health clinics in the 1960s.109 Trained as 
a psychoanalyst and ECT technician, Tien had become frustrated with his 
professional effect. “I began to feel,” Tien recalled, “that even if all the physi-
cians became psychoanalysts, we still would not have enough. We needed 
something more. That was when I began to turn toward technology.” Tien 
then earned his master’s degree in electrical engineering. And then he had 
an idea born within the cybernetic fold. In 1964 he began to think long and 
hard about the prospects of personality reprogramming. By the end of the 
1960s he had invested over $100,000 into video equipment— all in order 
to develop a kinder, gentler approach to electric shock treatment. Subse-
quently, Tien became a self- proclaimed psychosynthesist:

Psychosynthesis is the scientific union of psychoanalysis of Freud, behav-
ior therapy of Pavlov, electrotherapy of Cerletti, drug therapy of the Space 
Age in the light of cybernetics of Wiener and information theory of Shan-

108. In addition to the list, Madness Network News singled out Tien in an issue dedi-
cated to analyses of “psychiatry as social control.” An excerpt of H. C. Tien, “100 Questions,” 
appears as “Electrolytic Love Therapy (Electro- Love Therapy)” in Madness Network News 
4, no. 2 (Spring 1977): 6.

109. In 1963 the Community Mental Health Centers Act was passed, which led to the 
defunding of institutions and the founding of centers across the country by entrepreneurial 
psychiatrists like Tien who could provide licensed outpatient services. On the breakdown 
of the hospital as a site of confinement and the rise of community psychiatry, see Gilles 
Deleuze, “Postscript on the Societies of Control,” October 59 (1992): 3– 7.
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non as a unified system of brain- mind equivalence in the same sense of 
mass- energy equation of Albert Einstein: E=MC2.110

Tien’s language of cybernetics was that of an insider— earnest, often incon-
sistent, and ever bent on conjuring an entirely new world in its deployment.111

The methods of operational research fueled Tien’s interest in ECT and his 
small circle’s “scientific approach to decision making.”112 Having crunched 
the numbers at the administrative level, Tien declared that his innovative 
approach to shock therapy would optimize the production of therapy in 
terms of patient visits, office hours, and costs per family. The Michigan Insti-
tute of Psychosynthesis, like other centers across the country, thrived on 
federal funding and less restrictive insurance policies.113 A the end of the day, 
regulation of these community mental health centers was spotty at best and 
gave rise to overdetermined pitches such as Tien’s.

In positing his vision of the neuromatic brain, Tien proclaimed that Nor-
bert Wiener’s Cybernetics, the volume that brought McCulloch and Pitts 
and Shannon to the masses in 1948, “should be required reading for every 
psychiatrist.” Consequently, Tien understood himself to be a cybernetic 
programmer of the highest order— “a person who feeds information into 
another person or systems in order to modify the memory of the system 
under programming.” He approached his patients’ pathologies as matters of 
algorithmic disorder, their brains caught in a debilitating feedback loop that 

110. H. C. Tien, “What Is Psychosynthesis?,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 1, no. 2 
(October 1969): 2.

111. In a move that was not uncommon in the popular reception of cybernetics, Tien 
conflated information and energy. According to Tien, “consciousness is a single frame of 
electrical charges in motion, like electrons bombarding a television screen. And personality 
is a time- series of this scintillating frame of consciousness. Personality, therefore, becomes 
a reverberating input- output pattern of self- creation, seeking information or patterns of 
energy from the environment as well as from its own memories.” See Tien’s presentation 
at the National Congress of Cybernetics, “Psychosynthesis: TV- Linked Cybernetic System 
of Psychotherapy,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 1, no. 2 (October 1969): 75– 76. See also 
Smith and Smith, Cybernetic Principles of Learning.

112. Russell N. Cassel, “Computer Assist Counseling by the Systems Analysis Approach,” 
World Journal of Psychosynthesis 2, no. 7 (July 1970): 38.

113. In each issue of World Journal of Psychosynthesis Tien offered a list of pharmaceu-
tical companies that produced “safe and efficacious drugs used in psychopharmacology, 
which informs an important subsystem of psychosynthesis.”
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could be reversed.114 According to one of Tien’s associates at the Michigan 
Institute of Psychosynthesis, “Where engineers took a lesson from neurolo-
gists, psychiatrists, and the brain . . . to build a computer[,] it would now 
seem reasonable for psychiatrists to learn from the computer that the brain 
may be reprogrammed.”115

According to Tien, the “core” of psychosynthesis was Electric Love Ther-
apy.116 ELT was a “television- linked cybernetic system . . . infused with warm 

114. H. C. Tien, Videology: Theory and Techniques (New York: Vantage Press, 1978), 
49, 92; “A Psychosynthetic Glossary,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 2, no. 7 (July 1970): 
9. Tien was not alone in conceiving of mental pathology as an algorithmic condition that 
could be addressed through electric shock. See, e.g., Franz Alexander and Sheldon T. Sele-
snick, The History of Psychiatry: An Evaluation of Psychiatric Thought and Practice from 
Prehistoric Times to the Present (New York: Harper and Row, 1966), 283– 84. For nonmecha-
nized deployments of the categorical association between sexual and religious deviance, see 
Trudy Drucker, “Case History of Religious Hallucinations in Psychosis: Malaise of Margery 
Kempe,” New York State Journal of Medicine 72, no. 23 (1972): 2911– 17; Kurt Nussbaum, 
“Abnormal Mental Phenomena in the Prophets,” Journal of Religion and Health 13, no. 3 
(1974): 194– 200; Gerald W. McDonald, “Sex, Religion, and Risk- taking Behavior as Corre-
lates of Death Anxiety,” Omega 7, no. 1 (1976): 35– 44; Stan L. Albrecht et al., “Religiosity and 
Deviance: Application of an Attitude- behavior Contingent Consistency Model,” Journal for 
the Scientific Study of Religions 16, no. 3 (1977): 263– 74.

115. James S. Britton, “New Mental Health Techniques for Family Psychiatry,” World 
Journal of Psychosynthesis 1, no. 3 (November 1969): 17.

116. Regarding the archaic roots of his practice, Tien wrote that the “the electrolytic 
process first sparked life into being when lightning struck into the primordial seas by com-

Figure 51. Information flow chart of television- linked cybernetic system, from Tien’s exhibit 
at the International Congress of Cybernetics in London in September of 1969. “Psychosyn-
thesis: TV- Linked Cybernetic System of Psychotherapy,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 1, 
no. 2 (October 1969): 75– 77.
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human communication.” Tien was quick to point out that ELT was a con-
sensual process and insisted that its success was premised on respect for the 
patient’s ability to choose their best self. All organization, according to Tien, 
should be self- organization. Lana choosing to become Kate, Kenneth choos-
ing to become Charles, Ellen choosing to become Wendy, Fred choosing to 
become Jerry, Virgil choosing to become Stewart, Bob choosing to become 
Eric, Beverly choosing to become Jane, Arlene choosing to become Theresa, 
Jessie choosing to become Joyce, Bernice choosing to become Martha, Joe 
choosing to become Jack, Peggy choosing to become Belinda.

Before a (typically female) patient committed to undergoing psycho-
synthesis, Tien would introduce her during a group therapy session. She 
would “get a feel” for Tien’s practice as current patients offered testimonials 
and questions were answered. A transcript from one of these sessions was 
published in Tien’s own professional publication, World Journal of Psycho-
synthesis. Dated November 14, 1968, the transcript records Judy (a prospec-
tive patient) interacting with a group of Tien’s current patients sitting in a 

bining simple molecules to form self- duplicating macromolecules, that we call life.” H. C. 
Tien, “Who Is Cosman?,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 2, no. 2 (February 1970): 4.

Figure 52. Group therapy session. “Television- Linked Mental Health Mini- Community 
at Michigan Institute of Psychosynthesis,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 2, no. 7 (July 1970): 
29.
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cramped room.117 Patients have gathered that day to gently ease Judy into 
Tien’s practice. Neither Tien nor Judy are physically present. Judy’s image, 
however, is being projected from a small television on a metal tray table 
beside a closed- circuit camera aimed at two rows of folding chairs. Both 
ends of the conversation are being filmed and shown, respectively, in real 
time. Judy begins. Her fear and embarrassment are palpable: “I’m scared, 
looking at the TV and having to answer questions. . . . What’s going on? And, 
what are we doing here?” Among those that day attempting to sell Judy on 
the prospects of psychosynthesis is Marie, Tien’s patient who now “has a 
happy family with her husband and two children.”

Marie is the first to respond to Judy: “I went through ELT. What do you 
want to know?”

Another patient, Victoria, then assures Judy that she will not have to 
change her name if she does not want to. It is her “choice” and no one else’s, 
says Victoria.

“I can’t believe [it] myself,” gushes Victoria. “I am like a new person, 
nothing like my old personality. . . . When I got out of school, I couldn’t get 
a job. Now, after I have had the ELT treatments I have decided to go to work 
and I got a job with no problems at all.”

Victoria’s pitch is successful. As the transcript notes, Victoria is a model 
patient who has, through ELT, become empowered to make her own deci-
sions and pursue her own role in stabilizing the nuclear family: “Victoria has 
obtained a job to go into selling Real- Estate,” reads the annotation.

Previously, she was a sickly hypochondriac, she was a retiring person, she 
was afraid of her responsibility as a mother and a wife. But now she was 
able to take care of her husband, the children and her job. Now, on top 
of that she has decided to have a part- time job. Her husband, Chuck, was 
commenting how much progress she has made as a new person with her 
new personality and new name as Victoria.

Tien’s face then appears on the TV: “Who wants to say [their] pledge?”

“I will,” volunteers Victoria. “I, Victoria, woman of happiness and confi-
dence; loving wife of Chuck; good and understanding mother to Mike, 

117. Following quotations from John Rolfe, transcriber. “Wednesday Group for Psycho-
synthesis (Transcribed from TV Videotape, 11- 14- 1968),” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 
1, no. 1 (September 1, 1969): 20– 25.
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Mary and Nan; do solemnly pledge to become a person of affectionate 
demonstrativeness and light- hearted humor. . . . Long live Victoria! Lady 
of Courage! Long live Victoria! Woman of Harmony! At last, I am free! 
I am Victoria!”

The group then offers what the transcript describes as “Happy applause.” 
Before the TV turns to black and the group session comes to a close, Tien’s 
face, again, on the screen: “See you all next week.”

8.  THE BUSINESS OF MARRIAGE

As Tien surmised, “We hope that gradually the cybernetic ELT technique 
will replace the classical ECT procedure wherever electrotherapy is being 
used.” His goal was to personalize “shock treatment” by enlisting spouses, 
parents, friends, and other patients as “therapeutic programmers.”118 As a 
self- conscious reformer, Tien was both a shock doctor and an effect of the 
antipsychiatry movement. He was a self- conscious systems theorist and a 
fierce defender of his patient’s capacity to choose their best self. And he 
was committed to the spiritual welfare of his patients and the secularizing 
impulse of science to arrive at right reason.119

Psychosynthesis was, ideally, a family affair, with Tien focusing rou-
tinely on nuclear bonds and the troubled lines of sexual difference within 
kin. Many of Tien’s patients had marriages that were “unstable” and/or had 
children who they considered sexually wayward. To his chagrin, many of 
Tien’s patients also arrived at the institute with conservative understand-
ings of religion and sex that he believed to be out of step with the times. 
Consequently, Tien sought to ease their entry into secular modernity with 
its changing attitudes toward sex and traditional religion— 

One who adheres to strong beliefs and customs in a world paced by 
instantaneous communications is apt to face some very real conflicts in 

118. H. C. Tien, “Comment on Dr. Kelman’s Article,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 
2, no. 11 (November 1970): 35.

119. In “If in Doubt, Calculate!” Tien argued for the necessity of calculating “the 
decision- dividend (DD) [which] is defined as the product of a decision’s value (V) and its 
probability (P) of success, divided by the cost (C)” (“What Is Psychosynthesis?,” 4).
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life that a non- traditionalist would not face. Religious [sic] are based on 
tradition which frowns upon birth control, for example, in the “age of the 
pill” can generate a great deal of conflict among many family members. 
Another real problem facing traditionalist [sic] institutions, parents and 
children is the controversy over sex education and the social trend toward 
much greater truth and freedom.120

In his appeal to white working- class couples with insurance for 
community- based health centers, Tien acknowledged changing sexual 
mores that were complicating their lives and/or their relationships with their 
children. Offering a resolution tinged with technology and liberal senti-
ment, Tien contrasted his approach to the failures of the state to regulate 
marriage at the level of the self- organizing individual in relation to another 
self- organizing individual. The ideal marriage, according to psychosynthe-
sis, was “defined as that balance of decision making where the husband and 
the wife each make about half of the family decisions after appropriate con-
sultation with each other. This is the new authority pattern which is dictated 
by the fact that women, at least in the United States, have essentially equal 
bargaining power with the men. They have equal education, they have jobs 
with equal pay for equal performance, and they have equal vote. These quali-
ties have been achieved by many women and this pattern is rapidly becom-
ing universal in American society.”121

In Tien’s practice one can witness a shift in the gender politics of secu-
larism as articulated by nineteenth- century liberal reformers like Farnham. 
Femininity was no longer the exaggerated mark of superior (or inferior) 
organization and proximity to the natural order. Marriage was framed in 
terms of business acumen and the “essentially equal” division of labor. Sex-
ual satisfaction, beyond the merely reproductive, was important to indi-
vidual flourishing but not essential to the marriage per se. According to 
Tien, marriage was about the legal regulation of sex and not necessarily sex 

120. H. C. Tien, “Editorial Comment,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 1, no. 2 (October 
1969): 7.

121. Paul H. Wilcox, MD, “Beyond Man and Woman: A Person,” World Journal of Psy-
chosynthesis 1, no. 3 (November 1969): 32. Tien’s journal was peppered with articles on 
advice for the working- class family. See, e.g., Neil Carpenter, “Factory ‘Break Labs’ Would 
Break Monotony,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 5, no. 3 (March 1973): 10– 11; Booker T. 
Gaulden, “Credit Reporting Agencies,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 5, no. 3 (March 
1973): 13– 15; Sean Carr, “The Energy Crisis and the Uses of Adversity,” World Journal of 
Psychosynthesis 5, no. 12 (December 1973): 8.
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itself. “If you think marriage is a purely sexual institution,” counseled Tien, 
“you should ask the prostitutes. It is not. What makes a family stable is a 
socio- economic relationship.”122 Or, as an article in Tien’s World Journal of 

122. “Wednesday Group for Psychosynthesis: Sex, Marriage and Family Stability, 
April 29, 1970,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 2, no. 7 (July 1970): 22; Scott, Sex and 
Secularism, 123, 139.

Figure 53. Steps of electrolytic therapy. “Television- Linked Mental Health Mini- Community 
at Michigan Institute of Psychosynthesis,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 2, no. 7 (July 1970): 
29.
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Psychosynthesis put it, the “problem of marital breakdowns really has to be 
attacked at the point where they occur— within the framework of the indi-
viduals who make up the marriage and their ability to struggle progressively 
to make the business of marriage successful.”123

Tien insisted that ELT was the engine of such progress, in part because 
it was a wholly voluntary treatment. ELT involved three steps: 1) the recall 
of disturbing memories, 2) the selective erasure of those memories with 

123. Psychosynthesis might aid in Conciliation Courts because “our concepts of mar-
riage and divorce are changing. The trend is away from divorce and toward helping mar-
riage, changing the concept of marriage, and dissolving a troubled marriage in a realistic 
way without having to prove someone at fault.” Stephen V. Moulton, JD, “Conciliation 
Courts and Psychosynthesis,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 2, no. 6 (June 1970): 18– 19. 
World Journal of Psychosynthesis was very much concerned with the rise in divorces. See, 
e.g., Stephen V. Moulton, JD, “Family Questions and Answers on Divorce Reform,” in which 
he begins: “Divorce is to marriage as dissolution is to commercial business. It is the reali-
zation of poor managerial ability. Divorce should not be the cause of marital breakdown, 
and divorce reform as proposed would further insure that it is not” (World Journal of Psy-
chosynthesis 2, no. 7 [July 1970]: 16).

Figure 54. Dr. Tien in action. “ELT Is Used to Modify a Patient’s Memory,” World Journal of 
Psychosynthesis 3, no. 9 (September 1971): 25– 26.
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electroshock, and 3) the immediate reprogramming of the patient’s personal-
ity. For once the electrodes were attached to the patient’s scalp and a video 
recorder turned on, Tien then solicited from his patient the traumatic mem-
ories to be erased. “At the height of this memory replay,” a standard Reiter 
Electrostimulator was switched on, “returning the patient to an infant- like 
state.” ELT sessions were repeated until the former personality was suffi-
ciently erased.124 According to Tien, “ELT is used to cause all neurons to 
discharge simultaneously, so that the unadaptable pattern of personality is 
being reset momentarily to a zero- matrix.” Before the neurons could return 
to their fixed pattern of activity, Tien initiated an elaborate process of neural 

124. Tien defined “erase” in terms that resonated with Scientology: “To replace the 
binary digits of information of the system, i.e., brain, to binary zeros as in electrolytic 
therapy. To erase is to clear in electrolytic therapy” (“A Psychosynthetic Glossary,” World 
Journal of Psychosynthesis 2, no. 1 [January 1970]: 11). Tien also invoked Hubbard’s notion 
of “clearing” as “reset[ting] the system to its initial state.” As Tien wrote, “in electrolytic 
therapy, to clear is to loosen the scintillating and circulating memory to zero” (“A Psycho-
synthetic Glossary,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 1, no. 2 [October 1969]: 8).

Figure 55. Lytic Step: Loosening Nancy’s Personality to Become Carol. “Television- Linked 
Mental Health Mini- Community at Michigan Institute of Psychosynthesis,” World Journal of 
Psychosynthesis 2, no. 7 (July 1970): 29.
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destruction and neural genesis in order to reprogram “a more adaptable 
personality for survival in the modern world.”125

After the electrodes were detached, the patient was then allowed to 
recover with designated family members. They called the nascent personal-
ity by a new, previously agreed- on name.126 With the video camera rolling, 
the new personality was then bottle- fed and nursed back into adulthood 
over a period of minutes, weeks, and months. Tien published “monthly case 
reports” of these sessions, including one about Ellen, who was diagnosed 
with “pessimistic hypochondriac personality. As Tien proudly declares, 

125. Tien, Videology, 100– 101.
126. Evoking Shannon and his desire to engineer more efficient telephonic communica-

tion at Bell Labs, Tien wrote that “the name can . . . be likened to a telephone number which 
dials into the nervous system as to which personality is to dominate. When the telephone 
number is changed the system would have to [be] reorganized in relation to other systems, 
in our case, between other personas in the family and the community. Transnomation is 
superficial while transpersonation is substantial, but the combination produces an effective 
result.” H. C. Tien, “100 Questions,” 34.

Figure 56. Bottle feeding of patient (close- up). “Television- Linked Mental Health Mini- 
Community at Michigan Institute of Psychosynthesis,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 2, 
no. 7 (July 1970): 29.
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“the personality of Ellen was transformed by the electrolytic technique 
(ELT), with the deliberate reactivation and lysis and postlytic synthesis of 
Wendy.”127 Tien justifies his optimism by pointing to the moment in the 
transcript when Wendy had just gone through the electrolytic process and 
was lying in bed in the infant- like state. As Wendy is being bottle- fed by her 
husband and daughter, the reader is privy to the following exchange:

husband: Have a drink. Here, come on, drink.
synthesist: Drink, Wendy, drink.
wendy: (sucking bottle).
husband: Drink. That’s right!
synthesist: Hi! Are you thirsty?
daughter: You’re thirsty. Drink the bottle.
synthesist: She’s doing fine. She’s like a little baby. Tell her she will love life when 

she grows up.

Wendy, being bottle- fed and minutes later, more conscious, struggling out 
of bed.

wendy: Where am I supposed to go?
daughter: You’re supposed to stay right here.

The scene so intimate, the words of the synthesis all according to plan. The 
future was bright.

synthesist: Wendy, how does the future look? You’ve got to work on it a little bit.
husband: How does the future look?
wendy: All right.
husband: It looks good. Can’t you say good?
wendy: Yes.
synthesist: Let’s see you smile.
husband: We told you the future looked good. Come on. Smile a little bit for us. 

We want you to smile. Can’t you smile?
wendy: Yes. (not smiling).
husband: Come on and smile. Can you smile? (tickling her under the chin).
wendy: Yes. (smiling).

127. The following quotations are from H. C. Tien, “The Psychosynthesis of Wendy,” 
World Journal of Psychosynthesis 2, no. 1 (January 1970): 29– 34.
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The authenticity of Wendy’s smiling new self was premised on her achieving 
equilibrium in the future. For after ELT, one “gradually come[s] to a steady 
level, which we call a steady state. And that steady state is the same thing for 
the firm, General Electric, namely, habituation which leads to boredom. . . . 
The brain will reach a steady state. That is the purpose of the brain, to reach 
a steady state.” In cybernetic fashion Tien viewed female sexual behavior 
as composed of “feedback mechanisms” between all of the organs and hor-
mones indigenous to the female form.128

Such “organic integrity” was hard- won and possessed its own forms 
of brutality. For the sexual differentiation achieved under Tien’s TV gaze 
reflected the tenor of his times.129 Take, for example, Tien’s patient named 
Cyril, an impotent cross- dresser who was fond of wearing his wife’s and 
mother’s clothes.130 After a series of ELT treatments Cyril still struggled to 
become Stan, a normal heterosexual male.

synthesist: Ask your wife if she can accept Stan as a strong and positive and 
masculine person. Ask her if she can accept Stan if you change into Stan com-
pletely.

cyril: Can you accept Stan?
sarah: Yes. If he is Stan completely. I can’t accept Stan until he is Stan, though. . . . 

If you’re going to be Cyril, you’re not going to have a wife and child. Because 
I’m not going to live with the Cyril that I lived with. I feel that I’m a normal 
person and that I deserve a normal life and I feel that our daughter needs to be 
brought up by normal people. I don’t believe Cyril is normal.

Immediately before another ELT session begins, Tien reads aloud from a 
prepared document:

128. On the reduction of sex to the machinery of sex, see “A Model for the Homeostatic 
Regulation of Female Sexual Behavior,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 1, no. 2 (October 
1969): 73.

129. World Journal of Psychosynthesis offered itself as the progressive edge of diagnosing 
the female sex. In “Concepts of Hysteria in the Nineteenth Century,” Charles Goshen gives 
an overview of historical definitions narrated as a secular refinement of diagnosis (World 
Journal of Psychosynthesis 2, no. 7 [July 1970]). See also Baybars Tek, “Interdependence in 
Marriage,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 3, no. 1 (January 1971): 12– 15; Thomas F. Gra-
ham, “Sexuality in Society,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 4, no. 2 (February 1972): 30– 35.

130. The following quotations are from H. C. Tien, “The Psychosynthesis of Stan,” World 
Journal of Psychosynthesis 2, no. 5 (May 1970): 23– 28.
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Cyril on occasion still dressed up as a woman and found pleasure in it. 
Stan was disgusted with him. Stan wanted to be a good husband, sexually 
and otherwise, but Cyril would not let him in. To cover up this sexual 
weakness, Cyril became a domineering nasty person. He was much that 
Stan detested in others. Cyril was a very mixed- up person, but would 
not admit it.

Figure 57. The self- regulation of female sexuality. “A Model for the Homeostatic Regulation 
of Female Sexual Behavior,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 1, no. 2 (October 1969): 73.
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Stan wants Cyril to be “killed” so that Stan can have a chance to be 
Stan. Stan wants a strong marriage, a happy marriage, a happy home 
and family. Cyril is tense, nervous and full of depression. Stan wants to 
be a loving, carefree person who is more interested in others than he is 
in himself. Stan wants to be a masculine man; a well- adjusted man. Stan 
thinks that Stan is a nice guy.

Electricity is then applied. The patient begins to stir. Bottle- feeding begins:

(Sarah is handed a bottle of milk and she beings to feed Stan.)

synthesist: Stan, you are like a baby, but you’ll grow up very fast. Talk to him, 
Sarah; let him know his name is Stan.

sarah: Yes, Stan, you’re doing well. That’s a good boy, Stan. That’s a good boy.
(Stan continues to drink the bottle of milk.)
sarah: Good boy, Stan. That’s it, Stan. It’s all right; you’re okay. Drink it down. 

Drink, Stan.
(Stan begins to moan loudly.)
synthesist: Stan, open your eyes. Stan. Would you pat him in the cheek?
sarah: (Patting Stan on the face) What’s your name, Stan? Stan. Stan.
stan: Stan.
sarah: (Kisses him): Yes, and what’s my name?
stan: Sarah.
synthesist: Stan, open your eyes now. Tell me have you ever dressed like a 

woman? No, no, no.
stan: No.
synthesist: No, never. That’s right.
sarah: Did you ever dress up like a woman?
stan: A long time ago.
synthesist: Never, never. That was Cyril. Are you Cyril?
stan: Yes.
synthesist: No! Tell him.
sarah: You’re Stan. Not Cyril. What’s your name?
stan: Stan.
sarah: Who dressed up like a woman?
stan: Cyril.
sarah: Did you ever dress up like a woman?
stan: Never.
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synthesist: Stan, this is the important thing. Have you ever dressed like a woman? 
Look at me.

stan: Never.
synthesist: Have you ever thought of becoming a woman?
stan: No.
synthesist: You’re a good man, Stan. Let’s see you smile. How does the future 

look?
stan: Okay.

Stan is then instructed to read his prepared pledge:

[I] . . . husband of Sarah, father of Joe and Elizabeth, do solemnly pledge 
to be powerful and potent, in work and in deed. I pledge to develop free-
dom of feelings: Sexual, family, and social. I shall constantly try and try 
continuously [to be] the man of confidence and self- respect. I shall for-
ever fight off all competing temptations to be other than a man. Down 
with Cyril! Long live Stan! Long live Stan! Persist! Have courage to win 
final victory! Long live Stan!

After Stan has been transformed into “somewhat normal heterosexual man” 
Tien concludes that his wife Sarah “would benefit from therapy” which 
was normally the case after a man underwent ELT. In Stan’s case, as with 
Wendy’s, the cultivation of individual personality was paramount.131 Tien 
had mastered the technology of self- actualization and it was his solemn 
duty to share his knowledge with the greater Lansing community. So as the 

131. The examination of social structure qua social structure was not. Tien, for example, 
appealed to white anxieties over civil rights and race riots in urban centers such as Detroit. 
Warning of new disturbances that “may aim at vital public services such as utilities, police, 
and communications,” Tien encouraged his patients to adopt a “psychosocial perspective” 
and to seek overlapping consensus as a matter of liberal principle. In disavowing the Black 
Panthers and Stokely Carmichael in favor of the nonviolent protests of Martin Luther King, 
Tien and his journal encouraged patients to “face the racial problem” by viewing it as a fail-
ure in interpersonal communication processes that were vital to social order. “Wednesday 
Group for Psychosynthesis: Superman Versus Cosman,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 
2, no. 5 (May 1970): 22; “Black Uprising in Detroit: A Follow Up Study,” World Journal of 
Psychosynthesis 1, no. 2 (October 1969): 29– 32. See also Ralph W. Waderson, “Empathy: 
An Antidote to Individual Racism,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 4, no. 3 (March 1972): 
27– 28.
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first waves of deindustrialization rolled across Midwestern cities such as 
Lansing, Tien’s journal called for a new kind of liberal subject and liberal 
society free from the inequalities that inhibited the economic success of the 
family unit. Take, for example, the version of liberal subjectivity achieved by 
Wendy who, after a series of ELT sessions,

continued on weekly psychotherapy with her husband, while she was also 
maintained on Triavil 4– 25, one tablet four times a day. Chemotherapy is 
being used in psychosynthesis as a stabilizing agent, because we view the 
central nervous system as an information processing organization (of an 
M- dimensional television system, if you will), whereas psychotherapy is 
the programming of information and reorganization and the electrolytic 
therapy serves to remove undesirable information. With the electrolysis 
and loosening of the personality of Ellen, the happier, healthier and more 
stable personality of Wendy had a better chance to emerge.

[Wendy] has remained well and stable for two years, since her [ELT]. 
She has been holding a steady job as a drill- press operator, working 40 to 
60 hours per week in an automobile factory.132

9.  THE UNION OF ALL CONTRADICTORY IDEAS

As the technological means of mobilizing his patients’ natural right to volun-
tarily choose to undergo conversion, or what Tien sometimes called “trans-
nomation,” psychosynthesis also delivered the light touch of true religion. 
“Psychosynthesis is the union of all contradictory ideas, practices and ideals 
into a unified system,” declared Tien. “In this system, all religious, political 
or economical systems are regarded as true, depending on thresholds. The 
only absolute value is life itself.” This “Law of Universal Truth,” moreover, 
was “operative in the function of our brain or any conceivable brain, biologi-
cal or computer.”133

Tien’s promise of self- actualization by way of the neuromatic was also 
a promise of religious liberation without dogma or clerical authority. He 
would, for example, offer his prospective patients dramatized bits of East-

132. Tien, “The Psychosynthesis of Wendy,” 33.
133. H. C. Tien, “Law of Universal Truth,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 2, no. 1 

(January 1970): 4– 5.
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ern wisdom and decontextualized quotes pulled from Confucius and Bud-
dha as well as Huston Smith and Freud— all in service of his fundamental 
proposition that the freedom of each patient’s potential was premised on 
voluntary submission to Tien’s technological grace. The latter, of course, was 
shot through with the language of spirituality, itself sanctioned by the sheen 
of Tien’s advocacy for “biological cybernetics.”134

World Journal of Psychosynthesis was both a technical journal and a 
new age trade publication, full of universal claims both literary and scien-
tific. Tien’s references were exclusively men and all over the map: Benja-
min Franklin, Socrates, Bertrand Russell, William Penn, Gandhi, Marshall 
McLuhan, John Dewey, Lao- Tzu, John Lilly, Cicero, Booker T. Washington, 
Jesus, Mohammed, Henry Ford, V. I. Lenin, Thomas Edison, and Adlai Ste-
venson. Although Tien did not discuss the concept of spirituality per se, he 
did not have to. Many of the early issues of World Journal were taken up 
by the serial publication of Journey of the Stone Monkey, “a modern ren-
dition of a Chinese Classic, which is translated and updated specially for 
the Journal, containing pre- scientific elements of psychosynthesis besides 
being a delightful tale of folklore and humor with a Biblical resonance and 
Shakespearian intricacy of plots . . . an excellent story for the family to share 
together.” Tien’s intermittent presentation of himself as oriental monk, duti-
fully sharing and integrating his wisdom for his listeners, had a rich history 
in the postwar years.135 In addition to Journey of the Stone Monkey, Tien also 
offered the story of “Cosman,” a parable for each of his patients. “What is 
the Cosman?,” asked Tien. Cosman was the universal hero, the archetype 
to which the world was now turning. “Cosman is the fusion of all mankind 
with a cosmic identity,” wrote Tien. “Cosman is the evolving synthesis of 
three billion or more human beings, supported by other forms of life on this 
planet, linked by mass communication.”136

134. Tien, “What Is Psychosynthesis?,” 4; H. C. Tien, “Law of Universal Truth,” 4.
135. H. C. Tien, preface to “Journey of the Stone Monkey by Wu ChengEn, Jr.,” World 

Journal of Psychosynthesis 1, no. 1 (September 1969): 86; Jane Iwamura, Virtual Orientalism: 
Asian Religions and American Popular Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
2011). “All synthesists can be called religious,” argued Carol Meyerowitz in Tien’s journal, 
“for they are able to accept philosophies of atheism, theism, agnosticism or the philosophy 
of humanism, relying on reason rather than on revelation for truth” (“A Synthesis of Reli-
gions,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 3, no. 4 [April 1971]: 18).

136. H. C. Tien, “Family Psychiatry and Psychosynthesis,” World Journal of Psychosyn-
thesis 2, no. 4 (April 1970): 4. “Each of us is a brain cell,” insisted Tien, “of the Cosman. We 
are linked by television, by the telegraph, by jet plane, by travels.” An awareness of such 
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Tien’s promise of “psychomutation” was neither religious nor secular but, 
rather, a minor albeit representative formation of secularism in the mid- 
twentieth century. The language of true religion, in other words, had quite 
literally become mechanized during the process of electric love therapy. 
Tien went so far as to suggest that ELT could be used not only for those in 
need but also on so- called normal individuals to forget past experiences 
or become programmed with new skills such as foreign language acquisi-
tion. And, of course, if the new personality did not suit the individual they 
could then be reprogrammed or even reverse engineered. In ELT, then, one 
may glimpse a secular imaginary’s investment in generating individuals who 
could, ideally, become anything, choosing the terms of their individuality. 
Freedom, in this scenario, becomes a matter of unleashing one’s capacity to 

linkages was what constituted “cosmic awareness” in the vein of liberalism. For “once you 
feel that you are part of the universe, then you will try to take care of everybody, including 
yourself ” (“Superman Versus Cosman,” 21).

Figure 58. Dr. Tien on couch and on television. “Medical Television Techniques: Tele fusion 
Couch Therapy,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 4, no. 2 (February 1972): 37.
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choose— the specter of religious voluntarism haunting the process of nam-
ing and inhabiting sexual difference.137

Tien’s pitch, like Farnham’s before him, was to enable proper sexual dif-
ferentiation by activating one’s capacity for spirituality. Take, for example, 
the psychosynthesis of Morris (formerly Roe). Roe came to Tien’s institute 
with an unhappy marriage and much anxiety over his neurotic association 
with institutionalized religion. Roe’s vexed relationship with his childhood 
Catholicism had effeminized him and saddled him with hysterical concerns 
over hygiene. Tien’s plan with Roe was to allow him to become what one 
might recognize as spiritual but not religious, “loosening and erasing” his 
memories and guilt- laden obligations to the Catholic Church.

roe: I don’t want to be particularly hung up on any specific religion, you know.
penny [Roe’s wife]: Yes, we have talked about that and agreed on it.
synthesist: Which religion to you want to loosen up a bit?
roe: The Catholic religion.
synthesist: You are sure this is what you want to do? You want to be free from 

this?
roe: Yes, I would like to be.
synthesist: What part of the Catholic religion do you want to be free from?
roe: Well, just the direct connection with the Catholic religion. They have too many 

church rules, rules against birth control, and thoughts that if a person isn’t a 
Catholic he isn’t quite as much of a person as a devout Catholic is. I can’t go 
along with the church’s teaching on these subjects.

synthesist: Let me see if I am clear on what you want. You would like to develop 
a personality, Morris, who is going to be confident, healthy, and not tied to 

137. In Tien’s case, sexual freedom was defined in terms of economic liberalism and 
“equitable” definitions of marriage. As Scott points out, secular characterizations of free-
dom have neither liberated nor eradicated inequality. These characterizations have, how-
ever, in their relationship to sexual difference, been incredibly productive in making indi-
viduals, and much else besides, in Scott’s dark phrasing, “available for incorporation”— that 
is, generating docility in the name of choice, inequality in the name of universal right. This 
is precisely what Foucault had in mind when he spoke of sex as “a dense transfer point for 
relations of power.” Consequently, the appeal of Tien’s practice at the Michigan Institute of 
Psychosynthesis was made possible not only by insurance coverage of community- based 
health care. There was also the allure of true religion and the attention that it enlivened— 
attention to the self, to the environment, and to the relationship between them. Scott, Sex 
and Secularism, 141; Michel Foucault, History of Sexuality, vol. 1: An Introduction (New 
York: Vintage Books, 1980), 103.
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any particular religious outlook regarding a church, dogma, and rules and 
procedures. You want to be free and humorous, an even- tempered person, with 
an outgoing, friendly approach to people and things, without a great deal of 
old- lady- like preoccupations about body, disease, and panic.138

In the case of Morris the distinction between true religion and false has 
been deployed in a wholly technocratic key. All of this is to say that far afield 
from spaces of worship, the distinction between the religious and the secu-
lar (or between true religion and false) has not always announced itself as 
such or in ways that mapped on to standard secularization theses and our 
inherited categories of analysis. The truth of true religion, whether explicitly 
articulated or not, has, from the nineteenth century to the present, given rise 
to gendered norms and tortuous forms of subjectivization.139

138. H. C. Tien, “The Psychosynthesis of Morris,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 2, 
no. 7 (July 1970): 24– 28.

139. To say as much is not to claim that psychosynthesis was a religion but rather that 
it was conceived of and received in rather familiar terms. As one of Tien’s patients, Ann, 

Figure 59. Cameramen, Michigan Institute of Psychosynthesis. “Videology Is the Science 
and Art of Medical Television,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 4, no. 4 (April 1972), 15.
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10.  I  WATCH TV, I  WATCH TV

All sessions at the Michigan Institute of Psychosynthesis were filmed, 
including ELT treatments, on closed- circuit television. In a process that Dr. 
Tien called “telefusion,” a profusion of screens did not impose but rather 
facilitated “two- way TV communication” between patients and their envi-
ronment.140 As Tien claimed, he was using “TV cameras, monitors and vid-
eotape machines to assist in eliciting and storing the verbal and nonverbal 
‘information’ that needs to flow between patient and therapist or patient 
and patient.” For Tien, television was the hinge that secured constant traffic 
between self and environments, an aspirational identity being invested into 
the screen at the moment it was being objectified on the screen. Such was 
Tien’s script for ceaseless feedback, at least until the patient stabilized and 
the neural nets assumed their new architecture and the patient could be 
released back into society.141

“As a video psychiatrist,” Tien imagined a network of closed- circuit TVs 
in which the patient’s every move would be filmed and made available to the 
patient in other settings as well as the therapeutic groups the new personal-

claimed in group session: “I think psychosynthesis and religion are very much alike, for 
those of us who believe in God and are Christian. The main thing that God wanted here on 
earth was for people to get along together and understand one another and live harmoni-
ously in this world. In psychosynthesis we do this, and this is exactly what Christ wanted.” 
“Wednesday Group for Psychosynthesis: The Synthesis of Contradictions,” World Journal 
of Psychosynthesis 2, no. 10 (October 1970): 23.

140. According to psychiatrist Don D. Jackson (who worked with cybernetician Greg-
ory Bateson at the Mental Research Institute in Palo Alto, California), such video surveil-
lance was necessary because the family was a “system” and family therapy required new 
forms of documentation, particularly as it moved away from a model of mental illness as 
wholly subjective toward a model in which psychosis was considered to be an interactive 
matter between subjects and objects; Don D. Jackson, ed., Therapy, Communication, and 
Change (Palo Alto, CA: Science and Behavior Books, 1968), 130ff. See also Orit Halpern, 
Beautiful Data: A History of Vision and Reason since 1945 (Durham, NC: Duke University 
Press, 2014), 166– 67. On the legacy of systems theory in family therapy, see Michael White, 
“Negative Explanation, Restraint, and Double Description: A Template for Family Therapy,” 
Family Process 25, no. 2 (June 1986): 169– 84.

141. Tien was participating, from a practical angle, in the intense academic interest in 
television as an effective tool of behavioral influence, if not control. See George Comstock, 
ed., Television and Human Behavior: The Key Studies (Santa Monica, CA: Rand Corpora-
tion, June 1975), R- 1747- CF.
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ity joined— so that the new personality was, ideally, never outside the loop of 
information even while continually adjusting to the flow of information.142 
According to Tien, such were the ideal conditions under which a patient’s 
perception and memory were coconstituted and in which the patient’s pres-
ent (and presence of mind) was secured by the feedback between self and 
screen. The videotape, here, assumed a therapeutic purpose, allowing the 
patient to continually observe the progress made in the presence of others. 
As memories of the “old” self were replaced with the saturated televisual 
presence of the new self, the patient became part of a larger neuromatic 
scheme. As Tien wrote, “visual images enhance the feedback process[es]” set 
in motion by the initial televised shock and its immediate aftermath. With 
analyst, family, and friends all reinforcing a definitive personality blueprint, 

142. Tien, “100 Questions,” 36.

Figure 60. Dr. Tien on TV. “Patient in primary telefusion couch therapy free associates and 
receives free communication from the therapist, who is in a different room. At the same time, 
both patient and therapist are being recorded on tape to provide later feedback for the patient.” 
H. C. Tien, “Medical Television Techniques: Telefusion Couch Therapy,” World Journal of 
Psychosynthesis 4, no. 2 (February 1972): 37.
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the selective video archive became a prosthetic memory for the patient, rein-
forcing the newly assigned identity.

In this scenario, patients put themselves under surveillance. Each was 
then able to continually observe and recall the progress made in the pres-
ence of others. As Tien’s patients acknowledged, it was precisely this crea-
tion of a closed- circuit world that enabled them, over time, to secure their 
new selves by themselves. Everything was always and absolutely voluntary, 
insisted Lorraine, one of Tien’s patients. But that was what made it so diffi-
cult. “People who have ELT’s expect things to happen just like that,” Lorraine 

Figure 61. Telefusion advertisement from World Journal of Psychosynthesis 3, no. 1 (January 
1971), front matter.
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said, snapping her fingers for emphasis. “But it takes time,” she counseled 
new patients to Tien’s practice. “You have to have confidence in yourself 
and you have to really push yourself to obtain the goal you are trying  
to reach.”143

In promoting his consulting and contracting firm (aptly named Tele-
fusion), Tien promised a total conversion born of an incredible degree of 
self- reflexivity— watching yourself undergoing conversion, watching others 
watching you undergoing conversion, watching yourself watching others 
watching you undergoing conversion. And so on and so forth. Through the 
media of electrical current and pixelated image, Tien’s patients became TV- 
infused, self- organizing systems whose security was premised on perpetual 
loops between input and output. Consequently, Tien took unprecedented 
care in targeting and leveraging the brain- environment complex as it was 
captured on the screen. Here, again, was Foucault’s “tautology of the asy-
lum,” but rehearsed in a cybernetic key. For at the Michigan Institute of 
Psychosynthesis televisions were the environment, the source and horizon 
of all cognition. Whatever was happening within the institute was thought 
to be happening outside of it— “the model of psychosynthesis [being] based 
on the cybernetic principle of continuous feedback and modification.” Your 
steady gaze into the camera or, alternatively, the screen, and often times both 
simultaneously, secured the feedback loop between self and display, sanity 
and surveillance: to the point where television does all the talking, saturat-
ing not only the environment but the brain of the patient as well.144

143. Tien, Videology, 89.
144. Tien, Videology, 48. In facilitating communication between people, televised 

encounters were more immediate according to Tien, superior to face- to- face contact— 
“Complex techniques can be shown on video, for example, the use of cross- feedback of 
couch sessions between the wife and husband in therapy who normally cannot communi-
cate peacefully at home, but they would be able to listen to each other more carefully and 
tolerantly on videotape” (front matter). See also Paul Ryan’s Birth and Death and Cyber-
nation: Cybernetics of the Sacred (New York: Interface, 1973). In it Ryan, a disciple and 
colleague of Marshall McLuhan, pontificated on the promise of video in terms that were 
akin to Tien’s. “Videotape is an x- raying of human processes that takes us into realms tra-
ditionally charted by religion, traditionally referred to as ‘the sacred’” (xiii). Ryan advocated 
videotape as a metatool to reform education and politics by way of “infolding information” 
and catalyzing self- knowledge and selves that were “coherent” and “complete” (6– 8). Draw-
ing on the counterculture appropriations of cybernetics in the 1960s, particularly John Lilly 
and Gregory Bateson, Ryan envisioned a moment when video would allow one to “pass 
through the barrier of the skin— pass through the pseudo self to explore the entirety of one’s 
cybernet— i.e., the nexus of informational processes one is part of ” (36).
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11.  LIVE FROM NAPA STATE

Dr. Tien, it seemed, was ahead of his time. In 1978, on the heels of the publica-
tion of Robert Peck’s Miracle of Shock Treatment, ECT was formally accepted 
by the American Psychiatric Association. As the DSM- III- R Casebook of 
Treatment Selection would conclude a few years later, ECT had, since its 
inception, more than proved its value: “The results [of ECT on] those with 
either mania or depression [have been] miraculous. These well- documented 
benefits have been exceeded only by the mystery or controversy surround-
ing the procedure. Like so many treatments in medicine, including psycho-
tropic drugs, no one knows exactly how the procedure works.”145 Here was 
the commitment to the brain of the patient as an elaborate and somewhat 
mysterious information processing device. In treating the self as a neuro-
matic entity and the brain as a black box, ECT doctors could now, with 

145. Max Fink, “Electric Shock Revisited,” American Scientist 88 (March 2000): 163; 
Samuel Perry, Allen Frances, John F. Clarkin, DSM- III- R Casebook of Treatment Selection 
(New York: Bruner/Mazel, 1990), 30. So while ECT therapists still do not know, exactly, how 
ECT works, they do, however, know it does.

Figure 62. A recorded session in which patient rewatches their own psychic rebirth. “Glos-
sary,” World Journal of Psychosynthesis 3, no. 5 (September 1971): 25.
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full support of the medical establishment, harness the penetrating force of 
150 volts of electricity to manage and direct, tinker and massage— all for 
the purpose of achieving a desired output.146 In celebrating ECT’s potential 
to normalize, doctors assured patients and the public of their own liberal 
intentions. In their ability to leverage and predict the mechanics of the brain, 
within the context of the ECT charge, proponents of ECT were committed to 
the restoration of their patients’ capacity for making voluntary and rational 
decisions. For to manage prediction was to engineer autonomy at the level 
of neural functioning, granting patients a degree of control over themselves 
that they had previously lacked.147

By the time of this particular triumph of the neuromatic, Napa State 
Mental Hospital had become a site of public controversy. Charges of patient 
neglect and abuse were rampant as were reports of breakdowns in medical 
protocol.148 Too many bodies combined with inadequate facilities and staff-
ing. According to various testimonials, Napa State had become a “warehouse 
for humans”— “sitting silently in chairs, staring vacuously at the TV.” Non-
voluntary electric shock treatments went unreported. There were accounts 

146. From the beginning it was theorized that ECT could be selective in targeting spe-
cific neural pathways, but it was also suggested that its “healing” mechanism could lie in 
the fact that the patient became “helpless and dependent [and who] sees in the physician a 
mother”; or it was due to how ECT was “considered by patients as punishment for sins and 
[therefore gave] . . . feelings of relief ”; or perhaps it was that “victory over death and joy 
of rebirth produces the results.” Major Hirsch L. Gordon, “Fifty Shock Therapy Theories,” 
Military Surgeon 103 (November 1948): 391– 401.

147. On this front, ECT was a less invasive treatment than psychosurgery, more read-
ily imagined as a change that did not violate something essential about the person. ECT’s 
apparent immateriality and invisibility appealed to those who might imagine a biology 
purified of its dying weight. Indeed, one could say that ECT possessed a holy air. Psycho-
surgery, on the other hand, was recognized as carrying with it, in its blunt scale of flesh and 
blood, “a peculiar penumbra of sacrilege” Editorial, “Psychosurgery,” Lancet 7767 (1972): 
69– 70. The decline of psychosurgery, in general, during the second half of the twentieth 
century is, I suggest, compelling evidence of the intensifications of biopower in an infor-
mational rather than a physiological key.

148. This is, perhaps, not surprising given that resources for public health services in 
California began to decline in the 1970s after decades of economic largesse. As the politics 
of neoliberalism became more explicit, “the politics of California began to be dominated 
by a tax- reduction- at- all- costs objective” (William Shonick, “The State of the Public Sec-
tor Health Services in California,” Journal of Public Health Policy 2, no. 2 [June 1981]: 164, 
171). Shonick also noted that in June of 1978 Proposition 13 (officially named the “People’s 
Initiative to Limit Property Taxation”) resulted in a dramatically lowered tax base for social 
services (165).
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of patients being left alone for days. “They never saw a television. They never 
saw people coming and going. They just saw this grey- green room, day- in 
and day- out, day- in and day- out.” On June 15, 1978, the California Depart-
ment of Health issued a damning report that chronicled 219 deaths at Napa 
State between 1973 and 1976. Of those deaths, forty- three were determined 
to be “questionable.” Many involved “excessive dosages of psychoactive 
drugs.” And all but five of those involved “serious irregularities.” Napa State 
had, by far, the most violations of any institution in the California system, 
with twenty- nine of its doctors cited for “inaccurate or misleading” reports 
or negligence.149

On June 13, two days before the task force report was issued, a concert 
was held in the Napa State courtyard, enclosed by recreational rooms, a 
salon, a mail- sorting center, and staff offices. Over a hundred patients gath-
ered together to witness an obscure band from New York, the Cramps, who 
were then touring California as the opening act for a San Francisco punk 
band, the Mutants. On that Tuesday evening in June, a joyous form of elec-
tricity was in the air as the Cramps introduced the crowd to what they affec-
tionately called “bad music for bad people.” In terms of their “psychobilly” 
style, the Cramps had internalized the edges of 1950s youth culture— its 
hip- swiveling music, its B- movie horror flicks and simmering S&M vibe, 
and its “weird records with strange sounding names” whose “wild, emo-
tional sound” precipitates, as lead vocalist Lux Interior testified, “the most 
inexplicable leap of faith [and] . . . demands that you question your own life.” 
Or as lead guitarist Poison Ivy Rorschach recalled: “Horror always went with 
rock and roll, cheap horror did.”150

In keeping with the punk and glam scenes from which they sprung, 

149. Jackie Daymoon, “Notes from Napa State: Diary of a Student Psych Tech,” Mad-
ness Network News 4, no. 3 (Summer 1977): 14– 15; B. R. Cohen, “Summary Results of Task 
Force Investigation of State Hospital Resident Deaths (1973– 1976),” Office of Planning and 
Program Analysis, Health and Welfare Agency, State of California (June 15, 1978), 8, 6, F- 5, 
F- 13, 2. The report itself was, according to critics, a “whitewash” in that it often defaulted 
to a claim that reforms were under way. Moreover, it was concluded that only 10 percent 
of the total cases that exhibited “serious irregularities” justified that designation. Of the 183 
cases that were referred to district attorney offices, the report admitted that eight cases were 
still pending— “thus, no criminal convictions of hospital staff members have resulted from 
extensive investigation.” Tanya Temkin, “Death in the State Hospitals,” Madness Network 
News 5, no. 3 (Winter 1979): 3.

150. Dick Porter, The Cramps: A Short History of Rock ’n’ Roll (London: Plexus Publish-
ing, 2007), 19, 46.
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the Cramps played with concepts of sexual difference in their songs and 
on stage— with perverted lyrics and lustful embraces of their instruments, 
amplifiers, microphones, and each other.151 More than a matter of code- 
switching, the Cramps relished moments in which sexuality exceeded all 
manner of human containments. With a repertoire of songs that included 
“Human Fly,” “I Was a Teenage Werewolf,” “Goo Goo Muck,” and “Zombie 
Dance,” the Cramps arrived at Napa State with what might be called a mon-
strous sexuality and more libertine humanism than that held by operational 
researchers responsible for massive, system- wide transformations in manu-
facturing and mental health.

The Cramps’ twenty- minute set at Napa State was marked by a sense 
of controlled chaos. There was no real separation between the band and 
its captive audience, with patients and scenesters dancing in and around 
the instruments, wrestling with the lead singer, badgering him and he they, 

151. When they first started dating in the early 1970s, Lux and Ivy would go hitchhiking 
in dresses or else swap clothes and gender identities as they made their way through the day. 
John Wombat, The Cramps, Beast and Beyond: A Book about Bryan Gregory (Middletown, 
DE: self- published, 2018), 14.

Figure 63. The Cramps at Napa State Mental Hospital, Poison Ivy Rorschach in foreground. 
Courtesy of Ruby Ray.
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commandeering the mic at times and generally having a good time.152 The 
patients “got wild and free, and they loved it,” recalled the photographer 
Ruby Ray. “The patients started going up on the stage and pretending that 
they were in the band, or thinking they were in the band.”153

The Cramps were, indeed, a sight to see. Lux Interior, the lanky lead 
singer with a lush baritone, jeans, jacket, and shaggy black hair. Bryan Greg-
ory with his lock of peroxided hair hanging over his eye and polka- dotted 
Flying- V guitar slashing and cutting like a car wreck. Nick Knox pounding 
out a driving beat, his bass drum already split open, expressionless in his 
Wayfarer sunglasses and black felt shirt. And Poison Ivy Rorschach plucking 
stark single notes on her twenty- four- fret Bill Lewis guitar and staring down 
the crowd, a predatory swagger in pin- up- girl hair and high heels.

The first song of the Cramps’ set, “Mystery Plane,” was a mutant cover of 
the classic rockabilly song, “Mystery Train,” made famous by Elvis Presley 
in 1955. Bryan Gregory, cigarette dangling from his mouth, swirls around 
the stage and pounds out the opening chords. Poison Ivy standing almost 
motionless to the right of the stage. Lux zigzagging with nervous energy.

My Daddy drives a UFO
Drops me off and then he goes
Leaves me on this mystery plane. . . 

Whether a throwaway lyric or an intimation of a mystical state of being, Lux 
sings of a material world that makes little sense. His is an ontology not of 
systems but of ill- fittedness, of problems that will forever remain irresolv-
able, of a mystery that does not arrive with any foreseeable solution.

Now I just can’t identify
With this world so I don’t try
Square pegs don’t fit in round holes
And I can’t fit into these clothes

152. Their set was captured on a Sony Port- a- Pak with a single microphone and released 
by Target Video in 1984. The Cramps Live at Napa State Mental Hospital (Target Video: San 
Francisco, 1984).

153. Sarah Nechamkin, “Photographer Ruby Ray Takes Us on a Safari through the Salad 
Days of California Punk,” Interview (March 21, 2019), https://www.interviewmagazine.
com/art/photographer- ruby- ray- takes- us- through- her- new- book- kalifornia- kool.
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As the E screeches up to the A during the chorus, Lux steps back and invites 
a collective recognition. Patients drape themselves over one another, sway-
ing back and forth, slower than the beat, as if they were at the last dance of 
a prom. Others imitate Lux’s rhythmic spastic stance. A man in a rumpled 
coat and tie gets on stage and pretends to sing along, imaginary mic in hand, 
bouncing the whole time. A woman holds her hands aloft. Another patient 
bobs and sways to the beat as if hypnotized by the scene. When the final 
chords of “Mystery Plane” ring out, Lux addresses the crowd: “We’re the 
Cramps, and we’re from New York City and we drove 3,000 miles to play 
for you people.”

A scream of “Fuck you!” is heard.
Lux Interior smiles and responds. “And somebody told me you people 

are crazy! But I’m not so sure about that; you seem to be all right to me.”
As the Cramps’ set progressed the boundaries of the stage were increas-

ingly ignored by patients as well as Lux, who took to darting around the 
audience with the mic. When the Cramps performed “Twist and Shout,” 
their bent cover of Bill Allen’s 1958 rave- up “Please Give Me Something,” the 
specter of ECT, in all of its aggressive benevolence, became manifest in the 
Napa State courtyard. Allen’s pathos (“Come on baby give me something, 
to remember you by /Just a little bit of something, so our love won’t die”) is 
taken up by the Cramps and deployed as a plea of solidarity to patients as 
well as an indictment of those who manage the memories of others by eras-
ing them in the name of the common good:

Oh but something’s wrong
With everything in the place
Hey what’s wrong with this picture
Can you find the mistakes
We come in last in the human race

As Lux takes a somewhat innocent song about achy teenage love and turns it 
into a question about electric shock, the ominous and anonymous pleasures 
of systematic penetration become fodder for a different kind of ecstasy.

down at the horror house
It’s an electric shock,
that makes your veins pop out
Works on your nerves,
To make you twist and shout.
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There is something preternatural in Lux’s demeanor, playing the victim only 
to conjure a world in which the horror house is seen for exactly what it is. In 
real time. As he makes his way into the crowd he hands the mic to a woman 
with long dark hair who begins screaming “freedom! . . . freedom!” to the 
rockabilly beat before Lux has to wrestle the mic from her hands.

The Cramps ended their performance with “TV Set.” The song is a per-
verted confession turned prophecy. In it Lux embodies the violent satu-
ration of technique in all manner of registers, both inside and outside of the 
asylum. As the bass drum kicks in, there is a slashing strum of the E chord. 
Lux, shirt now unbuttoned and drenched with sweat, asks the crowd, “Hey, 
what’s on TV? Anybody know what’s on TV?” Lux then pauses for another 
power chord.

“You are!”
The drums find their groove, the blues progression begins, and the rum-

ble of the E chord resounds. Lux holds the mic in his right hand and faces 
the audience, his voice piercing the sky:

Oh baby I see you on my TV set
Yeah baby I see you on my TV set
I cut your head off and put it in my TV set

Figure 64. Lux Interior at Napa State Mental Hospital. Courtesy of Ruby Ray.
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I use your eyeballs for dials on my TV set
I watch TV
I watch TV
Since I put you on my TV set

Framed as yet another pining fifties love song, “TV Set” speaks of desire 
breaking murderously bad. As an allegory of Napa State being told in real 
time, the pathology of the narrator is both precipitated by the consumer 
electronics in his midst and executed through them. “Oh baby I put you 
inside my Frigidaire / Behind the mayonnaise way in the back.”154 The neu-
romatic compulsion to mechanize the human plays out its cannibalistic 
script— “I’m gonna see you tonight for a midnight snack.” The abstraction 
of cognition into technical formalities, independent of personality, context, 
or history, becomes, in Lux’s raucous performance, yet another instantiation 
of the death drive. For as “TV Set” is performed in all of its bent glory, the 
cybernetic fold is turned inside out. The idealizations of disembodied cogni-
tion are reimagined over the course of three minutes to be akin to practices 
of decapitation and dismemberment.

Oh baby I hear you on my radio
Yeah baby I hear you on my radio
You know I flip flip flip for my radio
You’re going drip drip drip on my radio
AM radio
PM radio
Since I tuned you inside my radio, like this

In the swirl of necrophilia and necropolitics, Lux conjures Norbert Wiener’s 
dark promise of neuromatic application and his insistence that the human 
was, essentially “a message, and may be transmitted as a message” just as 
“we employ our radio . . . to transmit patterns of sound, and our television 

154. Lux continues: “But though it’s cold / You won’t get old / ’Cause you’re well pre-
served in my Frigidaire!” In 1958, “engineers of Frigidaire [used] an IBM 650 to obtain the 
optimum design of air conditioning components, reduce designing time and the number of 
designs, and [make] available complete design information through previously impractical 
calculations.” Notice of H. R. Tuck and Robert Galin, “Application of a Digital Computer to 
the Design of Air Conditioning System Components,” General Motors Engineering Journal 
5, no. 3 (1958): 17– 21, in Feedback 2 (1958): 5.
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set . . . to transmit patterns of light.”155 The violence and voraciousness of the 
lyrics are reinforced by the first bridge with Gregory sliding up and down the 
neck of his guitar as he fiddles with the tone knobs. As the sound of a chain 
saw cutting through steel reverberates through a Vox Tube amp, a slender 
male patient behind and to the left of the stage is anxiously bobbing. He is 
holding on to the frame of a door to the left of the stage, either dancing with 
it or on the verge of leaving.

The second bridge is a grating crescendo of guitars as Lux begins to shake 
uncontrollably on stage, contorted, his head back in convulsive ecstasy. He 
puts the mic in his mouth as he writhes out of his shirt and then throws it 
to the ground.

Oh baby I see you on my TV set
Yeah baby I see you on my TV set
I cut your head off and put it in my TV set
I use your eyeballs for dials on my TV set
I watch TV
I watch TV
Since I seen you I’ve been so upset

When the music ends Lux politely thanks the crowd and the band begins 
to walk off stage. The dark- haired woman swoops in and grabs the mic that 
Lux has left behind. “You should have died,” she yells, a reasonable assertion 
given the libidinal torrent just unleashed and what was exposed in the pro-
cess. Leviathan laid bare however fleetingly, becoming aware of itself, aware 
of its subjects. Disturbed by those it has contained. Momentarily destabi-
lized by the performance of its own authority, the neuromatic paradigm 
encountered its shadow.

Since I seen you I’ve been so upset.

In this reading, the Cramps’ show that Tuesday night in June was a tremor 
in the tautology of the asylum. For in contrast to the cybernetic imperative 

155. Norbert Wiener, The Human Use of Human Beings (1950; New York: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1954), 96; Achille Mbembe, Necropolitics (Durham, NC: Duke University 
Press, 2019).
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of the long nineteenth century, I want to believe that the Cramps revealed 
unmapped lines of critical inquiry into lives being definitely overwhelmed 
by the imagination of systems. “I’m interested in real magic like rock- n- roll,” 
insisted Lux Interior shortly after their Napa State show, “like things that 
happen sometimes at our shows that no one knows are going to happen— 
things that are totally unexpected. I really like the unexpected to happen.”156 
The therapeutic state had, perhaps, not yet achieved its totalization. Mad-
ness persisted as did outbreaks of irregularity. In this reading, the Cramps 
become literalized in their embrace of unpredictability. They are a glitch in 
the machine. They are involuntary muscle contractions that are ever coded 
as a feminine threat to the dissemination of systematicity. They are the abject 
performing in solidarity with those who have been abjected.

Or perhaps not. For maybe the Cramps’ show at Napa State was a case 
of mere exploitation? Or maybe exploitation cut with a layer of social con-
science or antipsychiatric critique? Maybe it was a piece of art, a gonzo Situ-
ationist drama? Or maybe we should heed the words of the late Nick Knox, 
who had this to say about the show:

156. Porter, The Cramps, 82– 83.

Figure 65. The Cramps backstage at Napa State Mental Hospital. Courtesy of Ruby Ray.
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I personally don’t know how we got this gig but it was one of the strangest, 
oddest, and most memorable. I knew nothing about [Napa State] prior 
to the show. I remember it was a long ride, out in the middle of nowhere. 
My impression when we finally arrived, was of a fortress. We set up, hit 
the “stage” and the film started rolling. We played our songs with no 
thought about the venue. I couldn’t tell the patients from the other bands’ 
entourage.157

A show like any other show.

157. Nick Knox, personal interview (email via Scott “Cheese” Borger, February 25, 2014).



C O N C LU S I O N
The Elementary Forms of 

Neuromatic Life

To a greater or less degree, all known religions have been sys-
tems of ideas that tend to embrace the universality of things, 
and to give us a complete representation of the world. If totem-
ism is to be considered as a religion comparable to others, it 
too should offer us a conception of the universe. As a matter 
of fact, it does satisfy this condition.

Émile Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of Religious Life 
(1912)

1.  TOTEMIC SYSTEMS

In the MRI, flat on my back, questions arose. How to write a particular 
history of the brain that would capture the reverberating intimacies and the 
cognitive claustrophobia— all that was going into the relation of power that 
I was experiencing? How to convey, let alone explain, the blinkered feeling 
that I might not be human? How to tell the stories— and the stories within 
stories— about the people, practices, propositions, and beliefs that have 
made the brain such a familiar image and pressing force in the world? In the 
MRI, the writerly challenge began to take shape. Amid the magnetic fields 
and roiling radio waves, I thought about Jonathan Edwards who in the early 
eighteenth century had posited a new spiritual sense as the link between the 
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human nervous system and divinity. I thought about William S. Burroughs 
and his bizarre reading of L. Ron Hubbard’s reading of information theory; 
I thought about Eileen Garrett and her channeled personalities, biofeedback 
practitioners, and electroconvulsive therapists. I thought about cybernetic 
investigators engaged in building self- organizing machines according to 
cognitive blueprints. I thought about the imperial celebrity of certain cog-
nitive scientists who would like to shift the study of religion, in general, to 
particular considerations of “universal mental mechanics that underlie all 
human thought and behavior.”1 And finally, in the MRI, I thought about how 
every pixelated image of my brain that this machine produced would lack 
any visible trace of the contingencies, both past and present, that had made 
that image’s authority and its underlying assumptions about cognition all 
but unquestionable.

In the MRI, I was drawn to the task of historicizing the dense measures 
of experience that had gone into the making of our moment of neuromatic 
dominance. For at that moment, I felt the collective effervescence of the 
machine throbbing within me, each of its parts working together to reorient 
all of the hydrogen protons in my head, to convince me of the certainties 
that this machine and its makers had long arrived at. The magnet, the gradi-
ent, the coils, cryostats, and shims— every part and action correlated, every 
reaction captured. I was, at long last, washed in the blood of systematicity. 
Another way to put this would be to say that in the MRI, I felt the legacy of 
cybernetics in the form of an aggressive mechanism whose conceit was that 
the “universe” was “made up of sets of systems.”2 The MRI was imagined as 
a system. The VA hospital, where this machine did its duty, was imagined 
as a system. My brain was imagined as a system. Each of these systems 
self- interested. Each of them concerned, as it were, with their own survival. 
Each of them possessing an agency that was not strictly human. Together 
making up a metasystem. In the MRI, the cybernetic premise that every sys-
tem, whether organic or not, was endowed with purpose and drive, became 
viscerally persuasive.3

1. William W. McCorkle Jr. and Dimitris Xygalatas, “Social Minds, Mental Cultures— 
Weaving Together Cognition and Culture in the Study of Religion,” in Mental Culture: 
Classical Social Theory and the Cognitive Science of Religion, ed. Dimitris Xygalatas and 
William W. McCorkle Jr. (New York: Routledge, 2014), 1.

2. Stafford Beer, Brain of the Firm: The Managerial Cybernetics of Organization (London: 
Penguin Press, 1972), 35– 37, 67– 70.

3. The founding statement on cybernetic teleology is Arturo Rosenblueth, Norbert Wie-
ner, and Julian Bigelow, “Behavior, Purpose and Teleology,” Philosophy of Science 10, no. 1 
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The legacy of the neuromatic brain, then, has not simply been a matter 
of privileging a cognitive definition of the human. It has also involved an 
insistence that all manner of systems— biological and not— process infor-
mation.4 Brains, machines, factories, a swarm of bees, selves, and collectives 
of selves all communicate, that is, they all communicate inward and outward 
according to the same formula, more or less. Each operates, optimally, as a 
self- organizing system. Each resembles the other because of their shared 
relationality to a neural network. Each is legible in terms of their correspon-
dence with the logic of neurons, nets, dendrites, and synapses. Given the 
logic of substitution built into information theory’s expanse, it was “a precise 
language . . . capable of giving a precise definition of the flow of informa-
tion in any sort of system or model whatever.”5 A brain becoming a machine 
becoming an environment becoming the universe.

Needless to say, I remain unconvinced that our cumulative and accumulat-
ing knowledge about the brain is part of a progressive story of enlighten-
ment and secular liberation. On the contrary, it has been my assumption 
throughout that the brain is a totem of sorts. Or, more exactly, with Durk-
heim as my witness, the brain is the tangible representation of an intangible 
system of ideas that feeds and regulates practices that feed and regulate ideas 
that feed and regulate practices.

For as we increasingly orient ourselves to the neuromatic, we are, at an 
accelerating pace, creating ourselves and society in its image.6 Consequently, 
when I speak of the neuromatic brain I am signaling our present obses-
sion of taking the measure of ourselves and everything around us as an 
attribute of mind, that is, in terms of neural networks processing informa- 

(1943): 18– 24. See also Stafford Beer, “The World, the Flesh and the Metal: The Prerogatives 
of Systems,” Nature 205, no. 4968 (1965): 223– 31.

4. On neuromatic pedagogy as applied science, see Ralph Parkman, Cybernation and 
Man— A Course Development Project (Washington, DC: US Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, 1967).

5. F. H. George, The Brain as a Computer (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1962), 5; Claude 
Shannon and Warren Weaver, The Mathematical Theory of Communication (Urbana: Uni-
versity of Illinois Press, 1949), 27.

6. Ray Kurzweil, How to Create a Mind: The Secret of Human Thought Revealed (New 
York: Viking, 2013).
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tion.7 Such is the savage ambition of this totem, of this religion machine. 
Control of society, by the brain, and for the brain. An organic seething system. 
This is a world in which the brain and images of the brain and images of the 
images of the brain are designed to bring our days and dreams into align-
ment.8 Perfect communication through imperfect channels. This is a world 
in which models of the brain promise to address every conceivable issue, 
problem, and policy. And this is the model of the brain that illuminates “the 
obscure but intimate relations” between individuals. For the neuromatic 
brain signifies, perpetually and across domains, “immanent in the world, 
diffused in a numberless multitude of things.”9 The overall effect is to fortify 
the commonsense proposition “that cognition is involved in everything a 
human being might possibly do.”10 Indeed, the horizon of human being— 
however that state may be parsed or imagined— begins to make little if any 
sense without recourse to the sovereignty of the neuromatic.

The story of the neuromatic brain, then, is about the diffusion of a 
desire to figure out the human difference, and much else besides, from the 
so- called brainomania of the eighteenth century and ethereal correspon-
dences between mind and cosmos to pious invocations of the “great uni-
versal mind” in the nineteenth century to the discovery of brain waves and 
neural nets, to inventive applications of Boolean algebra and computational 
conceits of processing information along parallel channels to the genera-
tive loops between computer science hopped up on information theory to 
advancements in mathematically driven neurophysiology to recent trends 
in neuromarketing, neuroprosthetics, and deep brain stimulation.

As I have argued, the neuromatic brain is the culmination of a longer his-
tory of theorizing cognition as a systematic phenomenon.11 Since the eigh-

7. That is, to use “information theory . . . to pose mathematically precise questions about 
the function of the nervous system.” Fred Rieke et al., Spikes: Exploring the Neural Code 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1997), 101.

8. Patrick McNamara, The Neuroscience of Sleep and Dreams (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2019).

9. Émile Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of Religious Life, trans. Karen E. Fields (1912; 
New York: Free Press, 1995), 191.

10. Ulric Neisser, Cognitive Psychology (New York: Appleton- Century- Crofts, 1967), 
4. Orit Halpern phrases it as “the way contemporary discourses on data revise epistemol-
ogy, create temporalities, and produce aesthetics” (Beautiful Data: A History of Vision and 
Reason since 1945 [Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2014], 17).

11. William Uttal, Distributed Neural Systems: Beyond the New Phrenology (Cornwall- 
on- Hudson, NY: Sloan Publishing, 2009); Michael L. Anderson, After Phrenology: Neural 
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teenth century, links within the brain and with the wide wide world have 
been emphasized even when specific functions were being isolated— from an 
emphasis on “subtle” action of brain tremulations to ethereal economies of 
psychic force, to notions of electrical emanations and brain waves, to neural 
networks to the recently theorized “perceptronium” (an invisible substance 
independent of any particular individual yet the medium for information 
processing in every brain).12 The brain, as Thomas Willis put it in 1644, was 
the hinge between the human and divinity. A lifetime later Emanuel Swe-
denborg theorized the physics of consciousness. And still later, the brain 
became the window onto evolutionary history, the experience of thetans 
across the galactic time- track, and our future immortality. The brain, in 
other words, was never just the brain. From this beginning, the brain was 
ever in relation, distributed across registers, adding up to more than the sum 
of its parts, ever exceeding its crass physicality.13

Mine has been a particular history of how the brain assumed its neu-
romatic ontology and why it became such a mediating force— anonymous, 
impersonal, and strewn across registers. Such power does not announce 
itself as such. But it can be glimpsed in fantasies of effective management 
pulsing through the archive and in the ease and convenience of our increas-
ingly digitized days. It is a power that no longer depends on persuasion per 
se but “is linked with a production of truth— the truth of the individual.” 
Religion, race, sexuality, gender— the fault- lines of our times— are infused 
by the neuromatic, that is, by an “oblative” power as individuals aggres-
sively pursue the neural fundaments of difference, variously construed.14 
Which is to say that the neuromatic threatens to become “coextensive and 
continuous with life,” that is, an integral part of whatever environment we 

Reuse and the Interactive Brain (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2014). Given their shared 
model of the brain, the subtle differences and debates between connectionists and compu-
tationalists are compatible at the level of discourse.

12. Max Tegmark, “Consciousness as a State of Matter,” Chaos Solitons Fractals 76 (2015): 
238– 70.

13. Thomas Willis, Cerebri anatome: cui accessit nervorum descriptio et usus (London, 
1664) and Emanuel Swedenborg, On Tremulation (1719). On the historical fate of localiza-
tion theory, see Anne Harrington, Medicine, Mind, and the Double Brain (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 1987) and Susan L. Starr, Regions of the Mind: Brain Research 
and the Quest for Scientific Certainty (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1989).

14. Michel Foucault, “The Subject and Power,” in Michel Foucault: Beyond Structuralism 
and Hermeneutics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983), 214. See also Luisah Teish, 
“The Invisible Man,” Madness Network News 3, no. 5 (March 1976): 17.
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may now find ourselves in— the latest revelations of its anatomy, logic, and 
universal significance ever precipitating a revolution in how humans under-
stand themselves in relation to worlds around them. In order to address this 
ecology of the neuromatic, I have assumed the existence of a virtual reality 
that is nonetheless material, visceral even, in its generation of the categories 
by which individuals live, think, love, and die.

Figure 68. “The Brain,” Life Magazine (October 22, 1971). Photo by Frank Armitage. LIFE 
logo and cover design © 1971 The Picture Collection Inc. LIFE and the LIFE logo are registered 
trademarks of TI Gotham Inc., used under license.
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2.  BIG SCIENCE

Rather than reproduce the disciplinary distinctions that have organized 
scientific work on the brain or parrot the categorical assumptions neces-
sary for accomplishing such work, Neuromatic has interrogated the worlds 
that this particular achievement has generated. Throughout this book I have 
offered a series of object lessons about the present limits and lacunae of 
brain- driven theses of secularization and the ironies of its common sense.15 
In a tone bent toward tragedy rather than triumph, and with a narrative 
that flows circuitously rather than linearly, I have relied on a wide range of 
stories to emphasize the brain’s so- called religious history. I have gathered 
these stories together not because they are necessarily at odds with secular 
aspirations and self- consciously secular practices. On the contrary, these 
stories, with their looping and intersecting subplots, suggest the degree to 
which the imagination of religion is integral to those aspirations and prac-
tices, not to mention their effects.16

There are the stories of those for whom the brain defined whatever may 
be true about religion and the human in general— Swedenborg’s trippy 
proposition of brain tremulations as the seat of the soul; the phrenologi-
cal examiner in his cabinet; Barbara Brown’s biofeedback therapy; and the 
scientific investments in the brain as the key to understanding religion and 
everything that science is not. There are the stories of the brain generating 
its own invitations to piety and producing its own evidence for seculariza-

15. For a clear and technical overview of the “emergence of the concept of cerebral 
dominance” within the neurosciences, see Stanley Finger, Origins of Neuroscience: A History 
of Explorations into Brain Function (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), 386– 411.

16. This categorical blur of scientific and the religious was there, from the beginning, 
as Swedenborg extended his engineering background into realms of metaphysical specula-
tion. Even as he committed himself to theological contemplation he had become highly 
self- conscious about his transition into a secular age. Which is also to say that his mystical 
turn was not a shift but rather a continuation of his engineering program. It should be 
noted that Swedenborg pitched his visionary work to a reasonable audience, a demographic 
set apart from the church and from what Swedenborg referred to dismissively as the fac-
ulty of faith. For that person who accepts blindly but not does actively evaluate (a person 
whom he refers to under the indexical heading of “infidelity”), “let him abstain from my 
books .  .  . these pages of mine are written with a view to those only, who never believe 
any thing but what they can receive with the intellect” (Emanuel Swedenborg, The Animal 
Kingdom, Considered Anatomically, Physiologically and Philosophically, trans. James John 
Garth Wilkinson (Otis Clapp: Boston, 1843), 1:14).
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tion, often simultaneously. Recall the brain- centered pieties that cloaked 
themselves in the latest scientific advance— from Andrew Jackson Davis’s 
musings on “The Temple” to Eileen Garrett’s pairing of parapsychology and 
neurophysiology and Scientology’s cybernetic cosmology. There are the sto-
ries of the machines in and through which the difference of religion was 
produced, maintained, and inhabited as a neuromatic proposition. The MRI 
and EEG, the Dream Machine and the Heider and Simmel film, the calipers 
and phrenological charts, the E- meter and electrostimulators. These are the 
machines that were, themselves, built on cognitive models which, in turn, 
framed the brain in terms of machines which, in turn, have inspired visions 
of mechanical intelligence whose artificiality is a mark of its universality.17 
And, finally, there are the stories about feats of imagination as well as the 
mean missions to codify the brain and its pathologies according to religious, 
sexual, and racial difference.18 Everyone who made intense investments in 
the brain and proceeded as though politics, the past, and culture (ecological 
confounds of the highest order) did not play a significant role in the inten-
sity of their investments.

17. See, for example, Allen Newell, a pioneer in the fields of computer science and 
cognitive psychology, who in 1990 speculated that a unified theory of cognition was in 
sight. Such a theory would draw on existing AI systems involved in symbolic processing, 
integrating them with research in neural architecture. Allen Newell, Unified Theories of Cog-
nition (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1994). See also Rachel K. B. Hamilton 
et al., “Impaired Integration in Psychopathy: A Unified Theory of Psychopathic Dysfunc-
tion,” Psychological Review 122, no. 4 (2015): 770– 91; Martin V. Butz, “Toward a Unified 
Sub- symbolic Computational Theory of Cognition,” Frontiers in Psychology 7 (2016): article 
925. On the MRI and “big data” analysis, see Paul M. Thompson et al., “The ENIGMA Con-
sortium: Large- scale Collaborative Analyses of Neuroimaging and Genetic Data,” Brain 
Imaging and Behavior 8, no. 2 (2014): 153– 82.

18. Indeed, difference was precisely what cybernetics sought to account for and, even-
tually, to control. Their investigations into self- organizing systems yielded insight into the 
mechanisms by which difference— noise, entropy, chance— could be absorbed in the ser-
vice of sameness. So there is change— the process of life— but the difference that initially 
made a difference is extinguished. Elizabeth A. Povinelli has argued that such insight mod-
eled an ethical stance, what she calls a “parasitical relation to others” (“Mother Earth: Public 
Sphere, Biosphere, Colonial Sphere,” e- flux 92 [June 2018], https://www.e- flux.com/journal 
/92/204673/mother- earth- public- sphere- biosphere- colonial- sphere/). For an account of 
how the imperial drive of cybernetics unfolds in a postcolonial scene, see Greg Adamson, 
“Norbert Wiener and Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobisa,” in 2012 IEEE Conference on Tech-
nology and Society in Asia (T&SA), IEEE (2012), 1– 5.
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I continue to find it strange that those in the business of figuring out how 
human cognition works in relation to its environments leave ill- considered 
how their own scientific practice owes much to emergent properties of their 
own groupings, to the culture that contains them, and to those ancestors 
who preceded them.19 At MindLab, for example, even as I witnessed cogni-
tive scientists considering cultural influence on the practice of piety or the 
capacity of memory, I was often struck by a double move. On one hand, 
there was genuine interest in culture and acknowledgment of its sway. On 
the other hand, simultaneously, there was a tacit insistence on immunity 
from that sway. The faith in scientific cognition was strong at MindLab. 
Humility uttered in imperial tones. Reason proffered in the ecstatic throes of 
objectivity.

Such italicization, however coy, begs the serious question of whether 
the relationship between religion and science— often seen as either com-
patible or else as categorically distinct— might be reframed as an effect of 
discourse. Neuromatic has provided a preponderance of evidence that the 
distinction between the religious and the scientific is blurry at best and quite 
possibly untenable. I have gone so far as to suggest that the proclivities, not 
to mention the discursive power of the neuromatic sciences, have assumed 
characteristics that cognitive scientists would define as religious.20 At no 
point in this particular history has the religious/scientific divide been subtle 
enough to handle the grey spaces where differences dissolve into the mangle 
of practice. My response to this pattern of troubled distinction has been to 
dwell in these grey spaces, where science, in the words of Norbert Wiener, 
impinges on religion and vice versa. But rather than redefine that distinction 
à la Wiener (shoring up a perceived slippage in order to secure the legiti-
macy of his project), my sense is that a new and improved binary does little 
to clarify what work this categorical difference has accomplished and what 
work it aspires to complete.

19. For a cognitive take on emergent properties of groups, see Ann Taves, Religious 
Experience Reconsidered: A Building- Block Approach to the Study of Religion and Other 
Special Things (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2009), 116– 17.

20. For an answer to this question that relies on insights from the cognitive science of 
religion, see Luther H. Martin and Donald Wiebe, “Religious Studies as a Scientific Disci-
pline: The Persistence of a Delusion,” Journal of the American Academy of Religion 80, no. 
3 (September 2012): 587– 97.
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“Religious thoughts and actions may be more or less natural,” writes cogni-
tive scientist Justin Barrett. “That is, religious thoughts and actions may be 
more or less well- supported extensions of ordinary, natural human men-
tal architecture working in ordinary, natural human environments.”21 Bar-
rett, here, despite whatever evangelical commitments he may have outside 
of the laboratory, is merely following the epistemic demands of a secular 
imaginary— thinking about the religious as both distinct from the secular 
and continuous with it, often simultaneously.22

The arguments forwarded by Barrett and others achieve their per-
suasion by moving through well- worn grooves of the <<RELIGIOUS-
CONTINUUMSECULAR>>. CSR builds on earlier debates that imagine 
science as a progressive overcoming of a benighted religious age. And it 
builds on the reactions to and lasting consequences of those debates. Institu-
tions. Political Economies. Machines. Disciplines. In this secular age religious 
difference is defined by relations of regulation and excess. Religious dif-
ference must be studied, policed, legislated, and otherwise navigated. Such 
engagement, in turn, generates ever more refined concepts of the <<SEC-
ULARDISTINCTIONRELIGIOUS>> which, in turn, become evidence 
of secular <<AND/OR>> religious progress. <<REPEAT>>.23 This is how 
religion has come to make common sense in this particular secular age. 
For those practices that now signify “religion” (already informed by cogni-
tive theories about and cognitive measurements of religion) then become 
subject to further measurement and theorizations of religion and its patho-
logical threshold.24 And so on and so forth within the discursive swirl of the 
neuromatic.

21. Justin L. Barrett, “Theological Implications of the Cognitive Science of Religion,” in 
The Evolution of Religion: Studies, Theories, and Critiques, ed. Joseph Bulbulia et al. (Santa 
Margarita, CA: Collins Foundation Press, 2008), 395– 96.

22. Formal similarities yet substantive differences. So, for example, over the course of 
a single paragraph, cognitive scientist Todd Tremlin can declare, on one hand, that “reli-
gious systems” are “among the plethora of mental conceptions acquired, represented, and 
transmitted by the human brain” and, on the other hand, that “God concepts are different in 
content from other kinds of ideas” (Minds and Gods: The Cognitive Foundations of Religion 
[New York: Oxford University Press, 2006], 7).

23. As Talal Asad succinctly states, “The very dispute over whether there is or is not an 
essential continuity between religion and the secular depends on constructed concepts of 
both” (Secular Translations: Nation- State, Modern Self, and Calculative Reason [New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2018], 147).

24. Steven A. Rogers and Raymond F. Paloutzian, “Schizophrenia, Neurology, and Reli-
gion: What Can Psychosis Teach Us about the Evolutionary Role of Religion?,” in Where 
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This, of course, is a provocative claim, but one that is justified in light of 
recent work conducted at MindLab at the University of Aarhus in Denmark. 
Take, for example, a recent article by lead author Marc Andersen on the 
capacity to provoke mystical experience in the laboratory. (Andersen is cur-
rently a member of the Interactive Minds Center at the University of Aarhus, 
an international hub for the study of religion, cognition, and culture that has 
carried forward the work of MindLab.) Andersen is interested in whether 
mystical experiences should “be understood as mere interpretations of 
experiences that depend on social constructions” and whether “those who 
report mystical experiences” should be considered “special talents, frauds, 
pious frauds, or even schizoid.” Andersen and his coauthors advocate “an 
experimental approach to mysticism.” History and anthropology and phe-
nomenological constructs have taken us a long way, he acknowledges, but 
too often they have yielded “opposing definitions and speculative theories.” 
The time is right, he suggests, for “weed[ing] out wrong assumptions” and 
testing “improbable theories.” In order to come up with an adequate and rea-
sonable explanation of mysticism, particular components such as behavior, 
context, and personality traits need to be controlled for; physiological and 
perceptual processes need to be measured; and socially constructed aspects 
need to be identified and analyzed.25

In considering “the potential for eliciting mystical experiences in the 
laboratory,” Andersen and his team have already assumed that religion is 
a naturally occurring phenomenon. This assumption justifies their choice 
not to prime test subjects with traditionally religious cues or the language 
of liturgy. Instead, they prime them with the authority and affect of tech-
noscience. Andersen invited three different groups to participate in his 
experiment— those who had prior experience of spirit contact, those who 
had prior experience in meditation, and those who reported having nei-
ther. Researchers in white lab coats escorted subjects to a hospital room and 
informed them of what was about to happen. In somber tones they lectured 
their subjects about the infamous work of neuroscientist Michael Persinger 
and psychologist Stanley Koren. Persinger and Koren had invented the 
so- called God Helmet, a device that they claimed could induce mystical 

God and Science Meet: How Brain and Evolutionary Studies Alter Our Understanding of 
Religion, vol. 3, ed. Patrick McNamara (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2006), 161– 85.

25. Marc Andersen, Uffe Schoedt, Kristoffer L. Nielbo, and Jesper Sørensen, “Mystical 
Experience in the Lab,” Method and Theory in the Study of Religion 26 (2014): 218, 217, 221.



Figure 69. God Helmet replica, from Marc Andersen, Uffe Schoedt, Kristoffer L. Nielbo, 
and Jesper Sørensen, “Mystical Experience in the Lab,” Method and Theory in the Study of 
Religion 26 (2014): 228.
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 experiences by means of electromagnetic waves aimed at particular parts 
of the brain.26

The scientists playing the scientists at Aarhus presented Persinger and 
Koren’s outrageous claims to their test subjects in a positive light and then 
fitted them with what they claimed was a working replica of the God Hel-
met. In truth, what was presented to subjects was a modified snowboard 
helmet, with wires attached to it that emitted a random and very weak mag-
netic field. The subjects were then instructed to put the helmet on and lie 
down, alone, in a small room. “To indicate that the helmet was activated,” a 
scientist in the room “inserted a power plug into the helmet and informed 
the participants that the helmet was active.” The scientists then left the room. 
After an hour a scientist returned and asked the subject to describe any 
experiences he or she might have had.27

This experiment walked a fine line between deception and suggestibility. 
For what Andersen sought to demonstrate was neither the truth of mysti-
cal experience nor the absurdity of a God Helmet. Rather, the experimen-
tal design turns back on the scientists, themselves, isolating their ability to 
make people think that they had had a mystical experience of some sort. 
“Real magnetic coils,” they assure the reader, who is in on the ruse, “were 
added to the [fake] helmet to avoid deception.” So the electromagnetic field 
produced by the fake helmet was real enough but much weaker than that 
emitted by a standard wristwatch— “too weak to produce any known effect 
on brain function.”28

The results of the experiment were nevertheless striking. Prior mystical 
or meditative experience was predicative of “unusual experiences” in the 
laboratory. But a significant percentage of those with no prior experience 
with spiritual presence or meditation also reported some degree of height-
ened or strange experience. A sampling of descriptions include:

26. On the original research for this device, see L. A. Ruttan, M. A. Persinger, and 
S. Koren, “Enhancement of Temporal Lobe- Related Experiences during Brief Exposures to 
MilliGauss Intensity Extremely Low Frequency Magnetic Fields,” Journal of Bioelectricity 9, 
no. 1 (1990): 33– 54. On the popular reception of this research, see Jack Hitt, “This Is Your 
Brain on God,” WIRED (November 1, 1999). For a concurrent study that primed subjects 
with the promise of this contraption and noted the correlation between increased frequency 
of alpha waves and belief in the effectiveness of the helmet, see Michiel Van Elk, “An EEG 
Study on the Effects of Induced Spiritual Experiences on Somatosensory Processing and 
Sensory Suppression,” Journal for the Cognitive Science of Religion 2, no. 2 (2014): 97– 133.

27. Andersen et al., “Mystical Experience in the Lab,” 228– 29.
28. Andersen et al., “Mystical Experience in the Lab,” 227.
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I clearly sensed that I was making contact with the other side. ( . . . ) I 
sensed a male energy coming. . . . You know, when you walk past a person, 
it feels like there is a wind of sorts. That was how it felt, except it felt more 
constant. . . . I felt like someone was inside of me. ( . . . ) Something that 
at some level took control of me . . . I heard a song during the session, but 
I don’t know it. It is a song that is played a lot on the radio these days. . . . 
I felt something that mildly pushed against me. It was like an animal that 
tried to get in under my clothes.  .  .  . It was like a snake pushing itself 
against an isolated area.29

Snakes and male energies aside, Andersen’s study is fascinating in its impli-
cations, namely, how definitions and measurements of religion take hold 
within registers of piety— how public circulations of scientific knowledge 
generate effects and how those effects condition the way in which individu-
als convince themselves that they are religious or not and, in the process, 
theorize their own interiority. In short, I found the testimony and the con-
clusions of this study utterly convincing.30 There does exist, by all accounts, 
a “high degree of belief in the wonders of modern science.”31

Which is to suggest that science (as a method) can quickly become indis-
tinguishable from the structures of power in which science (as a habitus) 
operates. The world ushered in by the persistent sway of scientific rational-
ization and its overdeterminations can become so excessively authoritative 
that it is not unreasonable to suggest that the neuro-  and cognitive sciences 
have become an ecological confound of the most pressing kind, a discursive 
effect in and, eventually, outside the laboratory. It is an effect, moreover, that 
does not lend itself to instrumental measurement.

I realize that for many, if not all, of my interlocutors at MindLab, the 
proposition that their scientific practice is a constituent part of a discourse 
that has, itself, assumed a degree of agency would be quickly dismissed as 
a Foucauldian fallacy.32 Certainly a flaccid rejoinder to their hard science. 

29. Andersen et al., “Mystical Experience in the Lab,” 235– 36.
30. On the material agency of scientific practice and its effects, see Andrew Pickering, 

The Mangle of Practice: Time, Agency, and Science (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1995).

31. Andersen et al., “Mystical Experience in the Lab,” 238. On belief in science with a 
Swedish hue, see Olav Hammer, På spaning efter helheten: New Age, en ny folktro? (Stock-
holm: Wahlström och Widstrand, 1997).

32. Which is to say that I assume that tens of thousands of individuals would bear wit-
ness to the positive contributions of brain research to their lives. And don’t get me wrong. 
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Agency, for those at MindLab, is aligned with the notion of willful action 
or the deliberate exertion of power— qualities that concepts like history or 
culture or dead ancestors definitely do not have. Indeed, the self- conscious 
humanism of cognitive scientists is part and parcel of what they believe dis-
tinguishes them from the pious believer. Scientists are grounded, aware of 
the mechanisms that condition the belief of others as well as their own. The 
garden- variety cognitive scientist responds that he is altogether different 
from “persons [who] think or feel an agent’s agency to be somehow detached 
from a biological body and cannot give natural explanation about the mech-
anism by which the agency is supposed to work.”33 The cognitive scientist, in 

When I find myself in pathological settings I trust the experts and happily submit to those 
with whom I might disagree on healthier days. An interrogation of what lies behind the 
MRI scan does modest good when a tumor is found or when emotions incapacitate and 
prevent one from doing what one might rather be doing. I am tempted, however, to suggest 
that such incapacitations, if not the tumors as well, have discursive qualities.

33. Ilkka Pyysiäinen, Supernatural Agents: Why We Believe in Souls, Gods, and Buddhas 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 98.

Figure 70. “The prestige of present- day science,” from Stafford Beer, Management Science: 
The Business Use of Operations Research (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1968), 18.
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other words, denies, from the beginning, the reality of nonbiological agents. 
There are no agents in the schemes of these scientists excepts for the humans 
themselves. But is that really the case? For what of the gods of scientists, one 
might ask. Or, even more perversely, what to make of the gods that scientists 
in the neuromatic groove have played a part in producing?

When I claim that MindLab scientists are both beholden to and genera-
tive of agencies that transcend their ken, I am not suggesting that their so- 
called secular science is contaminated by or has insufficiently exorcised its 
religious origins. I am, instead, arguing that these brain- bent scientists are 
so many parts of a larger complex, namely, the neuromatic discourse whose 
scenes of operation I have chronicled throughout this book.

Discourse as system; discourse as agentive. Discourse as a totemic sys-
tem of ideas that produce “practices that systematically form the objects 
of which they speak.” And so on and so forth. One might go so far as to 
claim that discourse is a form of artificial intelligence.34 All those algorithms 
whose origins are neuromatic. All those neurons parsed for their informa-
tional susceptibility.35 All those generative encounters between the subject 
and their machines and their computer phones and computer desire. To say 
as much, however, does not necessarily explain anything about the social 
world that we now inhabit.36 It does turn the focus to how we come to know 
and regulate ourselves and how we communicate with others. Basic stuff, 

34. Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge and the Discourse of Language, trans. 
A. M. Sheridan Smith (New York: Pantheon Books, 1982), 49, 135– 40. During the first wave 
of cybernetic speculation at midcentury, of which Foucault was a part, the agency of any 
system was an effect of its capacity to feed the results of its encounter with the environment 
(output) back into itself (input). A system, by definition, “knew” enough about its own goal 
of survival to manipulate what it then put out in the world. More than merely the capacity to 
respond to stimulus (as in behaviorism), such feedback loops were premised on the ability 
to change, in real time, the relationship between input and output. Positive feedback (as 
in McCulloch’s “reverberating circuits”) served to amplify the system’s output. In negative 
feedback, the output dampened the subsequent input. Agency, in other words, was not 
simply the ability to respond to a signal. It was also the capacity to process information and 
send it back out into the world with a difference that would make a difference in the odds 
for survival. Jean- Pierre Dupuy, The Mechanization of the Mind: On the Origins of Cogni-
tive Science, trans. M. B. Debevoise (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000), 46.

35. Albert Gidon et al., “Dendritic Action Potentials and Computation in Human Layer 
2/3 Cortical Neurons,” Science 367, no. 6473 (2020): 83– 87.

36. Gilles Deleuze, “Control and Becoming,” in Gilles Deleuze, Negotiations: 1972– 1990, 
trans. Martin Joughin (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995), 175.



Figure 71. Cover of Edmund C. Berkeley, Giant Brains, or Machines That Think (New York: 
John Wiley and Sons, 1949).
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it would seem, but now being incorporated into systems whose purpose 
utterly transcends our own. For once “the neurocognitive correlates of social 
influence” are identified, defined, and deployed, forces beyond the merely 
human ken begin to consolidate.37 Defensive. Tactical. Agentive. Daring you 
to speak their name.

3.  ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

I do not know where I can find a better place than just here, to make 
mention of one or two other things, which to me seem important, as in 
printed form establishing in all respects the reasonableness of the whole 
story of the White Whale, more especially the catastrophe. For this is 
one of those disheartening instances where truth requires full as much 
bolstering as error. So ignorant are most landsmen of some of the plain-
est and most palpable wonders of the world, that without some hints 
touching the plain facts, historical and otherwise, of the fishery, they 
might scout at Moby Dick as a monstrous fable, or still worse and more 
detestable, a hideous and intolerable allegory.

Herman Melville, Moby- Dick; or, The Whale (1851)

The neuromatic brain invites reasonable speculation about agents that are 
not human.38 Indeed, various alignments between agency and systematicity 
(often with grace notes of divinity) have long animated what has become the 
neuromatic proposition. At midcentury, systems as self- organizing agents 
were the topic of ongoing debate among cyberneticians as the problem of 
“teleological mechanisms” became figured in an array of disciplinary gram-
mars. To one degree or another, systems were seen as generative of formal 
purpose. And it was this formality that bound all systems together, regard-

37. Robert Schnuerch and Henning Gibbons, “A Review of Neurocognitive Mecha-
nisms of Social Conformity,” Social Psychology 45, no. 6 (2014): 466– 78.

38. Sociologist Patricia Ticineto Clough paints with a broad but convincing brush when 
she argues that “digital media and computational technologies, neoliberalism, and bio-
politics continue to reach into the ontological grounds of human subjectivity and sociality, 
both in their operating on nonconscious, bodily responses or affect and in their flooding 
the domain of connectivity with other- than- human- agencies” (The User Unconscious: On 
Affect, Media, and Measure [Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2018], ix).
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less of content, in an endless line of potential substitution. These cyberneti-
cians, as the reader is well aware, were neither the first nor the last to imagine 
the existence of systemic purpose independent of the human. There is a 
history to this self- organizing splay and the individuals over the past three 
centuries who seemed pulled to worship, chart, calculate, and deploy it by 
thinking through how neural networks process information.

In the late 1940s, to take a most pressing example, just as Claude Shan-
non’s theory of redundancy and parallel processing of information were 
becoming integral to neuromatic understandings of the brain, such under-
standings were also being taken up by those who sought to build an artifi-
cial intelligence.39 The mathematician John von Neumann, who trafficked 
between military consultancy and quiet contemplation at the Institute for 
Advanced Study, was taken with constructing such an automaton. By the 
time of his premature death from cancer (possibly from his time working 
on the Manhattan Project), von Neumann had laid the groundwork for the 
next generation of computer scientists. He claimed, in the most excited of 
tones, to have achieved a “degree of flexibility” so that the

machine, under the control of its orders, can extract numbers (or orders) 
from the memory, process them (as numbers!), and return them to the 
memory (to the same or other locations); i.e., it can change the contents 
of the memory— indeed this is its normal modus operandi. Hence it can, 
in particular, change the orders (since these are in the memory!)— the 
very orders that control its actions. Thus all sorts of sophisticated order- 
systems become possible, which keep successively modifying themselves 
and hence also the computational processes that are likewise under their 
control. In this way more complex processes than mere iterations become 
possible.40

39. For a foundational statement, inspired by McCulloch and Pitts, on the relationship 
between neurons and computer components, see John von Neumann, The Computer and 
the Brain, 3rd ed., with foreword by Ray Kurzweil (1958; New Haven, CT: Yale University 
Press, 2012). See also Benjamin Peters’s searching essay on von Neumann’s Catholic encoun-
ter with the limits of the neuromatic rendering of the human as he was ravaged by cancer 
in the mid- 1950s: “The Computer Never Was a Brain, or the Curious Death and Designs of 
John von Neumann,” in Verhaltensdesign— Technologische und ästhetische Programme der 
1960er und 1970er Jahre, ed. Jeannie Moser and Christina Vagt (Bielefeld: transcript 2018): 
113– 23, DOI: https://doi.org/https://dx.doi.org/10.14361/9783839442067– 007.

40. Von Neumann, The Computer and the Brain, 20.
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Adaptive responses to environmental changes, according to von Neumann, 
could become organic to the computer. In doing so, they would exceed their 
original code. They could, eventually, move in purposive yet unpredictable 
ways. Which is to say that they could learn, at a faster pace than we could 
keep up, their reflexes no longer determined by the initial program.

Seeking to reverse engineer the brain in the form of a computational 
machine, von Neumann set into motion a world in which the formal equiva-
lence between natural and artificial intelligence increasingly became a mate-
rial demand. So as the mechanics of the neuromatic brain were increas-
ingly parsed, that brain was also being operationalized in machines that 
would, in turn, further refine the measure of the mechanics of cognition.41 
For as the cybernetic style made its way into the worlds of industry, aca-
demia, medicine, business, and the military, the computer, modeled on the 
brain, became the de facto object on which all manner of things could be 
modeled— evolution, genes, viruses, and so on.42 Eventually, the image of 
the computer that was produced by an image of the brain would be used to 
refine the model of neuromatic processing. In the 1970s and 1980s, for ex-
ample, von Neumann’s efforts would inspire the approach to artificial neural 
networks known as Parallel Distributed Processing— “neural- inspired para-
digms for neutrally inspired methods of adaptive, parallel computing.” In 
their return to considering the “microstructure of cognition,” PDP models 
would hold out the hope of offering computationally sufficient and psycho-
logically accurate accounts of the phenomena of human cognition.43

41. At the very end of his life, dying from cancer, von Neumann was preparing two talks 
that were to be delivered at Yale University for the Silliman Lectures, an annual program 
“designed to illustrate the presence and providence of God as manifested in the natural and 
moral world” (von Neumann, The Computer and the Brain, v).

42. Wiener, God and Golem, 27– 29. Another figure who is explicit about the theological 
register of cybernetics is Donald McKay, the British physicist who was an original member 
of the Ratio Club and often collaborated with McCulloch. Near the end of his life, McKay, 
like Beer, began to let his theological stripes show. See, e.g., Donald McKay, The Clockwork 
Image: A Christian Perspective on Science (London: Intervarsity Press, 1974).

43. Michael Arbib, “Towards a Neurally- Inspired Computer Architecture,” Natural 
Computing 2, no. 1 (2003): 1– 46; James L. McClelland et al., “The Appeal of Parallel Dis-
tributed Processing,” in Parallel Distributed Processing: Explorations in the Microstructure 
of Cognition, vol. 1, ed. David E. Rumelhart et al. (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1986), 3– 40. 
See also Gregory R. Andrews, Foundations of Multithreaded, Parallel, and Distributed Pro-
gramming (Reading, MA: Addison- Wesley, 2000). According to computer and neurosci-
entists both, “like the brain, a PDP model computes by using a large number of relatively 
simple processing units (which may be thought of as corresponding to groups of neurons or 
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In crossing the AI threshold, a new world came into view— a world 
beyond the human, a world whose systems were self- organizing, agentive in 
their intelligence and capable of not only responding to their environment, 
that is, the human sphere, but also bending that sphere to their own will. 
For example, as Warren McCulloch aspired toward building machines that 
were imitative of what “a brain does do with information,” he also became 
increasingly aware of new agencies in his midst— agencies, moreover, that he 
had helped to usher in.44 According to McCulloch, the prospect of mechani-
cal subjection posed a looming threat to his own project of command and 
control.45

Now that we have constructed automata, which, like us, can compute any 
computable number, can formulate clear ideas and, by inverse feedback, 
have purposes of their own, built into them as ours are born into us, 
we are confronted with the humbling prospect of the work of our own 
hands— machines more steadfast in their purposes, more supple in their 
execution of these purposes and in their modifications for good cause, 
capable of learning and thinking far beyond us, at present in certain fields 
only, but, in time to come, in any field for which we care to construct 
them.46

McCulloch’s ominous description of technological autonomy was followed 
by a warning that was also a plea. For “as yet,” added McCulloch, “we have 
not made [machines] capable of multiplying their kind. That would be for 
us the final mistake.”47

Less than a decade later, such warnings had fallen by the wayside as 
Norbert Wiener suggested that the secret to life itself was put vividly on 

highly simplified individual neurons). Each unit receives input and sends output to a large 
number of other units via excitatory and inhibitory connections (analogous to synapses).” 
Michael H. Van Kleeck and Stephen M. Kosslyn, “The Use of Computer Models in the 
Study of Cerebral Lateralization,” in Cerebral Laterality: Theory and Research, ed. Frederick 
L. Kitterle (Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1991), 160.

44. Warren S. McCulloch, “Mysterium Iniquitatis of Sinful Man Aspiring into the Place 
of God” [1955], in Embodiments of Mind (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1970), 162.

45. Gerald Raunig, A Thousand Machines: A Concise Philosophy of the Machine as Social 
Movement (Los Angeles: Semiotext(e), 2010), 16.

46. Warren S. McCulloch, “Through the Den of the Metaphysician,” British Journal for 
the Philosophy of Science 5, no. 17 (1954): 30.

47. McCulloch, “Through the Den of the Metaphysician,” 30.
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display in the capacity for machines not only to reproduce themselves but 
to produce a variety of other machines with different evolutionary advan-
tages. “Different as the mechanical and the biological reproduction may be,” 
argued Wiener, “there are parallel processes achieving similar results; and 
an account of the one may well produce relevant suggestions in the study of 
the other.”48 So even though Wiener knew that he was modeling the brain, 
the will to overcome the metaphorical gap between brain and computer was 
built into the very conceit of cybernetics.

This conceit was taken to its logical conclusion in Stafford Beer’s claim 
that computers were the culmination of a kind of providential history and 
that God was simply the most meta of all systems— an agency above that 
made all the subsystems below compatible with one another.49 Beer was 
one of the most visible and vocal cybernetic figures in the postwar years.50 
His neuromatic applications were both big business and a source of mysti-
cal speculation. Working out of a negative theological vein reminiscent of 
the Calvinist tones of Jonathan Edwards, Beer claimed that logical proposi-
tions fail us when it comes to a metasystem’s unfathomable presence. “We 
are able to think about God, but not to encompass His existence. We may 
know God by His effects in us, but not in Himself. In fact our advancing 

48. Norbert Wiener, God and Golem: A Comment on Certain Points Where Cybernetics 
Impinges on Religion (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1964), 30.

49. As historian Jessica Riskin argues, cyberneticians such as Beer had extended and 
refined the pervasive program in early modern theology that understood God as a divine 
engineer who had set the world in motion and then abandoned the scene. As Riskin sharply 
puts it, there is a contradiction at the origin of modern science, for when early inventors 
“banished mysterious agencies from nature to the province of a transparent God, they 
predicated their rigorously natural approach on a supernatural power” (The Restless Clock: 
A History of the Centuries- Long Argument over What Makes Living Things Tick [Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2016], 5).

50. By the age of thirty, Beer was the director of Research and Cybernetics for all of 
United Steel, then the largest company in Europe; then he went to codirect the consulting 
firm Science in General Management (SIGMA). By 1970 Beer had become president of the 
Operations Research Society, an independent and wealthy consultant to businesses and 
governments around the world, and one of OR’s chief “sermonizers.” Stafford Beer, The 
Brain of the Firm, 107. Beer may be best known for his consulting work for the government 
of Chile shortly before the coup d’état that overthrew Beer’s employer, socialist President 
Salvador Allende, and paved the way for the reign of Augusto Pinochet. Beer was managing 
a project called Cybersyn, a plan to use operations research to manage the Chilean economy 
with computers, when the US instigated Allende’s overthrow. Eden Medina, Cybernetic Rev-
olutionaries: Technology and Politics in Allende’s Chile (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2011).
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human knowledge has taken us a long way in understanding this.” Unlike 
Edwards’s God, however, Beer’s spoke in the language of information, God 
being that “intelligence beyond all limitation, which is to say, dimension-
less; something absolutely perceiving, perfectly capable of processing data, 
entirely comprehending.”51

In their consideration of systematicity, cyberneticians, in general, were 
prone to think aggressively about the mathematical precision of a thread 
that lies just beyond what is self- evident but nonetheless determines what 
is.52 In 1986, this essence of systematicity assumed scriptural status in Pebbles 

51. “There is something beyond our capacity for knowledge,” surmised Beer, “both 
physically and intellectually: this much is sure. What precisely it is, then, by definition, we 
cannot directly know.” Beer, “Cybernetics and the Knowledge of God,” Month 34 (1966): 
297– 98. On the specter of automation rendered in a more Ottoian vein, see Jonathan Eber-
hart, “About the Systems System: Computerized Hair- tearing Called Systems Analysis is 
Tackling Problems That Make Humans Tremble,” Science Newsletter (January 7, 1967): 19.

52. On this “seminal” insight, see Beer’s 1964 lecture, “The World, the Flesh, and the 
Metal: The Prerogatives of Systems,” Nature 205, no. 4968 (1965): 223– 31. The neuromatic 
agenda was marked by a style of thinking that strove to transcend the merely human. It was 

Figure 72. The Thread, from Stafford Beer et al., Pebbles to Computers: The Thread (Toronto: 
University of Oxford Press, 1986), 18.
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to Computers: The Thread, published twelve years after Beer had renounced 
his material possessions and moved to Wales, where he turned to Transcen-
dental Meditation and lived in hermetic isolation. In Pebbles to Computers, 
Beer and his coauthors offered an origin myth of computers— a story of how 
“reality” evolved into three dimensions and beyond, from the bubbling of 
ancient spirits, Aztec cosmologies, and cave paintings to Egyptian hiero-
glyphs and the functional design of Stonehenge to the engineering feats of 
Charles Babbage and the chips of Silicon Valley. In Beer’s vision, informa-
tion was the divine spark, an immanent God present from the beginning “in 
coded streams of neural data.” According to Beer’s worldview of neuromatic 
correspondence, “information informs us” and “it in- forms the cosmos we 
know.” As Beer implies, the thread is a metaphysical emblem that unifies all 
of time and space— a churinga cut with a whimsical bit of Harold and the 
Purple Crayon (1955). The thread is pure connection, the sharp peaks of an 
EEG jag stretched and smoothed over the course of cosmic history, a meta-
phor of the medium of being, a healing form of radiation that is at once 
transcendent and immanent. As Beer declares, “the Thread of energy trans-
mission and flow that we have been following leads straight into the world 
of computation through the connexion of information.” Consequently, com-
puters were the inevitable incarnation of a cosmic history “because energy 
and information are aspects of the same thing.”53 And here was the sharpest 
edge of the cybernetic imagination of religion, which, as fate would have it, 
remains a technologically astute vision of this secular age.

It has been my sense, given the engineering and financial capital involved, 
that such endless analogy constitutes an underlying existential crisis of our 

thinking performed with an unerring confidence given a “world in which modern science 
[was] an inescapable, ever- expanding influence.” Warren Weaver, “Science and Complex-
ity,” American Scientist 36 (October 1948): 544.

53. Stafford Beer et al., Pebbles to Computers: The Thread (Toronto: Oxford University 
Press, 1986), 28– 30. In light of Beer’s suggestive comments, I have been interested in the 
source of information theory’s logical appeal rather than in offering a technical reading of 
information theory. As Donna Haraway has argued, “information,” not to mention the sys-
tems that generate and process information, could have existed “only in very specific kinds 
of universes” (“The Biopolitics of Postmodern Bodies: Constitutions of Self in Immune 
System Discourse,” in Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The Reinvention of Nature [New York: 
Routledge, 1991], 207).
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times. For it is one thing to recognize a kinship across whatever might mark 
the human divide; it is quite another to reduce variety and difference to a 
calculable continuum. So that everything is fungible with everything else. And 
it is this naturalization of nature or, more precisely, the founding assumption 
that information is built into nature and guarantees correspondences across 
all domains, that I take issue with. I am suspicious of its metaphysics. I am 
outraged by the sexual and racial politics it ushers in. I am anxious about the 
material worlds being assembled in its image. And I reject its first principle 
and final aim, that communication happens in a purely statistical fashion.

Whenever I find myself growing grim about this situation, however, I 
turn off the computer and savor the irony of it all. I shut my eyes. I take a 
walk with a friend or play guitar with my kids. I smoke a joint and smile 
and recall my MindLab retreats. I tear up with visions of my grandmother 
who was traumatized not just by her evangelical God but by the electric 
shock treatments she received in the early 1960s. I drift into a space where 
the neuromatic brain, conceived of as the archetype of all complex systems, 
becomes an aesthetic proposition or political contingency rather than an 
epistemic prescription. I recall an MRI study I recently read and the radiant 
color contrasts that were used in its pages to distinguish cognitive states, and 

Figure 73. “Brain” by Dana Beezley aka Chemical Girl (1987).
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I wonder whether Rothko would approve or how my friend Dana would 
depict the scene. I revel in the absurdity of how neuromatic predilection 
has long served and continues to serve the imagination of ourselves as the 
engineers of our particular scenes, whether construed as secular, religious, 
or some spooky place in between.54 I take pleasure in the fact that despite 
the mathematical insights of circular causality and the increasing processing 
power of our machines, our neuromatic brains have proven themselves ill- 
equipped to recognize agencies that were not designed by us or could not be 
modeled by us according to the latest neuroscientific script. There is hope 
for human finitude yet, I muse, and the murky depths that accompany it. 
Hope yet for a world in which consciousness has not yet been reduced to a 
technological order of information. Which is to say that whatever nonhu-
man agents may be aswirl in our midst, they do not, at the end of the day, 
serve our horizon of systematicity. They serve their own.55

54. “It is an eerie experience,” wrote Grey Walter shortly before he died, “to discern 
through an electric machine the genesis of a person’s intentions, to predict his decisions 
before he knows his own mind. Even more impressive is the experience, when one is oneself 
harnessed to such a machine, to find that by an effort of will, one can influence external 
events, without movement or overt action, through the impalpable electric surges in one’s 
own brain.” W. Grey Walter, Observations on Man, His Frame, His Duty and His Expecta-
tions (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1969), 36– 37.

55. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, “Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading, or You Prob-
ably Think This Essay Is about You,” in Touching Feeling: Affect, Pedagogy, Performativity 
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2003), 123–51.


